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News In Brief

MONDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 7, 1988
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Bush: no stopping now;
Dukakis: I'm charging

Bagging a big one

City and county voting precincts
listed for residents of community

By The Associated Press
George Bush and Michael
Dukakis were crossing paths in
battleground states on the final
day of campaigning before
Americans choose the next president. The Republican nominee
held a lead in the polls, while his
Democratic opponent was on a
sleepless pursuit of an upset.
The presidential rivals each had
rallies today in Ohio and then in St.
Louis.
"They're getting so worried
Bush is following me around —
can you believe it?" Dukakis told

The following is a list of the voting precincts for Murray and
Calloway County:
Murray No. 1 — Courthouse, 5th Street;
Murray No. 2— City Hall, 5th Street;
Murray No. 3— Murray Middle School, 801 Main;
Murray No. 4 — Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, U.S. 641 South;
Murray No. 5 — MSU Field House, 14th Street;
Murray No. 6 — Special Education Building, 16th Street;
Murray No. 7 — Robertson School, Broach Street;
Murray No..8 — Vocational School, Sycamore Street;
Murray No. 9 — Army Reserve Building, Center Drive;
Murray No. 10 — Navy Recruiting Office, Bel-Air Center;
Murray No. 11 — Christian Community Church, Glendale & 16th;
Almo — Almo Restaurant, Route 1;
C,alloway — Calloway County High School, College Farm Road,
Cherry Corner — Cherry Corner Baptist Church, Route 5;
Clayton Creek — East Elementary School, Route 6;
Coldwater — Coldwater Church of Christ, Route 1;
Dexter — Dexter Community Center, Dexter;
Faxon — Burkeen's Grocery, Kentucky 94 East;
Harris Grove — Southwest Elementary School, Route 7;
Hazel — Hazel City Hall, Hazel;
Jackson — Kirksey Woodman of the World Building, Kirksey,
ICIrksey — Kirksey Woodman of the World Building, Kirksey;
Lynn Grove — Lynn Grove Skating Rink, Lynn Grove;
New Concord — New Concord Church of Christ, New Concord,
Providence — Herndon Seed Mill, Route 4;

a rally in Portland. Ore., Sunday
night. The Democratic nominee.
was on a non-stop campaign swing
with no time to see a bed until he
arrives home in Massachusetts
Election Day.
''I don't need sleep, I'm charging," said Dtikakis after a series of
West Coast appearances.
"There ain't no stopping us now
unless we stop OUrseIVes," Bush
told crowds in Colorado in California. The vice president was winding up his campaign with rallies
(Cont'd on page 5)

Mother hopes Marlena
turns up in Florida

'Coats for Calloway' schedules
a second distribution Saturday
The "Coats for Calloway" project will hold a second distribution of
garments on Saturday, Nov. 12, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the former
ice cream shop in the Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, according to a
spokesperson for the project.
"Some people weren't able to make it to the first distribution, so
with some coats remaining, we dedcided to hold another distribution," the spokesperson said.
A spinoff of a similar coat drive in Paducah, the local project is
sponsored by the K-Mart Good News Committee, the Murray Optimist Club, the Murray Fire Department, Boones and Big B
Cleaners and radio stations WSJP-WBLN.
The project received over 1,000 coats from local residents, surpassing a goal the group had hoped to reach. An initial distribution was
held Oct. 29.

Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams tags over 10 pounds of marijuana
seized Sunday evening during a raid at a New Concord residence. The
marijuana was already bagged and part of it was in a cooler-type container buried in the backyard. Williams said.(See page two for information on arrests made in connection with the raid).
Staff photo by Donna ,
(4weemb

UNION CITY, Tenn. ( AP —
The mother of missing 5-year-old
Marlena Childress says she's confident her daughter will be returned soon as the result of a lead in
the 111-year-old case.
just know they're going to
find her this time," Pam Bailey
said.
know we've had a lot of
good leads before, but this time. I
just know it's her. I know it."
Mrs. Bailey said Friday she was
encouraged by reports that
Marlena had been spotted in
Florida.
Obion County Sheriff Nathan
Cunningham traveled to Panama
City, Fla., on Thursday to investigate a tip in the case. He said
he is almost sure that the girl
described by a witness is Marlena.
(Cont'd OD page 5)

Pam Bailey
Hopes.Wariena is found

Poll: Kentuckians know more about AIDS

Elsewhere
tSSOCIATED PRESS
By The

— KenLOUISVILLE, Ky.(
tucky adults are more educated
about AIDS today than two years
ago, and residents' fears of contracting the disease have increased only slightly, according to a recent poll.
In a Bluegrass State Poll
published in Sunday's editions of
The Courier-Journal, almost all of

BEIJING — About 600 people were killed or injured by an earthquake that shook a remote mountain jungle region of southern China,
the state-run China International Broadcasting Station said today.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Partisans of 29 statewide propositions
Californians face Tuesday spent a record $130 million — over $9 per
voter — on a media war involving issues like car insurance rates,
AIDS and hiking cigarette taxes.
BOSTON — Andrei Sakharov arrived here on his first trip outside
the Soviet Union declaring he was a free man and drawing attention
to a supporter who has been jailed eight years for protesting the
Nobel laureate's banishment to Gorky.
WASHINGTON — America's wealthiest families are keeping
ahead of inflation, the poorest are losing ground, and many of the rest
are holding even only because more family members are working.
according to a new economic study.
WASHINGTON — A new Iran-Contra grand jury is conducting
what appears to be an investigation of possible perjury by witnesses
questioned by Congress or another grand jury about the arms-forhostages affair.
TOKYO — Seven weeks after taking ill with internal bleeding,
Emperor Hirohito receives massive blood transfusions after
coughing up blood, The imperial palace summons the 87-year-old's
grandson home from England

Tuesday's vote
to have little
effect on state
political power
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP ) —
George Bush and Michael Dukakis
waged a pitched battle for Kentucky's presidential electoral
votes, but Tuesday's election promised to have a minimal effect on
the state's balance of political
power.
All incumbent congressmen
were favored to win re-election.
and Democrats were guaranteed
to keep lopsided majorities in both
houses of the General Assembly.
With no governorship or U.S.
Senate seat at stake, the No. 2
attention-getter on Kentucky's
ballot was not a partisan race, but
an issue: whether to amend Kentucky's 97-year-old constitution to
permit a stfe lottery.
Another ballot issue, the proposed "broad-form" deed amendment, fired passions in the eastern
Kentucky coalfields, but apparently caused little stir elsewhere
With just nine electoral votes,
Kentucky never received much attention from presidential contenders in the past Bush and
Dukakis changed that in 1988.
Dukakis made tour campaign
trips to the state afterwinning the
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received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
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a.m - 12 p.m. Saturday.

Tonight: Partly cloudy and
not so cool. Low in the mid to
upper 40s. South wind 10 to 15
mph
Extended For
The extended forecast calls
for fair and mild conditions
Wednesday, with cloudiness
and a chance of showers Thursday, then clearing and cooler
Friday.
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(Ckatt'd as page 2)

t

the 806 adults surveyed correctly
identified sexual intercourse or
sharing a drug needle with a person who has AIDS as ways that
AIDS can be transmitted.
The latest poll, which The
Courier-Journal conducted from
Sept. 6-10, found evidence that
education efforts, including a
government brochure sent to all

U.S. households this year. are succeeding in increasing knowledge
about AIDS — and in reducing unwarranted fear about contracting
the disease — when compared
with a similar Bluegrass Poll conducted in 1986.
Far more dramatic improvement was seen in the numbers of
Kentuckians who thought AIDS

can be spread in ways that it
cannot.
Thirty-one percent said that a
person can get AIDS by giving
blood, compared to 54 percent who
gave that incorrect answer in 1986.
That unwarranted fear has deterred potential blood donors and
(Cont'd on page 5)

Examining the goods

The Kiwanis of Murray held their annual Gun and Knife Show Saturday and Sunday at the( alloway ('ounty
Middle School gymnasium on College Farm Road. Billed as West Kentucky's oldest gun show, the event drew
dealers and individuals from around the region. Spectators arrived early both days for an opportunity to view
the items on display. Among the items being shown were guns, knives, gun parts, ammo, reloading components and equipment, militaria. coins, watches and related items. Above a group of spectators examine a
portion of the goods that were on display at the show. Exhibitors present Saturday and Sunday included many
from the Murray and Calloway County area.
sten psi,u,h.. tare/ Trw.lis
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Tuesday's vote...
(Coned hem page I)
Democratic nomination. Bush
courted Republican faithful in the
5th District en route to victory in
the March 8 primary, then returned five times as the GOP nominee.
The Republicans targeted Kentucky in part because its polls
close early, making it one of the
first states in which the television
networks can project a winner. A
big Bush victory here, the theory
went, would have a snowball effect
on western states, particularly
California.
The Democrats billed Kentucky
as a key component of a regional
strategy — one of a handful of
relatively small states that, taken

as a whole, added up to a nice
block of electoral votes
The hottest of Kentucky's congressional races was in the 7th
District, where incumbent
Democrat Carl "Chris" Perkins of
Leburn was opposed for a third
full term by Republican Will T.
Scott, a former Pike Circuit Court
judge.
In the 2nd District, retired Army
Maj. Martin Tori of Radcliff tried
to unseat the dean of Kentucky's
congressional delegation,
Democrat William H. Natcher of
Bowling Green.
Natcher, who won his U.S
House seat in a 1953 special election, is known for never having
missed a roll call vote or quorum
call, a streak currently just under
16,000 votes.

Republican Harold "Hal" didates for the 100 House seats, inRogers had no opposition in the 5th cluding 13 GOP incumbents who
District, and the state's remaining were unopposed.
Half of the Senate's 38 seats
incumbents were heavily favored.
up for election this year, and
were
Democrat Carroll Hubbard was
opposed by independent Charles 12 of the 18 Democrats running
K. Hatchett of Hardin in the 1st were unopposed. One Republican
District. Republicans Jim Bunn- seat, that of Sen John D. Rogers
ing in the 4th District and Larry of Somerset, was uncontested.
Despite polls indicating strong
Hopkins in the 6th District were
opposed by Democrats Richarwl support for approval of the lottery
Bellies and Milt Patton, respec- referendum, the pro-lottery camtively. In Louisville's 3rd District, paign picked up the pace with a
Democrat Romano Mazzoli faced weekend advertising blitz that usRepublican longshot Philip ed 80 radio stations, every weekly
newspaper and most television
Dunnagan.
Democrats already held ma- markets serving the state.
The coal industry, meanwhile,
jorities of 71-29 in the state House
and 29-9 in the state Senate, and anted up $250,000 for advertising to
their grip was not expected to urge defeat of Amendment No. 2,
which effectively would prohibit
loosen.
Republicans fielded just 42 can- strip mining under a broad-form
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for trafficking marijuana
John Wayne Beard, 28, of New
Concord, was arrested Sunday
evening for trafficking in marijuana after Calloway County
sheriff's deputies exeucuted a
search warrant on his residence in
the Kentucky Lake Development
area, according to Sheriff J.D.
Williams.
Over 10 pounds of marijuana
was seized in the raid along with 10
cases of beer, drug paraphernalia,
records of sales and $590 in cash,
Williams said.
Beard was formally charged
with trafficking in marijuana over
five pounds, possession of alcohol
for resale in a dry option territory,
possession of drug paraphernalia
and having a prescription drug not

The fellowhig is a snownary of the DUI sod felony
eases brought before the Othloway Comity District
(Port this week. DUI eases are only tithed after now
dieposition and .sly if a pies or venhet of milky has
bees entered. Unless otherwise noted.•court coot of
147.55 was anisoinikaily paid by the party mention
eel 4 "tee" refers to a sheriff's Me). In the event of
any type of suspensions. figures listed represent those
fines or sentences after the suspended portion has
been subtracted. Those parties appearing before
Judge l..-she Furebes may have either paid • flee.
fee, court costs made restitution or received •
@soignee, or any combination Some rases may have
Imo entlinued. pawed ea So smother mart date or
dimithed tor a variety of rearm. Misiemeaeors.
doling site.. traffic violations, and offenses levels,
lag minors art not Included In the following list
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From Oct. 31:
Charles E. Turley. DUI. first offense,
pleaded guilty, fined 1200 plus $100 DUI fee.

S

From Nov. 1:
Lynn Ray Hill. DUI, pleaded guilty, fined
1200 plus $100 DUI fee.
Jerry William Falwell. DUI. pleaded guilty. fined $200 plus $100 DUI fee.
Michael David Bretton, DUI. amended to
reckless driving on motion of Commonwealth
due to liow breathilizer test, pleaded guilty.
fined $1
Jar'Paul Cannon. possession of alcoholic
beverages for sale in dry option territory.
narde amended from Cannon to name of
fraternity
Alpha Tau Omega, pleaded guilty, fined 1600. and signed a 11.000 peace bond
as part of sentence If the fraternity is found
guilty of any offense involving a breach of
peace the $1,000 will be forfeited
Dennis Maguire. theft by failure to make
required disposition of property over 8100.
amended to under $100. pleaded guilty, $100
fine susupended
Darrell Morris. kidnapping amended to
second-degree unlawful imprisonment on
motion of Commonwealth and third-degree
criminal trespassing, pre trialconference
set Jan. 11
James Spradling theft by unlawful taking
over $100. preliminary hearing set, Nov 16
Michael Geurin, possession of a forged instrument. theft by unlawful.taking over $100.
preliminary' hearing set Nov 9
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Alaska House of Representatives,
made a campaign stop in
Lexington.
The Populist Party featured
David Duke of Metairie, La., for
president and Floyd C. Parker of
Farmington, N.M., for vice president. The New Alliance Party
ticket featured Lenora B. Fulani
of New York for president and
Mamie Moore of Somerville, N.J.,
for vice president.

New Concord man arrested

District Court
Summary

WEWILL OPEN

ALL

mineral deed without the landowner's consent.
Although they received practically no attention during the
campaign, three other national
tickets were represented on Kentucky's ballot.
The Libertarian Party fielded
Ron Paul of Lake Jackson, Texas,
for president and Andre Marrou of
Las Vegas for vice president. Marmu, a former member of the

in its proper container.
Ricky Dale Nance, 31, of Rt. 5,
Murray, who was at Beard's
residence during the raid, was
searched by deputies then charged
with possession of schedule II narcotics when a plastic bag containing cocaine was found in his
pocket, according to the sheriff's
report.
Bond has not been set for the
two, Williams said.
The sheriff said the charges
stem from a two to three-month
investigation.
Particiating in the raid were
sheriff's deputies Billy Brandon,
Stan Scott, Pat Pa:scahll, and
assistant county attorney David.
Harrington.

Hugh Houston
receives title
of Mr. MSU at
Friday event
Hugh Houston of Murray, a
sophomore chemistry and biology
major at Murray State University,
was named Mr. MSU 1988 in the
eighth annual Mr. MSC' pageant
Friday, Oct. 28.
The son of Dr. Hal and Lynn
Houston, he was awarded the title
from a field of 19 contestants. He
was sponsored in the pageant by
the Pre-Med Club.
Sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority, the pageant includes formal ipterview, talent and
formalwear categories. Proceeds
from the event benefit the sorority's philanthropic project, the Arthritis Research Foundation.
Houston is a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha social fraternity.
Academic Advisory Council, Student Alumni Association, Student
Ambassadors, Tr -Beta biology
fraternity and MSU LEAD,a campus leadership program.
First runner-up in the pageant
was John K. Hawks, a senior from
McKenzie, Tenn., who also received the Crowd Appeal Award. Dan
DeFabio of St. Louis, Mo., a junior
advertising major, was second
runner-up.
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Murray High team
captures top spot
in speech tourney

PAGE 3

By Abigail

The Murray High Speech Team
took top honors in their first
speech tournament of the year by
placing first our of 32 teams at
Calloway County's Tournament of
Champions Saturday.
Murray totaled 137 points while
second place Clarksville Northest
and third place Christian County
each tallied 111 points. More than
DEAR ABBY: You are correct to
600 students from three states par- say that hotel managers
do not care
ticipated. As host, Calloway Counwhether couples traveling together
ty did not participate.
are married or not. After I lost my
The following individuals won first wife to cancer in the 1950s, I
made trips to Las Vegas, New
awards at the tournament:
Scott Rose and Chris Portner Orleans, San Antonio and elsewhere — signing the hotel register
placed first and third respectively
with my name only, and marking
in Lincoln-Douglas debate.
"2" in the proper space when I took
Dawn Greer placed first in per- a lady along.
suasive speaking and second in exAfter losing my second wife to
temporaneous speaking.
cancer, I was 79 years old and
Gene Cook placed second in thought my time for romance was
over — then I met a lovely lady at
humorous interpretation.
L,eign Baker and Jody Borge church. She was a 65-year-young
placed second ,and thire respec- widow. Before we married, she
wanted a trial honeymoon trip and
tively in dramatic interpretation.
so did I. She wanted to go to the
Laramie Simpson and Leigh Swiss Alps and
I wanted to go to the
Baker place third in duo acting.
Orient. We compromised and went
Karen Miculcik, Daniel Cohen to both!
and Leigh Baker reached the final
The travel agent made all our
reservations in the name of "Mr.
round of competition.
Murray will participate in Trigg and Mrs." However, our passports
County's Mary B. Rutherford were in our own names. The tour
Speech Tournament Saturday, hostess called us "The Andersons,"
and the only embarrassment ocNov. 12.
curred when others on the tour
asked us how long we had been
married because we looked like
honeymooners. We were, actually,
but we weren't married yet. Our
biggest difficulty was getting a
double bed instead of twin beds.
I'm 82, and happier than I ever
thought I could be at this age. All
SOME IW YOUR BEST WEAPONS
I can say is what my wife's daughter told her after meeting me: "Go
IN THE BRUT AGAINST CANCER
for it, Mama!"
ARE IN THE GROCERY STORE.
ANDY ANDERSON,
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CALIF.

Van Buren

How Sweet It Is, Says Man
With Zest for Life and Love

Rick Schell (center) of Peat, Marwick, Main and Company, Nashville, Tenn., presented $500 scholarships
to
Murray State University accounting majors Jeff Stearman (second from right) and Kyle Cravens (third from
left) on behalf of his accounting firm and Murray State's chapter of Beta Alpha Psi accGunting fraternity
Pest, Marwick, Main and Company gave the local chapter $1,000 for scholarships after it received .
a
"superior" rating at the national Beta Alpha Psi convention. Witnessing the presentation were (from
left):
Steve Priest and Bart Rich of Peat, Marwick, Main and Company; and Dr. Robert Seay, faculty vice president for the chapter.

Ads confuse broad-form question
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
There have been advertisements
for and against, and a "victims'
van" traveling the state, but some
officials say the 162-word proposed
broad-form deed amendment may
still confuse thousands of voters
Tuesday.
Legislators in different parts of
the state say their telephones have
been ringing off the hook with calls
from people who have seen some
of the ads and fear the amendment
could threaten their homes.
"Before these negative ads
came out, I would have predicted
that the amendment would win
pretty easily," said state Rep. Billy Ray Smith, D-Bowling Green.
"But now ... I don't know."
Historically, Kentuckians tend
to vote against constitutional
amendments.
"People just don't understand ...
what this amendment does," said
state Rep. Albert Jones, DPaducah, who favors it.
The coal industry reportedly has
poured more than $240,000 into a
last-minute advertising blitz that
amendment supporters charge is
misleading.
Kentuckians For The Commonwealth, a citizens' group that
has been campaigning actively for
the amendment for five months, is
trying to stave off the industry
with a continuing grass-roots
effort.
Beginning around 1900, broad.
form deeds were used to sever the
ownership of hundreds of
thousands of acres of minerals
from the ownership of the surface
land in about a dozen eastern Kentucky counties.
Kentucky courts have ruled that
mineral owners with such deeds
can strip mine without the consent
of surface owners and in some
cases without paying damages.
The legislature has twice passed
laws restricting the deeds, but the
courts have ruled them unconstitutional. Both houses voted
unanimously last spring to put the
issue on the ballot.
The amendment would restrict
mining under broad-form deeds,
except by agreement of the surface owner, to methods "commonly known to be in use in the area"
when the deeds were signed.
After an unsuccessful court effort to remove the issue from the
ballot, opponents formed a campaign organization last month
called Kentuckians for Property
Rights and last week reported
raising $244,500 from 17 coalrelated companies.
Under a plan mapped by

Hamilton, Frederick &
Schneiders, a Washington polling
firm, Kentuckians for Property
Rights is running television ads in
all major Kentucky markets, plus
radio ads, and has distributed
thousands of fliers.
Although the industry has been
divided over the issue, the Kentucky Coal Association and local
coal associations are assisting the
effort, said Wayne Masterman,
editor of the Kentucky Coal Journal and chairman of the campaign
group.
Kentucians for the Commonwealth, which reported raising $107,955, is advertising on
television and radio and in
newspapers.
It also has sent four victims or
potential victims of broad-form
deeds on a five-day, 20-stop tour of
the state.
The group has secured endorsements from more than 250
organizations and individuals, including the League of Women
Voters, the Catholic Committee of
Appalachia, more than 35
newspapers and Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones. Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
refused last week to take a

Kentucky soldier
dies as result of
cycling accident
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP ) —
A Fort Campbell soldier has died
from head injuries sustained in a
motorcycle crash, authorities
said.
David William Wining, 20, of 2nd
Battalion, 502nd Infantry, was pronounced dead at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in
Nashville at 5:10 a.m. Sunday,
Clarksville Police Department
Fatal Accident Crash Team Sgt.
Mike Tanner said.
Wining's motorcycle was traveling southbound on U.S. 41A when it
struck a car crossing the intersection at U.S. 41A and Lafayette
Road on Saturday night, Tanner
said.
The driver of the car, 38-yearold Huong Friar, and Robert
Brock, Headquarters 3rd Battalion, 502nd Infantry, a passenger
on the motorcycle, were
transported to Florence A. Blanchfield Army Community
Hospital. Ms. Friar was treated at
the hospital and released.
Brock was reported in fair condition at the hospital Sunday night.

position.
Amendment supporters have
denounced as distortions antiamendment television ads that
describe the proposal as "snake
oil" and that contend it could
jeopardize house deeds.
State Attorney General Fred
Cowan said last week that similar
claims in industry fliers do not accurately reflect the amendment.
Some amendment opponents
contend supporters have distorted
the issue by suggesting that a strip
miner with a broad-form deed can
take a person's house. Federal law
requires a 300-foot buffer between
a strip mine and a home.
Amendment supporters contend
surface owners never intended for
their land to be destroyed. They
contend it is unfair for surface
owners to pay taxes on property
and then have the land taken
away.
Both sides agree that most coal
companies, because of the issue's
sensitivity, now obtain the surface
owner's permission before strip
mining, and also pay for use of the
surface. Proponents, however,
complain that operators can still
use the threat of the broad-form
deed to compel agreement.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

DEAR ANDY: Thanks for
another testimonial to the fact
that people are not only living
longer, they are enjoying their
later years more. Go for it,
Papa!
A diet that is low in fat, high in fiber,
with plenty of fruits and vegetables
may help reduce your risk of cancer

I

Cancer
Information
Service
1 -800-4-CANCER

when he decided to get married after
we had begun making the arrangements for his sister's wedding. The
perfect solution for our family was
to make it a double wedding! The
brides agreed to it, and all the
brothers and sisters from the three
families involved were included in
the bridal parties.
It turned out to be enormously
successful, and the wedding was far
more memorable than two small
weddings would have been. Also, it
was appreciated by the out-of-town
friends and relatives who didn't
have to make two trips.
MARILYN IPPOLITO, PHOENIX
DEAR MARILYN: My twin
sister and I also had a double
wedding (circa I839), and we
recommend it. But not every
bride would be willing to share
equal billing with another
bride.
* •*

DEAR ABBY: When my wife and
I were married, there was no way I
was going to call my father-in-law
— who is an elderly gentleman —
"Roy" or "Mr. Henderson'I started
to call him "Governor." He loved it,
and told all his younger friends
about it. To his joy, they promptly
adopted it.

This„may be a solution to a tough
problem.
DONALD RIDGE,
WAUKEGAN,ILL
DEAR DONALD: Wonderful.
Now, do you have any ideas
about what to call an elderly
mother-in-law? How about
"Governess" ... or just "Hello,
Beautiful"?

*•*

DEAR ABBY: You recently published a letter from a young woman
who wanted to get married before
her sister, who had announced her
engagement first.
My son had the same problem

Don't put off writing thank-you
notes. letters of sympathy,etc. because
you don't know what to say. Get
Abby's booklet."How to Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send a check or
money order for $2.88 153.39 in Canada) to: Dea,r Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Boxit7, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
(Postage is included.)

ARE YOU
DOLLAR WISE,
BUT TAX FOOLISH?
As the saying'goes, "It's not what you make, it's what you keep!"
Problem is, most of us are so busy making it, we have
precious little time or energy to devote to keeping it.
That's where Hilliard Lyons comes in. There are
countless tax-free money-earning opportunities out
there. And your Hilliard Lyons investment broker
knows them all, inside, out and backwards.
Without cost or obligation to you, Hilliard
Lyons can put together a tax-wise investment strategy for you. One that's tailormade to your situation. One that goes
far beyond the advice you get from
tax guides and magazine articles.
Write or call today
for more information on how to be
dollar-wise and
tax-wise, too.
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PERSPECTIVE
Privilege of voting
one to be treasured
With the November general election just hours away, it is imperative
that we urge each and every registered voter in the community to take
part in the election process by casting a ballot for the candidate of their
choice.
For too long, the voting process has been suffering from an overwhelming sense of apathy on the part of the local voter — not just in
western Kentucky, but the local voter in every community across the
nation. The holders of local, state and national offices are being elected
and put in a position of extreme importance by some of the smallest
voting totals ever. Recent statisitics cited by the media show the United
State trailing numerous other nations in the number of Voters taking
part in the election process.
The privilege
of living in a self-governing nation is one not to be
taken lightly. We must all do our own part to see that the freedoms
associated with this process continue for each and every person.
It is important that residents become involved in the country's
political process by voting. Complaining and criticizing a candidate
when elected to an office by as little as 50 percent of the registered vote
seems merely "a day late and a dollar short." All the excuses for not
voting fail to hold water when the ballot counting is over.
Residents should listen to the candidates, follow their campaigns and
compare their stances on important issues; weigh the differences and
see how their beliefs line up with those of your own; and then, most importantly, go to the polls and vote.
It's a privilege we can't let pass us by. Vote Tuesday for the candidate
of your choice and be proud to be a citizen of a nation where we can elect
our own officials. And remember, many nations would like to be in a
position to have the freedom of voting that we experience.

Letters To The Editor

Laker Band commended
Dear editor:
This past weekend, my wife and
I had the pleasure of accompanying a very special group of young
people to a very prestigious event.
The group was the Calloway County High School Band and the event
was the Kentucky Music
Educators Association State High
School Marching Band Championship at Bowling Green. This event
was significant for a number of
reasons. First, it was their first
statewide championship competition, secondly they had to deal
with an extremely undortunate
weather situation and thirdly they
handled these occurences with a
degree of discipline we found extremely pleasing.
The hand was scheduled to perform at precisely 1:24 p.m. Saturday. The performances were runn-

Election important
for Murray schools
Dear editor:
I consider this one of the most
important school board elections
in Murray City Schools history.
Many important decisions will be
made. I think it is important that a
board member's only reason for
being there is to improve that
system. I plan to support candidates who have children attending Murray City Schools. These
people have a very direct reason
for wanting to be a board member
and have accurate information
about what the needs are.
Thank you,
Jan C. Roberson
1312 Roberson Dr.
Murray, Ky. 42071

mg on schedule and CCHS took the
field. As the band was running
through its routine, disaster
struck! A combination of high
wind, rain and, of all things, hail
hit. The rain came in a torrent and
changed to hail in seconds.
Despite this, the band continued to
perform and it seemed got better
as the weather worsened. Finally,
it became clear that it was going
to be impossible to continue as the
hail got worse and officials instructed the band to leave the
field. About 30 minutes later the
band returned to the field and did
a complete performance. They did
well enough to place 7th out of 22
bands competing in Class A
competition.
This group of young people
showed a high degree of class and
disciplene under some very
adverse conditions. In fact
throughout the whole trip they
conducted themselves in a very
positive manner and projected an
excellent image of our
community.
Mr. Ashby, Mr. Mullins, the
directors, and all the people involved with this program should
be extremely proud in the manner
that the students dealt with the
adversity and in the way they conducted themselves all weekend.
My wife and I were glad we were
there and we wish them the best of
luck in their future endeavors. We
are confident they will continue to
perform at a sustained high level
of excellence.
Sincerely,
Tom and Nancy Ewing
Rt. 6
Murray, Ky.

Looking Rack
Ten years ago
Delivery on a new truck that will
boost the fire fighting capabilities
of Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad is expected later this
month.
Mrs. Marie Taylor of Murray
State University Music Faculty
has been elected second vice
president of Kentucky Music
Teachers Association at a
meeting, Oct. 28-31. at Western
Kentucky University. Bowling
Green.
Twenty years ago
Richard M. Nixon was elected
president and Spiro T. Agnew as
vice president of United States in
general election..Qalloway County
remained in the Democratic fold
in the voting on Nov 5.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of

Physical Education Department,
Murray State University, has been
named president of Kentucky
Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Chamber of Commerce has received word that Arnold Ligon Truck Line has been
granted a permit to serve Murray
from Louisville
Forty years ago
The Lynn Grove High School
Trio composed of Annie Jean
Jones, • Larue Jones and Annette
Butterworth with Moyna Arnett as
accompanist, presented a program at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House They were introduced
by Owen Billington
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Four letters spell out a shameful secret
For a long time I've been carrying around a sordid secret. It's
caused me feelings of guilt and
shame. And now that I have
become a kewborn Republican.
it's become more than I can bear
I must confess and get it off my
conscience.
It happened back in 1970, when I
was writing my column for the
"Chicago Daily News".
One day I received a phone call
fice and hung it in a place where it
from a man who was the head of a
could be seen by the paper's other
well-known civic organization.
columnists, so envy would chew
He said that every year his their guts.
But now that plaque no longer
organization gave a special media
hangs in my office. It is stashed in
award to someone it believed had
done work that was in the spirit of a cardboard box, hidden away in
my basement, near the hot water
his organization.
And that year, he said, the
heater, behind an old golf bag.
organization had decided to
My children, my wife, my
bestow this honor upon me.
closest friends don't know it exSo he was calling to see if I ists. I would have thrown it out but
for fear that the garbage crew
would accept the award.
might spot it and spread word of
Being relatively young and
eager for success and recognition, my shameful indescretion.
But I've lived with this guilt long
I said I would.
So I went to the luncheon and, I enough, suffering sleepless nights,
have to admit, had a fine time. staring at myself with selfVarious speakers got up and talk- contempt as I shave.
Now you will all know. Many of
ed about what a fine fellow I was. I
bowed my head, blushed and look- you will be revolted, and I will
ed as humble as a homeless waif. share your revulsion. Others will
And in my acceptance remarks, condemn me and will accept it as
I said, aw shucks, I hadn't done my due. Some of my friends will
anything that any other decent, shun me, and I would do the same.
hard-working, law-abiding columSo I'm going to let it all hang
nist wouldn't have done under the out. And those with weak
stomachs might consider not
same circumstances.
Then I took the plaque to my of- reading further, especially over

breakfast.
The plaque I received was called the James P McGuire Award,
named after an old-time
newsman.
It was presented to me by ... I
have a hard time even writing the
words, but I'll force myself.
I got it from the ACLU. That's
right. The American Civil Liberties Union. The same outfit — as
we all know — of which Michael
Dukakis is a card-carrying
member.
Now that I've confessed and
flung myself prostrate at your
feet, I humbly ask for understanding, if not forgiveness.
Remember, I was a callow
youth of only 38. I was afflicted
with a naive belief in civil liberties, in the basic tenets of the Constitution, Bill of Rights, freedom
of speech, in liberty and justice for
all.
And I thought that this is what
the ACLU stood for. Boy, oh boy,
was I a jerk.
How was I to know that the
ACLU took on unpopular causes?
How was I to know that they would
stand up for minorities? Or even
unpopular characters they
thought were being denied justice
or the right to speak freely? How
was I to know they would help defend Col. Oliver North?
And how could I have possibly
have known back then that they
would take positions that would

make my hero George Bush mad?
Or that Michael Dukakis was a
card-carrying member?
Even the award I got was
tainted. They named it after this
reporter McGuire because he dug
up evidence that freed an innocent
man from prison.
But as it turned out, even though
the guy was innocent, he was kind
of a mope. So I ask you: is innocence any justification for letting a mope out of prison?
Well, that's it. Although it
doesn't make me any less guilty, I
feel better for having confessed.
And I urge Bush to go on, exposing other card-carrying members
of the ACLU, the fiends.
For example, there is this prominent lawyer, Dick Thornburgh.
You may have read about him. He
was chosen by President Reagan
to be the new attorney general of
the United States, top legal official
in our government.
At one time, Thornburgh was a
card-carrying member of the
ACLU. Even worse, he was a
member of the board of directors
of the Pittsburgh chapter.
He has since left the organization, which is to his credit. yet I
have nagging doubts.
Sure, he no longer carries the
card. But for all we know, the man
might still secretly believe in civil
liberties and the rest of that stuff.
Think about it. And shudder.
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Duke's campaign nearing Panic City limits
Down 10 points. the little Duke's
campaign has reached the suburbs
of Panic City.
Trying desperately to turn it all
around, campaign aide Donna
Brazile last week started pumping
raw sewage, spreading through the
press corps ugly rumors about Mr.
Bush's private life. While Mr.
Dukakis hastily canned Brazile and
apologized, the effect(inteneded by
Brazile I was to advance the rumor.
After a Boston parley called to
molify black leaders angered by
Brazile's ouster (she is black),
America's Number One racebaiter, "Hymietown" Jackson
himself, emerged to accuse Mr.
Bush of sending "ugly raceconscious signals ... from ( his)
campaign." Ms. Brazile had
started the dirtball rolling with
noisy protests that the campaign
had failed to respond to the GOP's
"powerful racist lies."
While Mr. Dukakis sat pious and
silent midst the squalor, his
cashiered-and-recalled torpedo
John Sasso, informed the press
that, yes, the Duke agreed. The
"racism" theme has been nicely
orchestrated; Mr. Bentsen did his,
"me, too" number on David
Brinkley's show.
Behind the charge lies calculation — deliberation as well as
disperation. Beating the racial
drum seems the only way Sasso &
Co. can bring out black Americans
apathetic about the unexciting candidate who stiffed Jesse for Lloyd.
The specific charge is that the
GOP's use of a photograph of Willie
Horton, the killer and rapist whom
Mr. Dukakis gave that weekend
furlough. in pro-Rush ads, amounts
to a crass appeal to "racist" attitudes, because, you see. Willie is
black

"They're using the oldest racial
symbol imaginable," says Ms
Brazile, "a black man raping a
white woman while her husband
watches." Campaign manager
Susan Estruch is moving the same
line: "There is no stronger
metaphor," Susan, and he is not a
"symbol," Donna. He is a real live
killer, a rapist; and my own guess
is that Willie, who, prior to his
in an ACLU that believes drugs
Maryland adventure, had knifed a
should be legalized and most prison
teen-age boy 19 times and stuffed
his body in a trash barrel, could be sentences done away with
This charge, racism, is the
as white as the Prince of Wales,
ultima ratio of liberalism, the last
and most Americans would still
like to see him wired up to Old argument of a discredited ideology
As Sydney Hook writes, it is a tacSparky.
The reason the soft-on-crime tic of intimidation — to stifle debate
charge against Mr. Dukakis has by imputing evil motives to the optaken hold is not because it is position. Thus, their arguments
racist, but bacause it is true. How need never be answered.
But the most prevalent form of
can any candidate call himself
racism in America today is the
"tough on crime," who:
—Opposes the death penalty as paternalism, the double standard
immoral for anyone, including the that liberals apply to blacks
Blacks are not responsible for the
cop-killers now shooting down
crimes they commit, nor for the
police M New York City.
— Vetoed a 1976 bill that would families they abandon, they are not
have kept convicted killers like responsible for personal and proWillie Horton out of the furlough fessional failure, and they cannot
program.("This bill would cut the make it on their own, without
heart out of efforts at inmate quotas and set asides and affirmative action and the Big Plantarehabilitation," the Duke said.)
— Commuted the sentences of no tion called the Welfare State That
fewer than 53 murderers, 28 of is the underlying premise of
whom, like Horton, had been modern liberalism: blacks are insentenced to "life without parole." ferior; and we cannot expect them
— Guarantees all 6,000 convicted to behave as equals; indeed, it is
child "racist" of us to do so.
rapists,
murderers,
Believing such bigotry, liberals
molesters. arsonists and robbers
residing in state prison the right to have no problem exploiting a
vote, ( According to Conservative photograph of a destitute • black
Digest, Gov Dukakis dispatched family, to show that ronald Reagan
an aide this February. with hun- is hard-hearted, but to show a picdreds of absentee ballots, to make ture of a black terrorist, a killer acsure Bay State felons could help out tually turned loose by Mr Dukakis,
is an outrage
this November )
The truth is Dukakis. Bentsen.
—Proudly boasts of membership

Sasso, Estrich and Braille are all
enraged, not because "race relations" may be set back by the attack ads of Atwater and Ailes, but
bacause their own personal ambitions may be set back — forever
With that 17-point August lead
liberals had the greatest opportunity in decades to grab it all, now
they may have blown it.
Like red, white, yellow and
Brown, black can indeed be
beautiful — but black can also be
ugly. And the face of Willie Horton
belongs on that television screen:
not because it is the face that that
poor, brutalized couple had to stare
Into for hours, because it is what
the ideological imbecility of an
ACLU liberal turned loose on
society
Rub their noses in it, boys.
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Bush and Dukakis

PAGE 3

Amendments
confusion
cleared up

Candidates see different
visions of the country

The Kentucky Literacy Commission recently developed and
released this.simplified version
of the two amendments that
will appear on the Nov. 8,
ballot. The simplified version is
designed so that Kentuckians
can better understand the questions to be voted upon.

WASHINGTON (
— George
most employers to offer workers
Bush and Michael Dukakis look at
and their families basic coverage
the same America and see dif— which would help 22 million of
ferent countries.
the nation's 37 million uninsured.
They differ on a host of parDukakis says that would cost the
ticulars, from capital punishment
Treasury nothing, but Bush says it
to capital gains, school prayer to
amounts to a tax of $35 billion to
the Strategic Defense Initiative.
$40 billion on businesses, and
But their battle for the White
The Broad-Form Deed
would cost many jobs.
House is essentially a war over
Bush favors pressuring states to
Will you vote yes or no?
starkly different visions of how the
expand Medicaid coverage for the
The miners want to strip
country is faring and where it is
poor and near-poor, and would let
mine.;
headed.
some people buy into Medicaid.
Strip mines save the mine
Bosh, the Republican, sees a
Dukakis supports the long-term
owners money.;
prosperous America that has
home health care bill of Rep.
The land owners say no.:
created 18 million jobs in six
Claude Pepper, D-Fla., which
They say strip mines are not
years, the engines of growth stokwould provide first-dollar
fair.;
ed by tax cuts and less governcoverage of home care, in part by
The laws says strip mines are
ment regulation.
levying the 1.45 percent Medicare
all right.;
Dukakis, the Democrat, sees a
payroll tax on all wages, not just
Should the law be changed?;
nation that has "mortgaged our
those up to $45,000.
Should
President
Vice
the land owners have
Massachusetts Governor
children's future to a mountain of
Bush favors a constitutional
George Bush
the
right
to
stop strip mines on
Michael
Dukakis
debt" and totters along on a
emendment banning most aborRepublican presidential candidate
their land?:
Democratic presidential candidate
spurious ''two-paycheck prosperitions and wants criminal penalties
Vote yes to change the law.
ty" where the rich have gotten
for abortionists, but not for women
Vote no to keep it the same
richer, 37 million men, women and
who obtain abortions. Dukakis
children have no health insurance
supports the legal right of women oy stopping the supply, but also by classrooms as teachers or aides; use up to $10,000 from IRAs or
The Kentucky State Lottery
and 3 million sleep on the streets
to choose an abortion, and backs stopping the demand."
opposes organized prayer in other pension funds towards the
Will you vote yes or no?
or in shelters.
EDUCATION
Medicaid funding of abortions for
public schools.
down payment on a house; favors
Shall
section 226 of the ConTheir political rhetoric offers
Both favor more spending on
the poor.
Congress has just voted to allow smaller down payments for FHA
stitution be amended to provide
paradoxes.
Both favor anti-discrimination Head Start, the pre-school pro- families to earn interest tax-free mortgages. and new efforts to
that the General As,sembly may
Bush speaks of "a kinder and
legislation to protect victims of gram for disadvantaged on U.S. savings bonds for college build low- and moderate-income
establish a Kentucky state lotgentler nation," but wages a
youngsters.
AIDS.
tuition. Bush proposed such a rental housing.
tery; may establish a state lotslashing campaign, pummeling
move last year. He wants to award
DEFENSE
tery
to be conducted in cooperahis opponent as a liberal who is
Dukakis has proposed a college unfettered grants of up to $100,000
Bush promises to press ahead
Bush says "decent, affordable
tion with other states; and that
soft on crime, weak on defense
loan
program
that would allow to "Merit Schools" that succeed in
with SDI research and to deploy a
housing" for all families will be a
any lottery so established shall
and even opposed making
space-based defense shield when it students to repay loans through spurring achievement of disad- top goal —
be operated by or on behalf of
attainable,
he
says,
by
teachers lead the Pledge of
is ready. Dukakis has ridiculed the payroll deductions during their
vantaged students; would seek $50 maintaining "the
the
Commonwealth of
policies
that
Allegiance.
program as "a fantasy," but working years.
million in matching grants for have brought us low
Kentucky.
inflation,
low
Dukakis ends speeches with the
Dukakis has proposed a $250 magnet schools; would quadruple
would continue basic research at
interest rates and strong job creaShall the laws be changed to
refrain, "The best America is yet
$1 billion a year, a quarter of the million National Teaching Ex- to $50 million a new federal fund to tior." He promises to
keep
allow
proa state lottery in
to come," but the heart of his
cellence Fund, including scholar- spur school innovations; supports
current level.
viding housing assitance to lowKentucky?
;
message is that there are too
ships
loan
and
forgiveness for pro- organized, but voluntary, prayer income
Dukakis says the military needs
families, and supports exDo you want a state lottery?;
many loose ends in the nation's
a "conventional defense in- spective teachers; favors a $45 in public schools.
periments with turning ownership
Vote yes if you want a state
social and economic fabric.
itiative" to bolster readiness. He million effort to bring retired
HOUSING
and
control of public housing over
lottery.;
The Republican promises furwould scrap two planned new $18 scientists and engineers into
Dukakis would allow people to to tenants.
Vote no if you do not want a
ther tax cuts and government
billion aircraft carrier task forces
state lottery.
restraint while maintaining a
and the mobile MX and Midgettough national defense.
mar. .-.'issiles, but look for other
The Democrat espouses getting
ways to modernize the land-based
tough with tax cheats and proleg of the nuclear triad.
mises to make health insurance a
New Jersey or Ohio before ending
Still, 54 percent said they were
Although Bush has hammered
basic job right. He speaks of
the campaign back home in
at Dukakis for opposing the MX
at least a little afraid of getting
building up conventional
Boston.
AIDS, compared to 48 percent in
and Midgetman, the Republican (Cont'd from page 1)
weaponry but cutting back SDI
Whatever sleep he got would be ((ont'd from page 1)
in
Michigan,
Ohio,
Missouri and
1987 and 43 percent in 1986. People
acknowledges his administration
in a tourist class seat on his cam- contributed to a .chronic shortage
and nuclear missiles.
ages 18-34, the group hit hardest
could not afford both and would Texas where he maintains his
of blood for transfusions in recent
Neither candidate has said how
paign plane.
voting
residence.
by AIDS, were most fearful of gethave to choose either between
he proposes to deal with the finanBush told a celebrity-studded years.
President Reagan was spending
ting AIDS.
them or a scaled -down
Only 18 percent said AIDS can
cial crisis confronting the savings
rally in Southern California that
the day campaigning for Bush in
combination.
But those most knowledgeable
and loan industry, which could reDukakis was putting up "a last be transmitted by drinking out of
about how AIDS is spread were
Both favor the Stealth bomber. California.
quire up to $50 billion in taxpayerminute smokescreen ... So now all the same glass as a person who
Both camps bombarded voters
less fearful than others. Only 8
FOREIGN POLICY
financed bailouts.
that's
left is this daily whining has AIDS, compared to 43 percent
with
30-sec
ond
commercia
percent of the people who
Bush says he would continue the
ls and
Here is a look at where they
about a negative campaign. ... in the 1986 survey. When asked
answered all five of the questions
Reagan foreign policy of "peace the two candidates were the stars
stand on major issues:
Don't listen to the crying on the far whether mosquitoes can spread
correctly said they were very
through strength," and press for- of 30-minute prime time election
AIDS, 27 percent said yes in the
left."
TAXES
much afraid of getting AIDS, comward on strategic-arms-reduction eve programs running back-toBush vows not to raise taxes. He
Sharing the platform with Bush latest survey, down from 48 perpared to 18 percent of those who
talks with the Soviets. He would back on the three major commerwould lower the 33 percent top
were Charlton Heston, Chuck Nor- cent in 1986.
either were wrong or unsure of the
favor total international ban on cial networks — ABC, CBS and
Twice as many Kentuckians —
capital gains tax rate to 15 percent
ris,
singer Andy Williams and
answers for all five questions.
chemical weapons and NBC.
— a move Bush says would spur
comedians Joan Rivers and Rich 29 percent vs. 14 percent —
A rush of late national polls gave
"It is the knowledge that sets
U.S.-Soviet-Chinese effort to stop
answered all five knowledge quesinvestment and bring in more
Little.
you free from the terror." Moser
the spread of ballistic missiles. support to Bush's optimism. The
tions
correctly
in the latest poll
revenue, not less. Dukakis claims
In the closing weeks of the camsaid, "as long as you do the things
Bush supports military aid to the surveys said the Republican vice
paign, Dukakis railed against the compared to 1986: In general, peothe capital gains tax cut would
president was leading by margins
that are indicated by knowledge."
Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
younger
than 50 and those with
cost $40 billion over five years.
"lies and distortions" in Bush ple
such as not engaging in unsafe
Dukakis supports the ranging from five to 12 percentage
with the rich reaping most of the
campaign ads which attacked the at least a high school education
sex.
Intermediate-range Nuclear points.
knew more about AIDS transmisbenefits.
Dukakis record as governor.
A 50-state, ABC News --Forces Treaty with the Soviets
Many Kentuckians have been inBush favors a toddler tax credit
Interviewed on the ABC-TV sion than others.
and proposed strategic arms cuts. Washington Post poll of 7,777 likeformed
by government efforts, the
Michael
Dr.
Moser,
as
who
state
for poor families of up to $1,000 for
show,
"This
Week with David
He favors wider use of interna- ly voters said Bush led firmly in 2.5
news media, employers and
epidemiologist oversees Keneach child under age 4; new
Brinkley,"
Bush
campaign
chairstates
with
enough
electoral votes
tional organizations such as the
others.
credits for oil and gas exploration;
man James A. Baker III said, "I tucky's efforts to control the
United Nations to resolve to assure his election and led in 16
The most ambitious attempt to
spread of AIDS, said he was
a tax deferral for middle-income
don't
think
it's
a
dirty
campaign,
I
others.
disputes. He says America's allies
educate
Americans about AIDS
gratified
by
apparent
the
success
families on up to $1,000 a year in
think it's a tough campaign. ...
An Associated Press state-bymust bear a bigger share of the
was the federal government's
of
health-educatio
n
efforts,
which
savings.
What
we've
been
doing
—
and
we
costs of defending freedom around state survey said Bush was
mailing in May and June of a
Dukakis says "no serious cancandidly admit it — is painting public-health officials consider the
the world. Dukakis opposes leading in states with 356 electoral
brochure,
"Understanding AIDS,"
best
way
limit
to
the
spread
of
didate" can rule out the possibility
(Dukakis,
him
for the liberal that
votes — 86 more than the 270 needmilitary aid to the Contras.
to 107 million American
AIDS in the absence of a cure.
of tax increases, but promises that
he
is."
ed
for
a
majority
— while Dukakis
ENVIRONMENT
households. It was the first time
Although the number of
would only be a last resort. His
Texas Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, the
Bush has campaigned as an en- was ahead in states with a total of
the government had tried to reach
reported
AIDS
cases
in
Kentucky
first target would be a crackdown
Democrat
ic
vice
presidenti
al
101
electoral votes. Another 78
vironmentalist, while Dukakis has
virtually every resident by mail
has climbed from 75 at the end of
on tax evaders who, he says, cost
nominee, said on the NBC show
campaigned against the en- were in tossup states that included
about a health concern.
1986
to
194
at
end
the
of
last
month,
the treasury $110 billion a year.
"Meet
the
Press,"
that
the
Bush
vironmental record of the Reagan- Pennsylvania, Illinois and
attacks have "had an effect and the poll found that people's fear of
DEFICIT
Missouri.
Bush administration.
Neither has given a detailed
they've hurt and they demean the contracting the disease has inAmong the new polls. Gallup put
Bush supports recently passed
creased only slightly.
blueprint for overcoming the $150
process."
Bush
ahead
by 12 percentage
law banning ocean dumping of
The growing knowledge may
billion-a-year deficit.
Republican vice presidential
wastes by the end of 1991; would points, while USA Today-CNN
have
helped to control a second- (Cont'd-from page 1)
Bush's broad-brush solution is a
nominee
Dan
Quayle
heatedly
made
it 11. ABC set the margin at
set a goal of "no net loss of
so-called "flexible freeze" on all
But t'unningham has refused to
denied Sunday the suggestion that AIDS-related epidemic — fear.
wetlands"; delay offshore oil drill- 10 and CBS said the difference was
federal spending except Social
he had a light schedule designed to The number of Kentuckians who
give further details of his ining in sensitive areas; support nine points. An NBC News-Wall
Security that would allow prokeep him out of the limelight and said they were very much afraid
vestigation. He said he wanted to
new, unspecified limits on emis- Street Journal poll and another by
of getting AIDS has remained the
grams, including defense, to grow
avoid publicity that could tip off
in
safely Republican areas.
sions causing acid rain; support Louis Harris and Associates said
same — 15 percent — from an
no faster than inflation. He has not
the girl's abductors.
the margin for the vice president
nuclear power.
April 1987 Bluegrass State Poll
said what would be cut to accomDespite lengthy searches by
Dukakis vows to beef up the En- was five points with enough people
Bush wins in mock and the latest survey.
modate promised spending involunteers
in Kentucky and Tenundecided
or wavering to allow for
vironmental Protection Agency
creases on education and child
nessee, there have been few leads
presidential vote
and "make the polluters pay." He dramatic last-minute changes.
care, or how he would handle
to Marlena's whereabouts since
The presidential candidates
says he will press for stricter stanin
county
Medicare, whose costs have risen
school
she
s
disappeared from her home in
weren't
the
only
ones
winding up
dards for air and water quality;
much faster than inflation. He
Union City on April 16, 1987.
ban offshore drilling in sensitive their campaigns.
A mock presidential election in
favors a line-item veto and a
Mrs. Bailey first reported that
There were 33 Senate seats and
areas; halt below-cost timber
the Calloway County School
balanced-budget amendment to
the girl had been abducted. Later.
sales in national forests; oppose the entire House being filled on
System on Friday gave Vice
'the Constitution.
police said she had confessed to
building nuclear power plants un- Tuesday and 12 states were elecA Benton woman was admitted
President George Bush an overDukakis promises "tough
accidental
ly killing her daughter
til a safer generation of reactors is ting governors.
whelming victory over to the Murray-Calloway County
choices" on spending, but for the
and throwing er body in the river.
Democratic control of the
designed and safe ways are found
Hospital
following
a
two-car
Democrati
accic 14opponent Michael
most part refuses to say where the
She wa,s, charged with voluntary
Senate and House appeared
to dispose of waste.
dent Friday at the intersection of
Dukakis.
ax would fall. He anticipates savmanslaughter, but the case has
secure and the Democrats apDRUGS,CRIME
Third
and
Poplar
streets at apAccording to Joanna Adams.
ing billions on SDI and missile pronever
been pursued by a grand
peared
likely
to add to the 27 to 23
Bush favors the death penalty
2,525 students from the system's proximately 3 p.m., according to a
grams, and suggested the farm jury and she is free on bond.
for cop-killers and drug-related edge they now have among
five schools participated during report from the Murray Police
support program is also ripe for
Mrs. Bailey, who now lives with
killers, as well as treason and es- governors. •
Department.
their lunch breaks.
savings. He opposes a line-item
her husband in Mayfield, Ky.,
Thousands of other offices were
pionage. Dukakis opposes capital
Laura McDougal. 49, of Rt. 3,
Bush received 63 percent, or
veto and a balanced-budget
later recanted the story. .Her
punishment regardless of the being ,filled and scores of inBenton, was stopped at the stop
1,591
votes,
while
Dukakis
amendment.
lawyer said she was emotionally
itiatives also were on ballots, incrime.
gathered 24 percent for a total of sign heading south on Third
upset when she made the
SOCIAL SECURITY
Dukakis favors tighter controls cluding 39 in California on which
606
votes. A write in blank receiv- Street, then entered the intersecBush promises to keep hands off
confession
.
opposing
sides spent more than
on guns, including mandatory, naed 13 percent or 328 votes for tion when she saw a vehicle comSocial Security benefits and costThe couple keeps a bedroom
tiodwide waiting period for gun $100 million.
ing west on Poplar. McDougal
others.
of-living increases. Dukakis
ready for Marlena's return, comDukakis began a marathon race
purchases. Bush opposes tighter
Adams said Bush carried all stopped in the the middle of
claims Bush would have to "raid
plete with her pictures and
around the country late Sunday
gun controls.
five schools in the mock presiden- Poplar when she saw the car comthe Social Security trust fund" to
favorite dolls.
Dukakis advocates cutoff of aid flying from Spokane, Wash., to
ing, according to the police report.
tial election.
pay for weapons, the capital gains
"I just keep expecting someone
to countries that fail to cooperate Cleveland, with a dawn arrival in
The driver of the west-bound
tax cut and mther promises, but
to knock on the door some night
in fight against drugs; use of U.S. the Ohio city. From Cleveland he
vehicle, Keith Peacock, 27, of Rt.
the Republican denies It.
and I'll go answer it and it will be
armed forces "under appropriate was heading for St. Louis and then
6, Murray, saw McDougal but was
Dukakis maintains Social
someone bringing my Marlena
circumstances" to help foreign on to San Francisco.
unable to stop because of the wet
Security would he safer in the
back," Mrs. Bailey said. "I know
Aides were considering another
countries destroy drug crops and
and slippery road, according to
hands of a Democratic president.
she's changed — I mean she's a
labs; hiring 600 more Drug En. 1,000-mile detour from San FranThe Calloway County Circuit the report.
HE ALTH
year older and is probably a lot
forcement Administration agents. cisco before addressing a rally in
McDougal is listed in satisfacClerks
Office will be closed TuesDukakis, who has made univer.
different — but in my mind she
Bush says he will make "the Los Angeles. Then it was on to a
day. Nov. 8, for Election Day. The tory condition, according to a
sal health insurance a rallying cry
still looks the same and is still
war on drugs a top priority," and pre-dawn Election Day rally in
office will reopen Wednesday at hospital spokesman. Peacock was
of his campaign, would require
wearing the same outfit she was
Des
Moines,
Iowa,
and a stop in
says It must be attacked "not only
8:30 a.m. as usual.
apparently uninjured.
wearing."

Bush, Dukakis...

Poll...

ilarlena...

Benton resident
admitted to MCCH
following accident

Clerks office
closed Tuesday
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Wedding vows will be said Friday
Sharon Jones and Steve Lyons
announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
Miss Jones is the daughter of
Edward and Clover Jones of
Almo.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. C.B.
Jones.
Mr. Lyons is the son of L.W.
(Dub) and Margie Lyons of
Dexter.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Velma Lee of Dexter and the late
Roy Lee and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ebe Lyons.
The bride-elect is employed by
the office of C.C. Lowry, M.D.
The groom-elect is employed by
the Calloway County Road
Department.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, Nov. 11, at 7 p.m.
at Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Sharon Jones and
.Steve Lyons to marry
at Sugar- Creek Church

Winners of prizes for Ladies' Golf Awards at banquet at Murray Country Club were, top photo, from left, first
row, Tonja Fike, Ethelene McCallon, Frances Hulse holding the Sexton trophy, Dana Stonecipher, back row,
Rainey Apperson, Freda Steely and Venela Sexton; bottom photo, from left, first row, Betty Lowry, Betty
Hinton, Toni Hopson, back row, Evelyn Jones, Jerlene Sullivan, Sue Brown and Carole Edwards.

1)

Calloway High honor roll listed
Calloway County High School
has released its honor roll for first
nine weeks of school as follows:
NLNTH GRADE
All As
Deshawn Joseph, Darra,A. Mitchell, Britthey Stuart and James
T. Walker.
All As and Bs
Ginger L. Adams, Michelle Adcock, Seth D. Arant, Effie Barnes,
Am! Barnett, Michael Bell, Jason
L. Carson, Jennifer Catherson,
Jason L. Chapman, Mickey A.
Hill, Candace Jarrett,
Justin Kelso, Amy E. Lamb,
Christy Lambert, Jennifer Lough,
Tina L. Matheny, Heather
Newsome, Jay Newton, Anthony
N. Orr, Anne Paul, Lori
Raspberry. Natalie Ross, Travis
D. Russell,
Jonathan Smotherman, Scott G.
Steffa, Joshua Stockwell, Jackie
Stubblefield, Linda C. Thweat,
Melissa L. Vance, Amy Waldrop,
Holly D. Walston, Barry Ward and
Erika Weber.

RA1T1ERUM
Everybody's
7:se
All _Anwrican•n.......,,, Most to. *AS

TENTH GRADE
All As
Charity Anderson, Jeff Enoch,
Donna E. Herndon, Susan Herndon, Amy M. Nesbitt, Sara E.
Thompson and Grover W.
Tibbetts.
All As and Bs
Jason C. Adams, Bryan M.
Anderson, April Boswell, Michael
E. Boyd, Pam Bucy, Stephanie C.
Carraway, Ed Chapman, Ryan
Dawson, Rob L. Dennis, Eric L.
Duncan, Lori A. England, Monica
Evans, Ray Fennel,
Ladonna K. Fox, Mickey
Futrell, Aleshia G. Griffin, David
Hart, Jenny L. Henry, Katy
Hokans, Bryan Hosford, John
Hudson, Tammy C. Huff, Peter J.
Luciano, Dale McCallon, Brian
McClard,
Deanne L. Myers, Benjie E.
Parker, Lisa G. Rickman, Eric B.
Russell, Wendy R. Smotherman,
Crystal S. Stallons, Christy D.
Trenholm, Travis Turner, Leanne
Vick, Celena Wisehart, James R.
Wood and Benjamin J. Wright.
ELEVENTH GRADE
All Ass
Angela R. Bell, Darrell M.
Hopkins, Regina A. Kimbro,
Angelia G. Miller, Melanie J.
Osbron, David A. Potts, Jonathan
D. Rose, Michael J. Ross, Julie A.
Tucker, Tracy L. Walters,
Katherine A. Wilson and Loren C,,..
Wise hart.
All As and Bs
Joseph A. Baust, Lonnie G. Brittain, Scott A. Buchanan, Lisa M.

HALLOWEEN
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E.T. Is Mom*,
Two Moon Jctn.
Booths Juke
Bright Lights, Sig City •Urtholy

PECANS ARE HERE!
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PLUS NEW CASHEW PAC CAMS & BOXES
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Evelyn Jones, second net.
Second flight — Freda Steely,
first gross; Rainey Apperson, second gross; Betty Hinton, first
net; Sue Brown, second net.
Third flight — Dana
Stonecipher, first gross; Janet
Wallis. second gross; Kathy
Rayburn, first net.
Match Play
Frances Hulse also won the
championship flight for the Match
Play Tournament with Ethelene
McCallon winning second.
First in first flight was Venela
Sexton with Toni Hopson second.
Second flight winner was Tonja
Fike with Carole Edwards second.
Dana Stonecipher was third
flight winner with Janet Wallis
second.
Betty Lowry was the overall low
putt winner for Medal Play.
Ethelene McCallon received the
"most improved golfer" award
given for the official golf handicap
scoring. Jimmy Sullivan, golf
director, presented McCallon and
Rainey apperson with a dozen golf

blessed because I found a vein of
gold in the side of a mountain,"
Cosby said. "Mrs. Cosby and I
wanted this woman (Ms. Cole( to
know how much we love this
school."
A daughter of Cosby's attended
Spelman, and episodes of his hit
TV series, "The Cosby Show,"
have been filmed there.
The donation, the largest in
Spelman's 107 years, will be used

12 Piece

balls as the first and second most
improved golfers for the season.
Anna Mary Adams was in
charge of the birdie tree. Winners
were Jerlene Sullivan and Kesha
Sullivan, one eagle apiece. Other
most birdie winners were
Ethelene McCallon, championship; Toni Hopson, first flight;
Betty Hinton, second flight; Dana
Stonecipher, third flight.
Betty Scott was in charge of the
Wringer Board and winners were:
Ethelene McCallon, championship; Margaret Shuffett, first
flight; Edith Garrison, second
flight; Dana Stonecipher, third
flight; Marian Poole, fourth flight.
Veneta Sexton presented the
Charles Sexton traveling trophy to
Frances Hulse, winner of the
championship in Medal Play Tournament. Mrs. Sexton presents this
trophy each year in memory of
her husband, Charles, an avid
golfer and supporter of the golf
program and charter member of
the club.

Regular or Hot'n Spicy
$
$59
9
0.1w
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OOD MART
OPEN 24 HOURS

Also, try our
delicious
creole rice, cole slaw
or potato salad
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Cosby's donation was cheered
loudly by 2,000 in attendance at
Friday's inauguration, but the
comedian cautioned them that the
new center is not built vet.

for
e ve
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mostly to construct an academic
center, doubling the college's
classroom space. The new
building will also house a research
center dedicated to the works of
black women.

Sally
Alexander

(Mix)

4 Locations

Laundry and Dry
Cleaning Sartviciaa

W4

Golf awards are presented

Special Good Nov

13th Main
North 12th
I Storey Ave
603 Main
I ow
763-2552
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Bill Cosby and wife make large donation

Only The Best Is
Good Enoughl

Shirts

Burkeen, Andrea L. Crick, Tonya
L. Davis, Tammy A. Edmonson,
Brian M. Eells, Amy R. Fulton,
Darby W. Futrell,
Kristi L. Graham, Penny G.
Green, Shawn C. Hale, Bethany P.
Haley, Amy L. Haskins, Angela L.
Haywood, Amy R. Helm, Carla J.
Henderson, Elizabeth Henninger,
Eric B. Hogancamp,
Roger N. Hutson, Jennifer L.
Jones, Tara A. Lamb, Melissa F.
Lovett, Robin L. Meador, Julie A.
Minter, Eric K. Mitchell, Jerry L.
Montgomery, Robert L. Orr,
M. Pace,
Julie Pittman, Ray S. Roberts,
Jennifer D. Spegal, Jason D.
Spiceland, Kristi S. Starks,
Michell Stubblefield, Kimberly A.
Tucker, Michael D. Wilson and
Brad W. Young.
TWELFTH GRADE
All As
Karen E. Dale, Gina R. Harris,
Anglea E. Herndon, Victoria F.
The Ladies' Golf Awards BanHerndon, Misti L. Holcomb, Laura quet of Murray Country Club
was
M. Jones, Rhoda S. Jones, held Wednesday evening,
Oct. 26,
Kimberley A. Lough and Kathy C. at the club.
Musser.
A social hour began at 6 p.m.
with the dinner at 7 p.m. Attending
All As and Be
were 50 women.
Tommy L. Atkins, Aimee M.
Rainey Apperson, golf chairBailey, Stefan( B. Barnett, man,
served as mistress of
Richard A. Bazzell, Scott L.
ceremonies.
Bazzell, Shane H. Black,-Sherrie
Evelyn Jones and Venela Sexton
L. Bogard, Angie K. Brown, Amy announced
the new officers for
M. Browne, Pegv.„1. Chadwick,
1989 as follows: Ethelene McAdam S. Chambers, Jane A. Callon,
chairman; Tonja Fike,
Cook, Denese A. Cunningham, vice chairman
; Hazel Hill,
Verl S. Daniels, Staples Kry
secretary; Evelyn Jones and
Davidson, Salena J. Donelson,
Venela Sexton, treasurers.
Rodger N. Doughty, Chris G.
The treasurer's report was
Douglas, Tammy L. Downs,
given by Sue Brown.
Tabitha D. Edmondson,
Prizes were awarded as follows:
Deanna K. Farris, Amy M.
Medal Play
Ferguson, Mark A. Flood, JenChampionship flight — Frances
nifer C. Garland, Mitchell D. Hulse,
first gross; Ethelene McGeurin, Gina M. Gooch, Darla J.
Callon, second gross; Teresa
Gremore, Heidi G. Heiss, MatGarland, first net; Jerlene
thew W. Higgerson, Brad L.
Sullivan, second net.
Houston,
First flight
Brian R. Jackson, Jody B. first gross; — Veneta Sexton,
Kesha Sullivan, seJones, Lee A. Key, Felisha A. cond gross;
Toni Hopson, first net;
Lamb, Alison L. Leslie, Richard
D. Lovins, Kelly D. Manker, Shannon S. McCuiston, Jessica K.
Myrand, Harv F. Newton,
Rachel R. Olsen, Patrick W.
ATLANTA ( AP I — Comedian
Orr, Lori L. Overcast, Charles A. Bill Cosby is giving $20 million to
Palmer, Jennifer K. Parker, Atlanta's Spelman College for a
Derek E. Robertson, Sherri R. new academic center, in the
Rule, Michael S. Seavers, Renee largest gift in the history of the
D. Thweatt, Denisha C. Walker,
black women's college.
Heather D. Walston, Samuel D.
Cosby announced the donation
Warren, Teresa R. Washer, Mark from him and his wife. Camille, at
L. Watkins, Christopher Webb, ceremonies marking the inElizabeth Whitfield, 4-feather M. auguration of Spelman President
Williams, Erwin S. Winchester Johnnetta B. Cole
and April L. Woods.
"Mrs. Cosby and I have been
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Anniversary reception on Sunday

Methodist Circles will meet
Circles of First United Methodist Church Women will meet this week.
On Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. the Alice Waters-Faith Doran Circle will meet
at the church with Mrs. Robert Crenshaw and Mrs. A.C. La Follette as
hostesses; the Bessie Tucker at home of Ann Doran with Thelma Bailey
t to given the program; and the Maryleona Frost at home of Edith Garrison with Dulcie Douglass as cohostess and Nadine Turner to give the
program. On Wednesday the Wesleyan Circle will meet at 7 p.m. with
Doris Rowland with Laverne Rowland as cohostess and Lula Bingham
to give the program. Also on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. the Hannah Circle
will meet with Judy Stahler with Deborah McDaniel to- give the program; and the Ruth Wilson Circle to meet with Rebecca West with
Rebecca Irvan as cohostess and Pat Chambers and Norma Frank to
give the program.

Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
will meet Wednesday, Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. at the church. Cynthia Barnes
and Wanda Kimbro will present the program. Hostesses will be Conna
Jackson and Clarkie Butterworth.

SS representative to be here
A representative of the Social Security Administration
will be at
Calloway County Public Library on Tuesday, Nov. 8, from
10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The schedule for the representative to
be here has been
changed from each Tueday to each second and fourth
Tuesdays and the
location has been changed from Miller Courthouse Annex
to Calloway
County Public Library. The representative can answer
questions, take
applications and assist with any problems concerning Social
Security,
Medicare or the Supplemental Security Income program.
Anyone with a
question or a report to make prior to the representative's
visit to the
library may call the Social Security's new tollfree number.
1-800-234-5772.
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CWF Groups plan meetings

Monday, Nov. 7
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Golder Corral Restaurant.
————
Murray -Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public
Library.

Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens will be given Wednesday, Nov. 9, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. The
center will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior
citizens. Lunch will be served at noon.

Seniors' trip to be on Nov. 12

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Gwen Healey

A trip to the annual Christmas Village at Tennessee Fairgrounds,
Nashville, Tenn., has been planned for Saturday, Nov. 12, by Toopie
Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens, Inc. More than 260 booths featuring Christmas ornaments,
wooded toys, wreaths, dolls, fruit cakes, etc., will be shown. The vans
will leave at 7:30 a.m., stopping at Cracker Barrel for breakfast, spent
the day in Nashville, and return home by 6 p.m. For more information
call Mrs. Moore at 753-8274 or 753-0929.

New Doctors Discovery

Weight Loss Pill
Approved for
U.S.Gov't.Patent

The Murray Band Boosters will sponsor its eighth annual Antique
Show and Sale on Saturday, Nov. 12, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and on Sunday, Nov. 13, from 1240 to 5 p.m. The event will be at Murray High
School, 501 Doran Rd., Murray. Admission will be $1.50 per person. This
will feature many antiques from dealers from all parts of the country.
The pubic is urged to attend, a band boosters' spokesman said.

Church bazaar on Saturday
A bazaar, sponsored by North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Women, will be held Saturday, Nov. 12, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Crafts, baked goods, attic
treasures, etc., will be on sale. A coverlet, made by Jewel Jones, will be
given away. The public is invited to attend, a church spokeswoman said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Harold Hack, Roy Howard and Gertie Garland, all of Murray, from Western Baptist; Dora Choate, Martha Hale, Robert Beach
and Daniel Sneed, all of Murray, from Lourdes.

Oak Grove revi val scheduled
Oak Grove Baptist Church near Crossland will have revival services
starting Wednesday, Nov. 9, and continuing through Friday, Nov. 11.
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor of New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church, will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Wesley Thomas Miller born
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Miller of Chattanooga, Tenn., formerly of Murray, are the parents of a son, Wesley Thomas, weighing six pounds 14
ounces, born Tuesday, Nov. 1, at East Ridge Hospital, Chattanooga
They have two daughters, Lanessa, 10, and Leslie, 6. The mother is the
former Kathy Crowell. The father is employed by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Tennessee. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller of
Elkton and Mr. and Mrs Thomas Crowell of Murray.

Monday,Nov.7
sanctuary of First Christian
Church.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include children's activities and ladies exercise class at
6 p.m.
————
Tuesday, Nov.8
Today is Election Day. The polls
will be open from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
————
All Calloway County and Murray City Schools will not be in session today because of Election
Day.

Tuesday, Nov.8
Alzheimer's Disease Information Educational meeting will be
at 4:30 p.m. in poard room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
-follows: South Murray at 11 a.m.
at Golden Corral; Paris Road with
Faustine Walker at 1 p.m.
————
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will meet at 7 p.m. in the home of
Jane Rogers.
————
Calloway County Genealogical
Society will met at 4 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
————
New Concord Adult Farmer
Class will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational Center.
————
The Singles Organizational
Society is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
Building. For information call
Pamela at 759-1105 or Paul at
753-7351.

Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
————
Classes will be dismissed and
Bible Class (nondenominational) will meet at 7 p.m. at New the administrative offices will be
closed all day at Murray State
Life Christian Center.
University for Election Day.
————
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Health Express of MurrayAccepted Masons will meet at 7:30
Calloway Hospital will be at Ellis
p.m. at lodge hall.
Center, Murray, from 9 to 11 a.m.
————
Organizational meeting of and at Lakeland Wesley Village,
Habitat for Humanity will be at 7 Benton, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
p.m. in Hale Chapel, Educational Blood pressure checks, pulse,
Building, First United Methodist cholesterol and triglyceridescreenings and colon cancer kits
Church.
will be offered.
Wont'el on page X)
————
Murray Band Boosters will have
a "hamburger dinner" at 6 p.m. in
cafeteria of Murray High School.
————
Release the radiant color
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at Masonic Lodge, Benhidden in your home...
ton, at 8 p.m. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.

Antique show at Murray High

Quad State Choral Festival Concert will be at 7 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State University.
There is no admission.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racer Volleyball team will play
Southeast Missouri State University at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena. Admission is free.
————
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Betty Sledd with Debbie Hill for salad
supper at 6:30 p.m.; Lottie Moon
with Opal Holland at 7 p.m.
————
Court of Honor by Boy Scout
Troops 77 and 45 will be at 6 p.m. in

P.A. ROSE
Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
Steam Extraction - Dry Cleaning
Special Attention — Determined to Satisfy
Philip A. Rose
Murray, KY

Telephone
759-4450

'Lazy Way' to Lose Weight
Already Sweeping U.S.
__BEVERLY HiLLS.-CAt-Special
An amazing new weight loss pill called
"lam-magnet' has recently been developed and perfected by two pronnnent
doctors at a world famous hospital in
Los Angeles that reportedly "guarantees- you, steady tat loss and ,:alorie
reduction by simply taking their tested
and proken no% pill.
The I...S. g,»eminent has lust appro%ed the doctors claims for a hard-to-get patent that confirms -there has never
been any thingliketheir fat-bonding pill
process beti,re.- It is a totally new inaior
scientific breakthrough and is roolunom/Mg the weight loss industr%. •
iOu Can -Eat Normally"
Best of all. "you -can continue to
eat your ta‘orite toot's and you don
base to change your normal .eatinL
habits. You can start losing tat and
reduce calories front the verv:T
until ttu achioe the ideal v,eight ‘ou
desire k\ ithout exercisingFlushes Fat Out of Rods
hcilLAS pill is appropriatel% called
the "fat-magnet- pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles. each:ruing
like a tiny magnet. "attracting.' and
trapping many times as slit: in Ullt11tles1CLI fat pan ides. Dien. all the trapped
-Wand calories are naturall% -flushed.
right out of our hoil% lx:.cause the
cannlit be'abstirbed.
Within 2 days %ou should notice a
change in the col,ir tit vour st,it )1. caused
k the tat partities being eliminated
•Automaticalk- Lose Fat
•
toonc il thc 'mentors. Dr
• Shell. heart specialist and
associate prolessor of medicine at
t (TA medical sch,,01. the new 1.11 bonding process is .1 .1.1/)
lose kk4;1:1111 11,...cause the
alonc
-.am whit
redik
eliminating dickiry tat It is
safe
mut not a drug
[TIC
pills arc alfc.h.1
s‘kcipitil the country w ith glow mg
reports of weight loss trvini lormerly
0%er-weight people In an stalks 4)1 II 1C
\stilt are 110S% slunnier. trinimer and
iii're attractive again
'Sou Uailabk hi the Public
It son .04.: if-% mg to lose 20. 50. 100
pounds or more. you can order your
supply of these "no-risk.. highly suc .
_cesstul fat-magnet pills directly Inquibc
doctors exclusi%e manulacturer only
(includes optional calorie -reduction
plan tor o en better results) Send 520
a 9(101 suppl
5.; handling i. or
S35 lora ISOpill supply ! - 5.t handlingi.
to
4016 Wilshire Blvd..
Dept. WR26, Hexer-1y Hills. CA 90211
neonditional nioney-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied. IVisa.
MasterCard and American Express
OK (Send card number, expire date.
and signature. For lastest scr% se for
credit card orders()NIA all any time
24 hours. toll free WWI 527-9130.
ext. WH26.
I \I

FOR OUR FRIENDS AGE 60 AND OVER
Fresh Farm Raised Catfish Fillet

4.25

Fried in Pure Vegetable Oil

Thin-Cut Farm Raised Catfish Fillet

4.25

A Seven Seas Specialty

North Atlantic Whitefish

3.95

Delicious Fried or Broiled

Country Fried Steak

3.99

Fried or Charbeolled

Fresh Gulf Shrimp

4.59

A Dozen Mend Brooded and Friod Shrimp
Above Dinners Served With Two Vegetables Hushpuppies
Salad Bar Served With Any ()Inner only 95

Fish Sandwich Platter

to

Platter Served With Fries and Slaw

Fish Sandwich Only
Salad Bar - "All You Can Eat"
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPL`r

to

to
to Hwy. 641 N.

141

3.69

Chisrbrolted and Disiicious

Boneless Breast of Chicken

to
to

441

3.89

WHh Plenty of Creamy Gravy

Hamburger Steak

or Roils

3.59
2.49
2.79

to.
o.
o.
0

Good Mon Sat

Etiert *cao
Restaurant

It.111VE.E.WEIE.E.E.VILEWL. *AIL

Murray, Ky
EVEILEVE

-

••

sale

vvia-via
t‘•
*SENIOR SPECIALS*

Pottertown Club
hears lessons;
meeting planned
Lottie Hurt presented a lesson
a on "Sewing Update" at the October meeting of Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Another lesson on "First Impression of Doors and Entries"
was presented by Bobbie Cook
Mary Hopson, president, presided. The devotion on "Taking
Things for Granted" was
presented by Mary Gertzen.
Music and singing were led by
Louise Short and Lurene Cooper.
Anita Purvis directed the
recreation
Others attending were Reba Jo
Roberts, Iva Alford, Dolly Lorenz,
Christine Collins, Lavine Carter,
Lucy Alderdice and Opal
Emerine.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Nov 9, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

Community events

Free checks to be at Hazel

Hello
Stranger!

eias
.....
• • •.nAr
- .,on_•
•S

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bynum

Groups of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will meet this week. Group I will meet Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the home of
Rose Marie Bryan with Kate Reeves to present the program. Group III
will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the home of Judy Lyle with Glenda
Roos to have the program.

PAGE 7

Searching for answers to all
those whoyvhatwhere questions
about your new city,
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bynum of 2107
Coldwater Rd., Murray, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 13.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Bethel United Methodist
Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Bynum were married Nov. 7, 1938. Their attendants
were Reuben Lee and the late
Novella Austin.
Mrs. Bynum, the former Mary
Grace Lee, is the daughter of the
late Thomas Henry Lee and Rosie
Dalton Lee.
Mr. Bynum is the son of the late
Hannon Bynum and Cordie Nanney Bynum.
The celebration will be hosted
by their children: Raymond
Bynum and wife, Kathryn; James
(Happy) Bynum and wife, Sandra; and Harold Bynum and wife,
Mary.
They have 10 grandchildren and
13 great-grandchildren.

Circle meeting Wednesday

ty
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lincles!, Lenses
The MOSI advanced alternative to hdotak

Infinity lenses
keep things in
sharp locus
or
from up - CIOSC all "
-.,
1d0P
611°
4ii4/
4 0y
the way out
to infinity They
even let you see better from side to
Je
And because there's no lint on the lens to tell
the NwIrki you're wearing bifocals. u look better.
too What's more. Infinity lenses are easier to get
used to than convent kcal progressive lenses

lnlinit\
lw
Non
sec hew NOti
look hotel

Ohl( EYEdeas from
trwoof-
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Community...

(Cont'd from page 7)

Tuesday, Nov.8
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have a Coffee Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m.
---GED Classes will be at 6 p.m. in
Room 112, Calloway County High
School. For information call
753-5479.
---Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross chapter house.

Tuesday, Nov.8
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
---Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion

Tuesday, Nov.8
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for Children at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850
---Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Elect

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 9:30 a.m. as follows:
Waters/Doran at church; Bessie
Tucker with Ann Doran;
Maryleona Frost with Edith
Garrison.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.
---Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Estelle Gray with Ruby Melugin
at 9 a.m.; Rebecca Whittaker with
Maude Jones at 2 p.m.; Louella
Beddoe with Andrea Hogancamp
at 7 p.m.
---Groups of CWF of First Christian Church will meet as follows: I
with Rose Marie Bryan at 10 a.m.;
III with Judy Lyle at 7:30 p.m.
---Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Baptist Church will meet at 10:30
a.m. at the home of June Crider
and then go to Shoney's for lunch.
---Women's Support Group will be
at 1 p.m. at Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University. For information call 759-4050.
---Family YMCA events will include Tots in Motion 3-5 years at
4:30 p.m. at Carter Elementary
School; Basketball Basics 1-3
grades at 4 p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School; Seniors
Aquatic Exercise at 9 a.m. at MSU
Carr Health Building.
---Tuesday Senior Citizens' Bowling League will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at Corvette Lanes.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
---Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
---A representative of Social

RICK
MURDOCK
Calloway County
Board of Education
District 5
"As your board member I will try my
best to be objective and open minded.
I need your vote and support."
Thank You.
PaHi for by a friend of the candidate

'Tis the Season
Thinking about the upcomming
Holidays? Wish you could lose a
few pounds? Well, you can.
At DIET CENTER you can lose
bibs, in just two weeks and 17 to
25 lbs. in six weeks.
We can show you how to take the
pounds off, by eating good
nutrious food, and how to keep it
off during those festive dinners
and parties.
Just think by Thanksgiving you
could be 10 to albs thinner and
by Christmas you could be 251b.
thinner.
Call today for a free consultation

Diet.)
Center®

Hours:
M-F 8-12:30, 3-5
Sat. 10 to Noon

The wergbr-loss prolesuorsals.•

I 1210 Johnson Blvd.

753-0020

.4••••at

Spruce up your home with our
:Pre-Holiday S ecials

.• ;•
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Hardwood Floors
1 2"x1 2" Parquet
Pecan Only
In Stock

Starting at

$2995

sq ft.
Whlie Supply Last

Carpet

Wallpaper

Short Roll
Remnant Sale

Wednesday, Nov.9
p.m., Campus Ministry Group II
at 7 p.m., Chancel Choir at 7:30
1).n1

Ubiquitous white blouse
making news in fashions
NEW YORK (AP) - The ubiquitous white blouse, always
dependable but seldom
fashionable, is making news for
fall and winter.
"We've been talking about the
bright, white shirt for a couple of
years, and now it is making a
strong fashion statement that's
just beginning to roll," says Marjorie S. Deane, chairman and
publisher of Tobe Associates Inc.,
which publishes the Tobe Report
for fashion retailers.
"There are so many ways," she
says, "to wear the white shirt with a short skirt, the new long
skirt, or with pants - and so many
ways to accessorize a white shirt,
that it's a natural to stretch the
clothing budget."
The white shirt showed up in
nearly every designer collection
on both sides of the Atlantic during
trade shows last April. From Yves
St. Laurent to Calvin Klein and
Ralph Lauren, it was shown with a
jacket for day and with dressy
pants or a skirt f,r evening.
"The bright, white shirt will now

CINCINNATI (AP) - Growing
up in a single-parent or broken
home is not likely to lead to
juvenile delinquency, according to
a study by a University of Cincinnati criminal justice professor.
The professor, Patricia Van
Voorhis, says she found that poor
quality home life is what leads to
delinquent behavior, regardless of
whether the family is intact.
Van Voorhis found that physical
abuse, conflict, lack of affection,
minimal supervision and little enjoyment in the home lead to delinquency. Lack of affection and
supervision, she notes, are factors
in drug and property offenses,

"Broken homes are related to
status offenses, such as running
away from home and truancy, but
they do not appear to predispose
youths to commit property offenses, drug offenses or violence."
Van Voorhis' study was conducted among high school
students in a small midwestern
town. It was co-authored by Francis Cullen, also of CC's criminal
justice department, and Richard
Mathers and Connie Chenoweth
Garner of Western Illinois
University.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"Men can live without air for a few
minutes, without water for about
two weeks, without food for about
two months - and without a new
thought for years on end."
- Kent Ruth.

doesn't ruff (or if West follows suit
to all the diamonds), South puts him
'Zit-play with his high trump and sits
back to collect the advantages of a
well-timed endplay.
11-7 A
NORTH
•K 9 6
•J 9 5 3
•A J 8 2
•A 5
WEST
EAST
Q73
•8 5 4 2
•Q 6 2
V4
•6 4 3
•7 5
4 K Q 10 9 6
•J 8 4 3 2
SOUTH
•A J 10
•A K 1087
•K Q 109
.7
Vulnerable. Both
Dealer. South
The bidding:
South West
North
East
Pass
1•
Pass
3•
3•
Pass
44
Pass
Pass
4•
Pass
44
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass
5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
6V
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Club king
LEAD WITH THE ACES

Contrary to popular belief, the
strip and endplay is not beyond the
reach of average players. Today's
slam is a cinch if South endplays
West. Otherwise success rests with
a good guess.
Dummy's club ace wins, the
small club is ruffed and the two top
trumps are cashed, bringing bad
news. Should South give West his
trump trick now, hoping that he
does something foolish?
If he does, he allows West to escape a trap. West exits safely in diamonds and South is left to guess
which way to finesse in spades. And
since West is already known to have
at least three of the missing high
cards. South may well finesse the
wrong way.
South enjoys a cinch if he plays
diamonds after the two top trumps.
If West ruffs, he is forced to surren117-B
der the crucial trick via a free fi- South holds •K Q 10 3
•j
nesse or a ruff and discard. And if he
•A J 9 7
4 J 10 9 5
North
South
West
East
2V
Dbl
1•
Dbl
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Heart jack Start cutting
down dummy's Rifling power. Partner has good trumps
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.O Box
12363 Dallas, Texas 75225 with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

Selected Books
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while abuse leads to violent
behavior.
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come out from under the jacket,"
says Deane. "The new shirts are
better looking than ever and can
stand on their own for career or
after-five dressing."
In addition to the well-tailored,
crisp shirt, this season offers
white blouses with innovative
detailing: lace, embroidery,
scrolls, tucks and pleats and
soutache, a flat decorative braid.
More lavish touches include handfinished flowers and faux pearl
and ribbon appliques.
Fabrics are soft, necklines
variable. There are high, crushed
collars; soft bows; portrait collars; rtiffles.
Lucille Klein, fashion director of
J.C. Penney, with stores nationwide, says the white shirt will not
fade rapidly from the fashion
scene.
"I am currently working on fall,
1989," she says, "and soft shirting
... will be a key fashion item. Also,
with ... the emergence of the vest
as a fashion piece, the white shirt
becomes an integral part of
dressing."

Juvenile delinquency study
made by Cincinnati professor

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday, Nov.9
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.

ENGLISH SOLE

0% 0f

Special Selection
Many Room Size

Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Wesley Foundation Lunch at
11:30 p.m. and Youth Club at 5
P.m.

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan with
Doris Rowland at 7 p.m.; Hannah
with Judy Stahler and Ruth Wilson
with Rebecca West at 7:30 p.m.
•
---•
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts at 9
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting, Children's Choirs
and Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30
• p.m.; Beginner's Sign Language
Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:50 p.m.; Super dinner at 5:30

.
•
\\".. Lamps I

$1 99

Tuesday, No%. 8
Security Administration will be at
Calloway Public Library from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
---Wednesday, Nov.9
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Uncle Willie's at Dover, Tenn.,
from 9 to 11 a.m. and across from
Jim and Lynn's Grocery at New
Concord from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Blood pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Weight Control
For Life Classroom, first floor,
Medical Arts Building, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
---Thanksgiving ladies' day luncheon will be served at 11:45 a.m.
at Murray Country Club.
---Ladies' Bridge with MiMi Jordan as hostess will be played at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Family YMCA events will include Y-Skippers - Parent & Tot
Swim at 9 a.m. at MSU Carr
Health Building Pool; Seniors on
the Move at 9 a.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes wll include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850.
---Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Genesis 2 at 10
a.m. and 7:30 p.m., Activity for
Grs K to 5 at 5 p.m., and RCIA at
7:30 p.m.
---Events at First Presbyterian
Church will inclUde RK from 5 to 6
p.m. in Fellowship Hall.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
---Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
church.

In Stock
Carpets

6', 9' & 1 ' Wide

•Trackless
•Plush
•Sculptured

$499
sq yd

$1 00
Off Sq. Yd.

".)

Reg. $5.99

Special Width
7'-6"
$3
99
sq yd

Already Low Warehouse Price!

JOE SMITH CARPET

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-4
753-6660 •
• Hwy. 641 North, Murray
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••000000000•

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
This Sunday 1 ti! 5
Preview Our:
Party Dresses
Sweaters
Skirts
Silk Flowers
Gold & Silver Jewelry
Leather Headbands
Gorgeous Barrettes
Belt Buckles & Strips
Pajamas & Gowns

4" Mon.
UMW

1
Buffet
Special

2

tor

5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

METR1N facial care

Darcy's

on the square • MurraN
LAYAWAYS
FREE Gift Wrapping

753-0900

I Next to Roy's Pharmao
Olympic Plaza
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Last-minute candidates hit Lexington
1st
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Signs strewn throughout Fayette
County's 76th legislative district
advertise the only two seriously
financed write-in candidates for a
state legislative seat in the
memory of many.
Both candidates — Lexington
lawyer Steve Carson and Lexington advertising executive Jerry
Kuykendall — have entered the
same race, against incumbent
Jerry Lundergan, in the last three
weeks.
Lundergan, an ally of Gov.,
Wallace Wilkinson, won the
Democratic primary in May with
63 percent of the vote. But things
have changed since then.
State Auditor Bob Babbage
released an audit Aug. 19 indicating Lundergan may have
violated a state law prohibiting
legislators from holding no-bid
contracts with the state.
Lundergan's company, Lundy's,
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had catered a major Commerce
Cabinet event in Louisville in October 1987.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
has since reported other possible
conflicts of interest concerning the
company and has said Lundy's
boosted its profits on work for
state agencies by giving its clients
and the state agencies different
sets of figures.
Attorney General Fred Cowan,
the legislature's Board of Ethics
and a federal grand jury are investigating. After the audit was
released, Lundergan resigned as
state Democratic Party
chairman.
Lundergan has said he recently
sold his interest in the catering
company to his brother.
Carson and Kuykendall are
careful to say Lundergan, who has
held the seat for six of the last
eight years, is innocent until proven guilty. But each also says he

Your Individual
Horoscope

decided to get into the race
because he thought that
Lundergan's problems would
divert his attention from the
district and that the voters deserved another choice.
Said Carson: "He's going to be
very busy over the next two years.
... His attention is not going to be
there, and there's nothing
anybody can do about it now."
Said Kuykendall: "I just
thought that with all the allegations, it's going to be difficult for
our representative to represent
the district."
Lundergan would not comment
on the allegations, except to say,
'I'll be cleared of any
misunderstanding that has come
to light in the recent newspaper

Frances Drake

When you open a banking account with Republic
Savings Bank you have full access to it at any of 5
bank locations in Western Kentucky (plus Lexington,
Frankfort and Elizabethtown).

Offer'

Real full-service banks — we do more than share a
common name. At each Republic Savings Bank
location your banking business is handled by senior
people and your accounts are serviced and processed in Kentucky, not somewhere across the
country by someone you'll never meet.

!
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ammemvai
EPSON EQUITY I+

EPSON EQUITY II+

Along with convenience and servls, you know your
money is safe. After all, it's backed by the strength of
Republic Savings Bank's more than $350,000,000 in
assets. And your deposits are insured by the FSLIC
to $100,000.

Cash in on quality.
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When you make a smart
business decision, you
deserve to be rewarded for
it So, for a limited time
only, Epson is offering
Cash Rebates when you
purchase an Equity- I+ or
Equity 11+ personal computer
BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1,
1988 AND DECEMBER 31,
1988. You'll receive $125
back on the Equity 1+ and
$200 on the Equity 11+ directly
from Epson This is your
chance to put the power of an
Equity on your desk, and get
cash back in your pocket
The Equity I+ brings
affordable performance to
any size office With an 8088
microprocessor operating at
up to 10MHz, the Equity I+
can be used as a stand-alone
computer or integrated into a
large network
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WHEN YOUlk GOT AN EMIL
?VIM GOT A LOT OF COMPANY
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TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

A tew or the good reasons to bank at Republic.
Rising Rate CD: high rate and access to your money
every six months for 3 years.
Bank Credit Cards: cards issued by Republic and
serviced by Republic; a low interest rate Classic
Visa; No Annual Fee MasterCard; Of a generous
credit line with Visa Gold. The choice is yours!
Mortgage Loans: serviced right here in Kentucky. FHA
and VA, fixed and adjustable rate, the "Rapid
Equity Mortgage," the "Fixed Rate Plus" Mortgage,
and lots of other financing options.
Investment Options: Let our investment specialists help
you get the most tor your money with tax deterred
annuities, mutual funds, and other investment
opportunities.
•Checking & Savings Accounts a Auto, Truck, Boat Loans
•NOW & Money Market Accounts Commen ial & Personal Loans
•QUEST ATM Network
a Loans for an Good Reason

. Savings Banl<

Benton, 1005 Main Street, S27-8674
Paducah, 1601 Einiadway, 442-9171
Mayfield, 408 East Broadway, 2474643 Calvert Citg 5th & Cherry, 395-7681
Murray, 1201 Main Street, 759-1630
Sefton, 507 Main Street, 52Z-3193

Computer Center
314 Main St., Murray Ky. 42071
(502) 753-7733

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

REPUBLIC

?

EPSON

ISM

Spec.a c,uoc

No matter what business you're in,
your business is big business
to Republic!

To receive your Cash
Rebate you need to ad
now! All purchases made
BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1
AND DECEMBER 31, 1988
must be documented and
postmarked no later than
January 15, 1989

F

Plabal• rshO Onne

$229

Convenience, full-service and security — no other
bank in Westem Kentucky can give you more than
Republic Savings Bank.

The Equity 11+ is the
computer of choice when
high performance and
outstanding value are
essential Its 12MHz 80286
microprocessor brings speed
and efficiency to demanding
software applications
Intelligently designed, the
Equity 1I+ occupies a
remarkably small space
on your desk

wItmego ,n4rin I,.onestrnarite.1 'Ty 1 1%/11g

the USA

Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

,
_ Republic Savings Bank
now has 5 locations
in Western Kentucky.

CASH
REBATES
Limited Time
Monitor and
,ndso board
colonal

This
Wileks
Spoclal

You've got us where
you want us!

47-ie

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1988
ARIES
LIBRA
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Judgment is very good where
Buying and selling are favored
financial interests are concerned now. You may also begin a decorating
today. Meet with bankers, insurance project at home. Plans involving
agents and accountants. You may travel, though, may be too costly.
revise your plans for your investment
future.
Re-examine options.
TAURUS
SCORPIO
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A turning point is reached in a
You're able to express yourself to
relationship. Heart-to-heart talks are good advantage now. Make important
favored now. You work well together phone calls and begin creative proas a team, though one of you tends to jects. Things go your way, but watch
be extravagant.
credit card spending.
GEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Sia
t
You're turned on to your work
Catch up on reading and correstoday, but in your zeal, you could pondence today. Intellectual work
overlook some important details. and research projects are favored. Do
Guard against distractions to insure your own thing, but also remember a
accomplishment.
partner's needs.
CANCER
CAPRICORN
(June 21 to July 22)
Owe (Dec.22 toJan. 19)
You'll be pleased with the rapport
This is a good day for participating
you have with a child today. In in group activities. Be sure, though,to
romance, feelings grow deeper, but guard against laziness on the job.
there is some tendency to go over- Gatherings with friends are highboard when partying now.
lighted tonight.
LEO
AQUARR1S
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Family talks prove beneficial now.
Mistakes in judgment could occur
You'll be making some important when mixing business with pleasure.
domestic decisions today. However, However, it's an excellent time for
don't let socializing with friends keep job interviews and dealing with those
you from duties.
in authority.
VIRGO
PISCES
Auto
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Thinking is sharp today and creaYou'll learn a lot from a meeting
tive types feel inspired. In business, with an adviser today. You could feel
though, someone may make empty very strongly about a cause now.
promises. Guard against unfeasible Evening hours bring you joy through
plans and unwise expansion.
socializing.

articles.'•
Lundergan wonders why neither
Carson nor Kuykendall, both
Democrats, entered the
Democratic primary, but he says
he has no fears about the election
result.
"I think I know my district better than they do."
Lundergan was first elected to
the seat in 1979. He lost in the 1984
primary but won it back in 1986. In
this year's primary, he outdistanced his nearest competitor, Lexington lawyer Shirley Cunningham, 63 percent to 36 percent.
No Republican filed this year in
the heavily Democratic district.
Lundergan argues that his
legislative experience and his
work for the district make him the
best choice.

Member
FSLIC
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Harris, Lester help take
fight from Blue Raiders
Colonels clinch OVC crown with 27-14 win
By The Associated Press

Murray High's Jason Sowerby (41) tries to escape the leg-hold of a Union County tackler
during Saturday's
21-0 loss. Murray's offensive was shut down during the game, with Sowerby leading
all Tiger runners with
23 yards on ten carries.
Staff photo b) Daniel T Parker

Tigers' hopes eversed in 21-0 loss
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
The Murray High School
Tigers got the reverse of what
they hoped for Saturday night,
as the Union County Braves
shutout the Tigers 21-0 in a cold,
rainy regular season-ending
contest at Murray State's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The Tigers had hoped to continue their six-game winning
streak, a streak which had
followed a three-game losing
skid to start the year. They had
hoped to continue the momentum which had carried them to
the First District lA title.
They hoped to show the
absence of leading rusher
Chandler Stroup wouldn't stifle
their offense. They even hoped
that rescheduling the game
from Friday night to Saturday
would keep the weather from
being a factor.
They got the reverse — symbolically as well as literally.
Saturday night's rain might not
have been as severe as Friday's, but was mixed with a
drop in temperature that chilled the Tigers' hopes.
With the Tigers lacking the
emotional fire which had swept
them through the latter part of
the season. Murray's attack
never materialized. Union
County, meanwhile, took advantage of two crucial turnovers to reverse the Tigers'
fortunes — and the Brave offense took advantage of reversals as well, with back-to-back
"reverses" leading to the other
score.
Murray High head coach
Jack Cain said the outcome was
a combination of the weather

and
Tigers' lack of emotiona
paration.
"It
kind of hard forothem
to get r ady to play," Cain said,
noting
e placement of the
game b ween the previous
week's dist
clinching win at
Heath and this * d's start
of the IA playof
Cain also notd hat moving
the game from Friday to Saturday might have worked against
the Tigers. It was probably
worse Saturday night than it
was Friday," Cain said. "But
that's just one of those things."
Another of "those things"
was the absence of Stroup. the
state's third-leading rusher.
But Cain wasn't sure whether
Stroup's presence would have
made a difference in the Tiger
attempt.
"I don't think that was.the big
problem," Cain said. "We real:
ly just didn't play very well.
You know, emotions are a big
part of this game, and we just
didn't get there emotionally."
The Tigers barely got
anywhere at all, accounting for
only one first down in the first
half — and giving the ball away'
immediately after that. Murray reached only three more
first downs in the second half,
and lost the ball on turnovers
following two of those.
Union started the game with
an 11-yard run by Shawn King.
who led all rushers with 96
yards on 21 attempts during the
game. But following the initial
Brave first down, Union was
stalled by Murray's Lance
Balmer, who hit Brave backs
behind the lines on consecutive
plays for losses.
Following Union's punt, Mur-

Racer netters come close;
rifle team takes early lead

ray took over on their own 38
and picked up a first down near
midfield on Jason Sammons'
10-yard run on third down.
But on the next play the ball
came loose, and the Braves
recovered in their own
territory.
After a four-yard gain by
Mark Heffington, Brave
quarterback Brent Powell hit
John Royster on a crossing pattern in the flat, and Royster slid
free for a 37-yard gain to the
Tiger 12.
On second down from the
nine, Powell and Royster connected on the same play, with
Royster making a sliding catch
of Powell's pass in the end zone
for the touchdown. Union failed
on the two-point conversion attempt, leaving the Braves with
a 6-0 lead with 6:11 left in the
first quarter.
Murray's Jason Sowerby
tried to get the Tigers back into
the game, returning the ensuing kickoff 71 yards from the
Tiger 12 to the Brave 17-yard
line.
But Murray picked up three
yards on two downs, then lost
six yards on third down when
Sammons slipped on the wet artificial turf while dropping back
to pass. Murray tried a 36-yard
field goal from James Payne.
but the kick went into the wind
and was blown back far short of
the crossbars.
The game dennerated into a
punting contest as both teams
tried to jockey for advantageous field position. When
Union County took control on
their own 47-yard line with 9:16
left in the half, the Braves
(('ont'd on page )

Eastern Kentucky took the fight out of Middle Tennessee State early as the Colonels used the running of
Elroy Harris and Tim Lester to wrap up the Ohio
Valley Conference's automatic bid to the Division IAA playoffs with a 27-14 win over the Blue Raiders.
Middle Tennessee State knew what was coming,
the Blue Raiders were just unable to stop Eastern
Kentucky's high-powered ground game.
"To tell the truth, I didn't think it would be this
easy," Harris said Saturday night after rushing for
170 yards and two touchdowns. "I though they I Middle Tennessee ) would be a little better defensively. I
guess jumping on them quick had something to do
with it."
Eastern Kentucky rushed for 372 yards as a team
as they improved to 5-0 in the OVC and 7-2 overall by
handing Middle Tennessee, 6-3 and 4-1, its first
league loss.
In other OVC games played Saturday, Austin Peay
shocked Tennessee State 16-12 and Morehead State
dumped Tennessee Tech 20-3.
Murray State took the weekend off.
Eastern Kentucky took control of its crucial game
with Middle Tennessee by jumping to a 14-0 lead in
the first quarter on a 6-yard touchdown pass from
Lorenzo Fields to Oscar Anguelo and a 16-yard
touchdown run by Tim Lester, who finished with 134
yards rushing.
Middle Tennessee closed within 14-7 with 4:50 remaining in the first half when Marty Euverard
recovered a blocked punt in the end zone.
Harris took charge only 18 seconds later as he
dashed 63 yards for a touchdown that allowed the

Colonels to lead 21-7 at the half. Harris added a
1-yard scoring run with 13:12 left in the game to ice
the victory.
Middle Tennessee's final points came a 6-yard
pass from Marvin Collier to Vince Parks with 1:18
remaining in the game.
"We knew what was coming and we couldn't stop
them," Middle Tennessee Coach Boots Donnelly said
of the Eastern Kentucky ground game.
"We got off on a bad foot and they dominated us on
both sides of the ball. They run it with power and
speed. They're as good an offense as I've seen in a
long time," Donnelly said.
Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy Kidd said his Colonels were motivated by the fact that Middle Tennessee entered the contest as the OVC's No. 1 defensive unit and because the league's playoff berth was
up for grabs.
"That really motivated our offensive line. Middle
is a lot better team than they showed tonight," Kidd
said. "The playoff bid was another factor. Knowing
we're going to the playoffs regardless of the (Nov.
19) Morehead game really pumped our kids up."
Austin Peay, 2-7 and 1-3, and Tennessee State, 3-6-1
and 2-4, met for the first time on the football field
Saturday and the Governors pulled off the upset to
snap a seven-game losing streak.
Jason Jackson returned a blocked punt 24 yards
for a touchdown and Larry Scott ran 3 yards for
another score as the Governors built a 16-0 lead after
three quarters.
Chris Swartz passed for 244 yards and one
touchdown to lead Morehead State, 3-7 and 2-3, past
Tennessee Tech, 1-8 and 1-3.

• Weekend Rewrite
It was weather fit (only) for a Tornado
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
About the only team that didn't seem affected by
the weekend weather was Paducah Tilghman's
aptly-named Blue Tornado, who claimed the 3A 1st
District championship with a 28-0 shutout of the
Tigers in Hopkinsville.
Tilghman had already had a taste of mud, so to
speak, when they lost to Evansville Bosse in the
celebrated "Mud Bowl" in Evansville earlier in the
season.
The Tornado took advantage of a poor punt by
Hopkinsville to mount their first scoring drive from
the Hopkinsville 40. putting the ball into the end zone
on a one-yard Kurt Johnson plunge to complete a
five-play drive in the second quarter.
Turnovers cost Hopkinsville twice inside the Tornado 20; once on an interception by Tilghman's
Larry Nunn, who picked off four passes on the night,
and once on a fumble recovery.
Tilghman scored twice in the third quarter to put
the game out of reach.
Cardinal comeback
Mayfield got their defensive miracle just when
they needed it Saturday night when the Cardinal
defense recovered a Trigg County, fumble in the
fourth quarter of Mayfield's eventual 14-7 win over
the Wildcats.
Trigg had held a 7-6 lead from late in the first half,
after Greg Bridges' two-yard run and Ross Flatt's
PAT kick with 28 seconds left in the second quarter
overcame Mayfield's 18-yard touchdown pass from
Tim Schlosser to Beau Brown late in the first
quarter. That touchdown was followed by a missed
kick, leaving the successful Wildcat conversion try
as the potential game-winner.
But the Cardinal defense pounced on the Trigg
fumble at the Wildcat 16-yard line, and William
Yarber scored from three yards out with 8:38 left in

the game. Schlosser then passed to Yarber for the
two-point conversion and 14-7 lead, which stood.
Trigg also gave up three interceptions and another
fumble, while Mayfield fumbled twice and was intercepted once in the muck and mire.
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Raining 'Cats and 'Hounds...
Friday night's weather was a classic
wouldn't
send a dog out on a night like this" situation, and the
Reidland Greyhounds probably wished they hadn't
been sent out against the South Hopkins Tomcats,
who blistered the 'Hounds 31-0.
Reidland closed at 1-10 after being outscored 140-0
in its last three games while South Hopkins, 6-4,
celebrated its first winning season in the five-year
history of the program.
The Tomcats had at one time lost 22 straight, but
reached the 6-4 mark by taking advantage of two
costly Reidland turnovers for scores and by outgaining the 'Hounds 308-16.
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Playoff plans
Murray High's IA district champions will host 5-6
Russellville Friday night at Ty Holland Field in the
first round of the KHSAA football playoffs, while
district runner-up Heath travels to Todd County Central to take on the 9-2 Rebel, who polished off Butler
County 18-14 on Friday night's season closeout. If
Murray wins, they will travel to Todd County the
next week if Heath loses, or will host the Pirates in a
rematch of the district title game if Heath upsets the
Rebels.
In 2A-, Mayfield ( 9-21 hosts 4-7 McLean County in
what should be a laugher, while Fort Campbell 0-4 )
goes to 5-3 Logan County. Look for Fort Campbell
and Mayfield to meet on Mayfield's field for the second week's matchup.
The 3A playoffs should be a little more interesting
than the 2A first round matchups Champion
(Cont'd on page 11)

Point of return

Cagers scrimmage at Marshall
By MAI'WALKER
ches at different sites before
Sports Editor
declaring an overall winner. At
Coming close isn't always this rate, the Racers will be wearreserved for horseshoes.
ing that title on Nov. 19.
Murray State's No. 1 doubles
MSC's Don Kristiansen lead his
team of Tony Wretlund, who also team with a career-high 391 in air
plays No. 1 in singles. and Doug rifle at the University of Kentucky
Hawthorne reached the finals of on Sunday. He teamed with Lance
the Converse-Hoosier Doubles In- Goldhahn, Spencer Coe and Don
vitational in Bloomington. Ind., Martin for two wins over the
this weekend. The Racers were
weekend.
knocked off by their hosts, InThe Racer gold team beat out
diana's Carlos Gambino and Dave Tennessee-Martin with a 4,577 in
Duncan 6-3. 6-4 in the finals, but three-position small bore and a
Murray State head coach Bennie 1,526 in air rifle on Sunday. The
Purcell was pleased that his team
Pacers' orange squad shot a 4,528
could get into the finals after battland 1,513
ing a tough field.
On Saturday, the Racers scored
"I was well pleased that we
a 4.577 in small bore and a 1,525 in
could send them into the finals in
air rifle at Xavier University in
such a competitive tournament." Cincinnati, Ohio. LTTM was second
Purcell said. "They played really
in that match as well with a 4,566
well to get that far."
and 1,515.
In addition to Indiana and Mur
Murray State travels to
ray State, Ball State, Eastern KenJacksonville lAla. State on
tucky,• Illinois, Indiana, Miami of Saturday.
• • •
Ohio, Ohio State, Oklahoma and
Purdue participated.
Murray State's men's and
MSU's John Schneider and Rob
women's basketball teams made
Olmstead went 2-3 in the event and
their first public appearance of
Tomas Hult and Phil Billington
1988-89 on Friday night. The Lady
were 1-4.
Racers opened the evening with
• • •
the Blue Team edging the Gold
Murray State's rifle team shot
Team 50-48 at Marshall County
Its way to an early advantage in
High School Jeff Martin scored 24
the Walsh Invitational. The unique
points in the men's scrimmage,
competition spans over three
but his White Team fell to the Blue
weeks of competition, with mat- (Cont'd es page 11)

,

Murray State's Ginger smith points out the object of her attention Saturday morning at the MS( courts.
Smith, a Mayfield sophomore. was competing in a tournament to benefit the Mt Lady Racer
tennis
program.
sum photo by Motel 1* Parker

UK's Kemp
heads for
Texas JC
LEXINGTON, Ky.k •IAPI —
Center Shawn Kemp, who has
been embroiled in controversy
since arriving at the University of
Kentucky this fall, has left Lexington and indicated he will enroll
in a Texas junior college, according to a statement from Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton.
"We are sorry to see him go, but
we wish him the best of luck in
junior college and in all his future
endeavors," said Sutton's statement, issued by UK Sunday night
The statement said Kemp had
indicated he would enroll at Trinity Valley Community College in
Athens, Texas.
It had been reported earlier that
the 6-foot-11 player would enroll at
Brevard Community College in
Cocoa, Fla.
UK athletic director Cliff Hagan
said Saturday that Kemp had not
been comfortable at Kentucky and
apparently wasn't making the
necessary effort in his studies
Hagan said Kemp's decision
was something of a relief for the
athletic department, given the
athlete's recent problems "I
think it's for the best," he said
Last week, police said Kemp
had pawned two gold chains teammate Sean Sutton, Sutton's son,
had earlier reported stolen. Sean
Sutton refused to press charges,
and the police case was closed.

•(
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Tigers' hopes...
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(Cont'd from page 10)
resorted to trickery.
The ploy almost backfired. On
first down, Powell and King collided with each other on the handoff,
but the Murray defense was
following Marcus Dixon after a
fake handoff shifted the Tiger
defense to the left side of the field.
King took the ball and headed to
the right side, picking up 28 yards
on the reverse and moving the
chains to the Tiger 25.
On the next play, Powell faked
to King heading right and handed
off to Dixon going left, and the
reverse worked again, with Dixon
outrunning the Tiger defenders into the end zone.
Powell kept on the successful
two-point conversion run, and the
Braves led 14-0.
Rain began falling steadily in
the final minute of the first half,

but when the second half began the
Tigers seemed to have found the
key to their offense.
Steven Mayfield busted free for
an 11-yard gain on third down to
pick up a first down on the Murray
48-yard line, and after a sevenyard gain by Sowerby, Mayfield
picked up four more yards to
move the chains again.
But the Tigers fumbled after a
ten-yard gain on the next play, and
Union County recovered the ball
on their own 32-yard line to stop
the Murray assault.
The Tiger defense forced a punt,
and Murray got a break when the
Braves were called for roughing
the punter after a Tiger fourth
down. The penalty gave Murray a
first down on the Union 40-yard
line, but the Tigers turned the ball
over on the next play on an interception by Union's Chris

Racers...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Team 68-67 in the second contest.
Cindy Eddy drilled a jumper in
the lane with three seconds remaining in the women's scrimmage. Tawnya Pierce scored 15
points as she split time with both
squads. Michelle Wenning, who
also played on both teams, scored
13. Karen Johnson scored 12 points
for the Gold Team and Sheila
Smith added 11. Stacy Camp led
the Blue Team with 10 points.
The Racer Blue Team downed a
veteran White Team without the
benefit of a returning starter on its
side. Linzie Foster led the way
with 16 points and brought in a
game-high seven rebounds.
Terence Brooks added 12 points
and Jeff Robbins and Mike Land
scored 10 each for the winning
squad.
Don Mann backed Martin's 24
points with 11 points of his own for
the White Team. Mann. who canned three 3-pointers, also had five

assists. Doug Gold scored 14 points
from his center spot and Chris
Ogden added 10.
The Racers and Lady Racers
will scrimmage at Racer Arena on
Saturday. The women tip off at 6
p.m., with the men following at
7:30. There will be a $1 admission.
Anyone with a ticket stub from the
MSU-Middle Tennessee football
game, however, will be admitted
free.
• • •
Murray State's men's basketball team appears in Sports Illustrated's preseason Top 40.
MSU, 22-9 last year, is listed in
the 38th spot, just ahead of Kentucky which comes in at 39.
Louisville is ranked third and
Memphis State is picked 31st.
Louisville and Memphis State appear on Murray's schedule.
Duke is the poll's top-rated
team, followed by Georgetown,
Louisville, Michigan and Iowa.

Weekend Rewrite...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Tilghman, at 8-3, hosts 7-2 Owensboro while runnerup Hopkinsville, also
8-3, travels to 9-2 Bowling Green. Tilghman and Bowling Green should be
favored, but shouldn't be overly confident.
Shelby County can be more comfortable with overconfidence. The 2nd
District 4A champions are 10-0 on the year and the No. 1-ranked team in
the AP 4A poll and the Louisville Courier-Journal's Litkenhous rankings.
Shelby takes on 1st District 4A runnerup Christian County (6-5) in the
first round while Henderson County (7-4) hosts Warren Central, 10-1. The
Dragons of Central have lost only to Shelby County and have beaten
1, Paducah Tilghman, so the second round of the 4A playoffs could very
well be a rematch between Shelby and Central.

but
two
out-

Collins.
Union took over on their own 26
and mounted the only true scoring
drive of the night. Over four
minutes later, the Braves closed
the third quarter with a 30-yard
gain on a short pass from Powell
to King, who took advantage of a
missed tackle to move 30 yards
downfield to the Tiger nine-yard
line.
Three plays later King scored
from two yards out, and the PAT
kick put Union ahead 21-0 with
10:50 left in the game.
Murray's last chance attempt to
get back into the game came when
a bad snap on a Union punting
down forced the Braves to turn the
ball over to the Tigers on the Murray 46.
On first down, a Tiger trick play
failed to work, and an unsportsmanlike penalty against Murray
compounded the error, pushing
the Tigers back to their own 30.
Union was penalized 15 yards on
the next play, but the Tigers lost
two yards and three yards on the

following plays and had to punt
again. Union ran out most of the
remaining time until they had to
punt again in the waning seconds;
Murray bobbled the punt and
Union recovered to kill the rest of
the clock.
Cain doesn't think the Tigers'
performance against Union will
affect their playoff preparedness
for Russellville's Panthers in next
Friday's action at Ty Holland
Field.
"I think they've already gotten
it out of their minds," Cain said.
"We had them come in Sunday
and we looked at the videos of
Russellville. They know what they
have to do now, and I think they'll
be prepared."
There is the possibility that
Stroup, who injured his knee
against Heath, may be able to play
in the playoff opener. "It's a dayto-day type of thing," Cain said.
"But it's not going to affect us getting ready. We're not going to
change many things whether he
plays or whether he doesn't."

Ross 23rd at state meet
Calloway County's Michael
Ross posted one of his best career
times and finished 23rd overall in
Saturday's KHSAA State Championship Cross-Country Meet at
the Kentucky Horse Park in
Lexington.
Ross, the Lakers' only crosscountry competitor, crossed the
finish line in 17:50, only his second
sub-18 minute clocking, Calloway
coach Rose Ross Elder reported.
"He ran tough," she said, noting
the competitive field and the chilly
temperature of the meet. Elder
noted Ross didn't quite reach his
goal of finishing in the top 20
places, but added that he had
caught and passed several runners in the final few hundred yards
to crack the top 25.
The coolness may have helped
Ross, she noted. "He runs well
when it's cold," Elder said. He
was afraid it was going to be hot."
Ross' finish gives the Calloway
junior "something to shoot for
next year," she said, adding that
Ross, as the sole competitor on the
team, had received invaluable
training advice and assistance
from Murray State cross-country

coach Margaret Simmons. "She
has been real good for him," Elder
said.

Prep football

MHS season
ticket holders
can buy seats
for playoffs
Murray High School season
ticket holders for the 1988 football
year will not be able to use those
tickets for the upcoming playoff
game on Nov. 11. Season ticket
h9Iders do, however, have an op.
portunity to buy their regular
seats for $3.
Season ticket holders may -purchase their seats at the high school
on Wednesday and Thursday from
8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., and on Friday
from 8:30 am.-noon.
All other tickets must be purchased at the gate for $3.
State coaching and ad ministrative passes will be
accepted.
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SCOREBOARD
'Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet. PF P
Buffalo
9
1
0
900 212 142
N Y Jets
5 4
1
550 220 2Z2
Indianapolis
5 5 0
500 243 193
Miami
5 5 0
500 186 203
New England
5 5 0
500 176 209
Central
Cincinnati
2 0
800 294 185
Cleveland
6 3 0
667 153 132
Houston
6 3 0
667 215 213
Pittsburgh
2 8 0
200 196 279
West
Denver
5
5 0
500 207 206
LA Raiders
5 5 0
500 204 219
Seattle
5
5 0
500 161 187
San Diego
2 11 0
200 119 199
Kansas City
1
150 123 166
ti
NATIONAL CONFERENCE.
East
N Y Giants
7
3
700 219 199
Phoenix
4
6
600 238 219
Washington
6 4
600 243 236
Philadelphia
5 5
500 233 211
Dallas
2 8 0
200 169 211
Central
Chicago
4 2 0
800 192 123
Minnesota
6
4
0
600 249 179
Detroit
2 8 0
200 129 210
Green Bay
2 8 0
200 160 207
Tampa Bay
2 8 0
200 175 261
West
LA Rams
7
3 0
700 266 180
New Orleans
700 214 176
7
3 0
01
qonFran,4,4,
„

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
.....

rate Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices Bloomington

Atlanta

3 7 0
3tki 169 244
Sunslayit Genies
New York Giants 29. Dallas 21
Minnesota 44. Detroit 17
Atlanta 20, Green Bay 0
Philadelphia 30, Los Angeles Rams 24
New England 21. Miami 10
Cincinnati 42. Pittsburgh 7
Chicago 28, Tampa Bay 10
Phoenix 24. San Francisco 23
Indianapolis 38. New York Jets 14
Washington 27. New Orleans 24
Denver IT, Kansas City 11
Buffalo 13, Seattle 3
Los Angeles Raiders 13. San Diego 3

Manday's Game
Cleveland at Houston. 9 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. IS
Chicago at Washington, I p m.
Cincinnati at Kansas City. 1 p.in.
Indianapolis at Green Bay. 1 p.m.
New England at New York Jets. 1 p m
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. I p m
San Diego at Atlanta, 1 p.m
Tampa Bay at Detroit. 1 p m.
Los Angeles Raiders at San Francisco i
Fnl
New Orleans at Los Angeles Rams, 4 p.m.
New York Giants at Phoenix. 4 p.m
Cleveland at Denver. 4 p.m.
Houston at Seattle. 4 p.m
Minnesota at Dallas. 8 p.m.
Monday. Nov. 14
Buffalo at Miami 9 p in
All Time. EsT

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

1986 Olds Delta Royale Brougham
V-6, Grey Metallic, Grey Velour, 7588 actual
miles, one owner. local new car trade-in loaded
with equipment. like new.

Carroll, Inc.
800 Chestnut

753-8850
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PUSH OR PULL
SALE!!
In Honor of Election Day,
We'll Give You $1000" For Your
TRADE!! No Matter What
Condition It's In!
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LOOK!
'86 Celebrity Eurosport
Silver, Low Miles, X-Clean

$16791No.
*

Sale Price *6975**

'85 Buick Skyhawk Wagon
1 Owner. 35,000 Miles'

54X12.5%

$15840*No.

Sale Price 1594000* *

This Is Just A Couple Of Many We Have.
Sale Starts Nov. 2nd—Ends Nov. 8th
DON'T MISS OUT!!
• On Bank Approval
••Baud On '1000" Cash Or Trade Plus Tax, Title. Doc Fees
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A SHORT DRIVE FROM ANYWHERE!
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Men - Women
Children

All Shoes
300 Styles
Nike - Reebok - Tretorn
New Balance - Rockport
Converse and morel

All Fleece
Sportswear
by
Nike and Reebok

48X12.5%

the

Mp

All
Warm Ups

CHAPAREL
MOTOR SALES
1100 Chestnut St. - Murray, KY.

753-4906
A TRUSTED NAME IN AUTOMOBILES!

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR Lift"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844
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Man fought odds to get GED

Truman Turner, a recent rec pient of a General Educational Development(GED) diploma, poses with one of
the apple trees he has growing in his yard in Coldwater. After a 60-year absence from the classroom, Turner
completed the requirements for the high school degree through the Adult Learning Center at Murray State
niversity and is a student at the university this fall.

Radio/haft
DISCOUNT DAYS
A

DIVISION Or TANDY CORPORATION

Electronics Galore from The Technology Store*

Easy-to-Use Tandy® 1000 HX

Deluxe Full-Size
VHS Camcorder

Save *200

Save s200
109900

4

Reg.
1299.00
Hardcase
Capture holiday memories—just point and shoot! Hispeed shutter, power zoom, 7-lux low -light recording. HO With battery. charger. A/V cable. *16-801

Low As $25 Per Month.

Runs
PC-Compatible
Software
Just power and run' Includes Personal
DeskMate 2 software #25-1053

On-Screen -Programming
VHS VCR

With CM -5 Color Monitor Only $798.95
Reg. Separate Items 998.95
#25-1053/1043

Save s6195

• ylaiiisiosptf.•

288°°

Computer
Workcenter
Cut
30%

Wireless Remote
Helpful on-screen prompts
HQ enhances picture sharpness #16-510 Remote batteries extra

Low As $is

Per Month•

100-Watt AM/FM Rack Stereo

49995 Save
s150

Low As $25 Per Month.

• TM Dolby
._aboratories Licensing Corr

«Tv
Reg.
199.95
Low As $15 Per Month• rv extra
Attaches to any TV Uses
instant-loading Proram Paks #26-3334

5
Save
*70 1299

Save *50

95

15995 249

29995

#14-527

Low As $15 Per Month•

Low As $15 Per Month •

in your hand' Digital tuning with autosearch AC adapter
#16-159 Batteries ex*,

Synchro-start CD tocassette dubbing, CD autovarch. Dolby B NR. Dual
4" speakers. R.
__myeseixtrai

Fits

Save *80
99
95

Save *60
15995
Reg. Low As $is
219.95 Per Month •
Play through headphones or
home stereo Programmable
#42-5011 Batter ,es headotio,pr

6-Band Portable
Radio

Reg 99 95
Tunes 6-18 MHz SW,
VHF Hi/Lo, UHF, FM
AM #12-779 FiAttf.,10,Per A

Cut
45%
2195

179.95
Reg.

....Reg.19 95

40%
Off

Reg
49.95

Great for outdoor fun
or at the job site
With Ch 14 crystals
#21-1638

Save 7995
*60

Stereo' #12-125
Batteries exttd

AM/FM Clock Radio

Ch 9 priority switch for
help in a hurry. #21-1539

Reg 139 95
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ELECTION NIGHT

29-Key Portable Keyboard

Cut 299s

38%

—

Rag.
47.05

Dual alarms Battery backup
#12-1567 Bar

O
cut
luniucOOOOuluiJ 2995 25%

Reg 39 95
Built-in speaker, 100 note memory Four
tones, 10 rhythms #42-4008 Batteries extra

Pocket
30X Microscope

" 35%
Off

Pulse' dialing White,
#43-505 Brown,#43-506

1

ELECTIO\

Mobile CB With Ch. 9 Priority

Reg. 39.95

Personal
Mini- Fone

1295

3-Ch., 2-Watt
il
Walkie
-, Talkie

Hear police, fire, rail
lots more—no crystals to buy! 20 chanlels #20-118

Cut 40°/0

5995

.
r

Batter.. additonal
crystals extia

AM/FM
Headset

a

--x

29
95
Each

Low As $15 Per Month •

Portable CD Player

Reg.
379.95

Graphics, word and
data-processing
modes #26-2814

Programmable
Tabletop
Scanner

g

Reg
199.95

haran

Low As $15 Per Month•

Accessories not ,ncludect

CD/AM/FM Stereo
Portable Cassette

Save
$40

Youngsters die in
weekend collision

Color Computer 3' .7)

Amp, high-speed dubbing, tuner,
EQ. turntable. 3-way speakers
rack #13-1232

Direct-View
2" LCD Color TV

research instructor at the Univer- well as some less common trees —
sity of Kansas, sent each of their autumn olive, mountain olive,
five children to college.
lombardy poplar, Chinese
But it wasn't until 1987 when an chestnut, buckeye and filbert. His
article about the General Educa- interest in budding and grafting
tional Development examination has resulted in an apple tree that
in the local newspaper struck a bears 12 varieties of the fruit.
chord with Turner, and "I decided
Turner said that, in addition to
it couldn't hurt to give it a try "
setting an example for his grand"Truman did well on the pre- children, he hopes he will be an extest (administered to all students ample to other persons who don't
before they enter the GED pro- have a high school diploma.
gram)," according to Mildred
"There are people out there (at
Nichols, an instructor in the Adult the Adult Learning Center Ito help
Learning Center at MSC. "The and support you in earning your
results determined that he needed
diploma, if you're willing to give it
to do some work in mathematics a try," he noted. "I recommend it
and English."
very highly."
He completed three eight-week
sessions in each subject to prepare
for the examination, Mrs. Nichols
noted. "His enthusiasm for the
program was contagious among
his classmates," she said.
"Truman was always willing to
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
participate in the classes, and his
Three 17-year-olds in the same car
ability to ask questions helped put
were killed in a head-on collision
some of the other students at
on U.S. 60 near Henderson, ofease," she added.
ficials said.
His achievement of earning a
The victims were identified as
high school diploma encouraged
the driver, Roger Stone, Richard
Turner in his latest endeavor: he
Stone and Robert Davis, all of
is enrolled in two classes at MurHenderson.
ray State this semester.
Mary Ann Royalty, 29, of Reed,
He said that his return to school
the second driver, was seriously
complements his interests and
hurt, and two children in her car
hobbies outside the classroom.
were injured, state police said.
Turner still works in his Coldwater
Ms. Royalty was in serious condimachine shop and enjoys riding
tion Sunday at Community United
the two motorcycles he owns. An
Methodist Hospital in Henderson
ameteur musician, he plays the
with a broken sternum, broken
guitar, mandolin, bajo and
hand and multiple lacerations, a
onica.
hospital spokeswoman said.
yard is a testimony to his
Ms. Royalty's nephew, Curtis
love of nature and gardening. A
Eugene Stone, 4, of Reed, was in
variety of fruit trees, berry bushes
fair but stable condition at the
and grapevines fill the area, as
hospital, and her son, Larry
Wayne Royalty, 6, also of Reed,
was treated and released.
Roger Stone was westbound on
the wet highway about 7:10 p.m.
CST Saturday when he apparently
lost control and crossed the center
line about 212 miles east of
Henderson, hitting Ms. Royalty's
car, Trooper Ron Allgood said.
Two passers-by pulled the teens
from their car just before it burst
into flames, but the youths died at
the scene, Allgood said.
Police said the Stones were not
related.

Save
910

Simulated oak
Easy assembly *26-1350

100 watts per channel Minimum MIS into B ohms
tram 10 20,000 Hz with no more than 091, THD

•

Dot-Matrix
Printer

6995 :981, 26995

Reg. 649.95

r
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Tandy
1000

Reg. 699.00

Low As 555
Per Month•

Reg.
34995

as
seen
on TV
00
Monitor extra

His desire to "set an example
for my grandchildren" and a
newspaper ad were factors that
motivated 72-year-old Truman
Turner of Coldwater to earn the
General Educational Development certificate through Murray
State University's Adult Learning
Center.
A lifelong resident of Calloway
County, his formal education ended with the eighth grade. "My
father died when I was real young
— 13 — and like most boys, I
thought I had all the .education I
needed."
A successful tool and die
marker, Turner was an apprentice
with the Tennessee Valley
Authority from 1939-41 and taught
his trade to high school students
and returning World War II
veterans at the vocational school
at Murray State from 1942-50.
"I wasn't a college teacher,"
Turner is quick to note, "but I
worked with some of the best —
Dr. Hugh Oakley (dean emeritus
of the College of Industry and
Technology) and George T. Lilly
(professor emeritus in the Department of Industrial Arts
Education).
It was while teaching his skills
to younger men who had high
school diplomas that Turner
began to think about resuming his
schooling.
"It seemed that they were able
to pick up on things more easily,"
he commented.
Turner and his wife of 56 years,
Vila, sent their daughter, Nelda, to
Murray State University (she
graduated in 1953), and they watched proudly as she and her husband, Dr. James L. Morrill, a

Take part in this live viewer call-in program
with analysts, journalists and officials from
both parties discussing voting results from
around the' nation

TUESDAY AT 5:30 p.m. CHANNEL 19

Plane & Tank
Game

r7=a
TV

37'z; 1388
Off 21 95
Lights when AC power
fails Wall bracket, AC
charger. #81-2740

Cut F

Lighted scope magni
lies detail #63-850
siateoes extra
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See What the Excitement is All About

95
Off

12 95
Reg 8
95
Race lank avoid bombs
With battery #60-2196

31%

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome

NETWORK
CESPAn AMERICA'S

MURRAY CABLEVISION
Rh -AIR CENTER

753-5005
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Miaray Ledger & Times

Dairymen consider
more fat in rations

Aerthexice, ctekieetzady
,A4deced SZkiaciArtheav
BABIES
You'd think after all these years
of warning and all the reported incidents and horror stories, that
fear of rabies would make people
more careful about handling wild
animals.
Yet this summer a Fayette
County horse farm employee experienced the uncertainties of
possible exposure to rabies by attempting to help a young skunk.
The incident points out the increased danger that the drought
and hot weather have brought.
Actually, these have little to do
with the virility of the rabies virus
itself. It is a hardy virus which endures much.
What does need to be noted is a
possible change in the habits of the
animals themselves, many of
which were previously contained
in areas which had not been
developed and which therefore offered little chance for exposure to
humans. Scarcity of water this
summer drove many of them to
seek water wherever they could
find it, which usually meant a
populated area. M.agy of them appear to have not returned to their
old habitats.
Skunks are the main reservior of
rabies in Kentucky wildlife and
should be left alone whether they
exhibit signs of rabies or not, as
they can shed the virus without
showing signs of the disease.
In animals, two forms of the
disease are seen - "dumb" and
"furious." In "durhb" the rabies
the animal appears lethargic or
sickly, may appear dazed and
may drool.

Treatment for animals includes
ampicillen or tetracycline, while
penicillen seems to be the drug of
choice for human infections.
It is thought the spirochete is
carried by the tick "Ixodes dammini", a tick which is relatively
rare but not unknown in Kentucky.
Preventive measures for Lyme
disease - so named because it
was first diagnosed near Lyme,
Conn. - are the same as for other
tick-bourne diseases: avoid potentially tick-infested areas; wear
protective clothing (long sleeved
shirts and long pants tucked into
boots or socks); use tick
repellants; search total body
every three to four hours for attached ticks; remove ticks promptly and carefully without
crushing; protect hands with
gloves or tissues or use tweezers to
removed ticks from humans or
animals.
Animals should not be allowed
to roam freely in tick infested
areas. They can be bitten, and can
also carry the ticks back to you.
Some pesticides offer excellent
protection against ticks for
animals, and tick repellants are
available. Your veterinarian is
competent to advise you on
preventive measures for your
animals, and can also diagnose
and treat the disease. He is kept
informed of the presence of communicable diseases in his area,
and can probably advise you if any
cases have been reported in your
locality.
Your physician should be consulted if you think you have the
infection.

Kentucky beef cattle
history studied now
by Bobby Freeman
Executive Director
Kentucky Beef
Cattle Association
The beef cattle industry in Kentucky is one of the oldest continuous agricultural enterprises in
the state. In fact, the purebred
segment of the industry is traced
to Bluegrass statesman Henry
Clay, who imported the first highquality breeding stock from
England in the early 1800s.
Maintaining that level of excellence has been a goal of Kentucky beef producers ever since,
and it is a goal today of the Kentucky Beef Cattle Association as it
strives to serve the state's more
than 60,000 beef producers.
That's one of the reasons the
association has launched the first
membership drive in its history,
reaching out into every beefproducing county, which covers
almost all 120.
Another very important reason
is that, more than ever, Kentucky's beef producers need their
own voice in Frankfort. Every
year fewer and fewer legislators
elected to the General Assembly
have an agricultural background
This is also true in Washington
with the Congress.
Consequently, the percentage of
legislators who understand the
beef cattle industry and
agriculture overall is declining,
while the percentage of urbanoriented legislators is rising.
Only through an organization
backed by significant numbers
can the beef cattle industry expect
to gain the attention of these nonagricultural representatives and
senators and get them to hear its
message.
Other organizations, such as the
Farm Bureau, have done an excellent job of carrying the cause of
agriculture to Frankfort and
Washington, but there are times
when what is in the best interests
of one segment of agriculture is
not necessarily in the best interests of Kentucky beef cattle
producers.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
for farming
Call Gene
753-2617

Pictured left to right: Area Farmers, Tripp Purches, Mark Paschall,
and Billy Dale Smith talking with David Riley, Calloway County ASCS
at a recent young and adult farmer class at Murray Area Vocational
Center. Other adult farmer classes are scheduled for this week with the
New Concord Class meeting on Tuesday, Nov.8 at the Lynn Grove Class
meeting on Thursday, Nov. 10 at 7 p.m. The 1988 USDA Disaster Program and Multi-Peril Crop Insurance will be discussed at both of the
classes. All interested area farmers are encouraged to attend. Johnnie
Stockdale, Vocational Agriculture Teacher may be contacted at 753-1870
if you are interested in this years program.

Livestock auction
Cattle 715 Calves 2 Compared to 93.00, 500-6001b. 74.00-82.00, 6301b.
last week Slaughter Steers and 70.00, Large No.2
170-2781b,
Heifers Untested, Cows steady-1.00 93.00-102.00, 526-5661b.
74.25-74.50,
lower, Bulls steady, Calves and Small No.1 300-400lb.
76.00-89.00,
Vealers untested, Feeder Steers 400-500lb. 75.00-76.00.
500-6001b.
and Heifers 1.00-2.00 lower.
68.00-76.00.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
HEIFERS: Medium and Large
Utility and Commercial 2-4 No.1 2201b. 83.00, 300-4001b,
39.00-45.00 individual 47.00, Cutter 71.00-83.00, 400-5001b. 73.00-78.00, lot
and Boning Utility 1-3 39.00-47.25, of 8 4821b. 80.00,
500-600lb.
Cutter 1-2 36.00-43.00.
68.00-81.00, most 76.00-80.00,
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yield 700-7251b. 66.00-70.00, Medium No'.2
grade 1 1700 lb. indicating 80 Car- 300-500lb. 62.00-73.00,
500-600lb.
cass boning percent 62.25, Yield 70.00- 74.00, Large No.2 5651b.
65.00,
grade 1-2 1380-17151b. indicating Small No.1 400-5001b.
64.00-65.00,
77-79 percent 55.00-60.00.
500-600lb. 53.00-65.00, most
FEEDER STEERS: Medium 63.00-65.00.
No.1 and Large No.1 245-2621b.
STOCK COW and CALF:
108.00-109.00 individual 127.00, Medium No.1 700.00-with 400lb.
Calf
300-400lb. 85.00-100.00, most at side.
90.00-95.00, 400-500lb. 85.00-96.00,
STOCK COWS: Small and
500-6001b. 77.50-86.00, most Medium No.1 365.00-470.00.
80.00-85.00, 637-7751b, 73.00-76.00,
SHEEP
9
SLAUGHTER
Medium No.2 180-2901b. 90.00-101.00, LAMBS: Chioce and Prime
1061b.
300-500lb. 75.00-84.00, individual 60.00.

Ag secretary Lyng
will stay in office
until first of year

Several issues that are likely to
come up in the 1990 legislature are
of major interest to all beef producers across Kentucky.
A major issue confronting the
1990 General Assembly will be in
the state brucellosis program.
By 1990, federal funding to control and eradicate this disease in
Kentucky will almost be gone. It
WASHINGTON ( AP will become the state's responAgriculture
Secretary Richard E.
sibility to take over this important
effort, so the beef cattle industry Lyng has passed the word that he
must ensure that funding a state intends to stay on the job until the
brucellosis program is a top next administration takes over on
priority with the General Jan. 20.
Senior staff people were told
Assembly.
Another issue is repeal of the that Lyng "has some unfinished
work" to do concerning trade talks
state checkoff program, which
conflicts in some ways with the na- and that he and U.S. Trade
tional checkoff approved by Ken- Representative Clayton Yeutter
tucky beef producers last sum- will be busy tidying up those afmer. The Kentucky Beef Cattle fairs over the next few weeks,
regardless of how the Nov. 8
Association administer the napresidential election turns out.
tional program in Kentucky and
A special meeting of the 96
we want to be sure there are no
member countries of the General
conflicts.
Agreement tillairariffs and Trade,
Beef producers, like all
at which agriculture will be a cenfarmers, are very independent
tral focus, is scheduled to begin in
people. But together, they conMontreal on Dec. 5. for example.
stitute one of Kentucky's largest
Lyng also has told associates
workforces and one of its largest
that he wants to take some vacaindustries, with $467.8 million in
tion time over the holidays and
1987 revenues.
then return to USDA for a round of
That means that if they work
farewells.
together and speak with one voice,
But gossip still persists that if
Kentucky's beef cattle producers
George Bush wins the election
will be heard and their concerns
-Lyng may be prevailed upon to
will be addressed.
resign and head up a GOP transi-

c)D

ig

non team at USDA, a job he did
when Ronald Reagan won the
White House eight years ago.
Lyng, 70. has said publicly for
months that he plans to retire
when Reagan leaves office in
January but has not spelled out
what role he might play in the
event Bush wins the presidency.

Dairymen may consider adding
fat to rations for dairy cows that
are unable to consume enough feed
to meet their energy needs, said
Donna Amaral, Extension dairy
specialist at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The level where this occurs
varies on the quality of the feed and
body condition of the cows, she
said. Fat addition to feed is not
recommended for evry dairy
producer.
Adding fat to the ration will increase volume and, therefore, milk
production up to three-and-a-half
percent, she said. The total amount
of fat in the diet should not exceed
eight percent of the total ration
after fat has been added. Existing
feeds on a dry matter basis contain
two to three percent fat, she said.

The recent decline in agricultural
exports over the past seven years
has finally started to turn around,
said a University of Kentucky
economist.
U.S. export markets have
benefitted greatly from the dollar
value decrease in foreign markets,
said Michael Reed, agricultural
marketing specialist for the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"The softening of the dollar
against other foreign currencies
has made U.S. exports cheaper in
those countries," said Reed. "U.S.
agricultural products cost foreign
buyers about 36 percent less than
they did in 1985. With this lower
price, U.S. exports have increased."
Wheat, oilseeds, and their products, fruits, juices and nuts have
had the biggest increase in exports,
he said. Beef and some dairy products may see some export losses
in 1988, however. This is because

Sat. Nov. 12, Trenton, TN Fairgrounds
Show at 2:00 p.m. with sale at 6:00 p.m.

FEATURING: Quality gilts and
productive boars from leading ,
purebred herds.
Boar weights and Join fat figures prov deu

Southern States

654 ANNIVERSARY
Now through Nov. 12

Portable
Kerosene Heater
UC55 55.000 BTU Forted air Oficient Easy
to operate
Continuous ignition Instant warmth. Special
salety
features. N059-01152

Tubular
Steel Farm Gate

'Purina Feed
'Plant .Bed Supplies

14 ft Double welded, double braced construction. Safety
rolled comers and edges with no sharp surfaces to
damage livestock or herdsmen. 100-28003

y

Camouflage Tarp
Subtle earth tones of brown, tan and
green. Ideal for hunting fti Its 10 ft
N070-07526

*Crop Insurance
Available

-

High-Tensile
Barbed Wire
4 pt., 5 in. 15/
1
2 qa Lightwerghr
as handling. Long-lasting .5.51
Class III zinc coating 80 rod roll
N081-17090

2299
Grain Scoop
Flo. 16-505. Top of the line.
heavy-duty scoop 155rt20
in aluminum blade. 27 In
handle. N105-12330

AMES

"WE ARE YOUR FULL
FARM AG SERVICE"

OOZE

10" 4:

3895

"domml1=1.1

204 W. Railroad Ave.
753-1933
1-800-626-5464

U.S. imports in these products have
increased.
"The largest export markets for
U.S. agricultural products are Asia
( mainly Japani, Europe, Latin
America and the Caribbean," Reed
said. "The U.S. export market also
has benefitted from the increased
imports by the U.S.S.R. and many
socialist and communist countries
in eastern Europe and China."
This year's drought is not ex
pected to significantly damage
agricultural exports for the latter
part of 1988, he said. The total U.S.
agricultural exports are forecast
for 1988 at $33.5 billion and imports
are predicted at $21 billion.
"Some good news is that new in
ternational markets may be open
ing for U.S. tobacco," saidlteed
"The U.S. will be shipping to
Turkey this September for the first
time in almost one hundred years
Also, South Korea has liberalized
its trade policies by cutting tariffs
on cigarettes."

TN. ALL-BREEDS SWINE SALE I

••

SERVICE

Other considerations also should
be made when feeding cows high
fat feeds. An additional two-tenths
of one percent calcium and fivehundredths percent magnesium
over the recommended concentration should be added to the diet, she
said.
Also, the protein content should
be increased one percent for each
three percent increase in fat content for the total diet, Amaral said.
The additional protein should be
supplied in bypass protein sources
Researchers feel that feeding
bypass fats will be beneficia,1 to
herd health and reproduction, she
said. Results suggest that cows being fed bypass fats do not lose body
weight during lactation when body
fat is being used to support mill,
production.

Agriculture trade
looks up for 1988

18995

•Pet Feed
'Wheat Seed
*Full Line of
Fertilizer
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Southern States
Industrial Rd.,

Hazel, Ky.
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In U.S., Sakharov applauds Soviet's protest
dent mathematician Vazif
Meilanov was imprisoned after
staging a one-man protest on his
behalf and now faces additional
charges.
"I feel it is my duty now, at this
moment, to remember this man
and many others who remain in
prison," Sakharov said,
Sakharov, winner of the 1975
Nobel Peace Prize for his defense

VOTE FOR
HUGH A. NOFFSINGER
#5 ON THE BALLOT
*35 years in public education'as a Teacher, Principal,
Superintendent, Professor of School Administraton and
College Dean.
*Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees
*Retired educator with time to devote to School Board
*Married, 4 children who graduated from Murray High
*Committed to excellence in education
*Obligated to no individual or faction

MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Paid for by thw Candidate

of human rights, is scheduled to
spend two weeks in the United
States visiting relatives, undergoing medical tests and promoting a
new international organization.
The trip comes less than two
years after he was freed from internal exile in the industrial city of
Gorky, where he had been sent
because of his outspoken opposition to the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.
Using stepdaughter Tatiana
Yankelevich as a translator, the
tall, balding 67-year-old spoke for
about 10 minutes but refused to
answer questions. He appeared
rumpled and tired after a 14-kour
flight from Moscow.
"Two years ago, I became a free
man when I returned from Gorky
to Moscow," Sakharov said. Now
I have become even freer because
I have been granted the right to
travel around the world.
"But a man who staged a oneperson demonstration on my
behalf in January 1980 when I was
exiled to Gorky remains in prison,.
The name of that man is Vazif
Meilanov. He has been charged
once again with a very serious
crime and faces a long

imprisonment."
Meilanov was a cellmate of
Natan Sharansky, who was
deported in 1986 for his human
rights work Sharansky, who now
lives in Israel, said last May that
Meilanov remained in Siberia.
Sakharov is traveling without
his wife, Yelena Bonner, who saw
him off with a kiss at
Sheremetyevo Airport in Moscow.
He was starting his trip with a
visit to her daughter by a previous
marriage, Mrs. Yankelevich, Mrs.
Yankelevich's husband, Efrem,
and their two teen-age children in
suburban Newton.

Sakharov is expected to travel to
New York, then Washington,
where he will participate in a
board meeting Nov. 13-17 of.the In-

ternational Foundation for the
Survival and Development of
Humanity, the first such session
outside the Soviet Union.

By GARY LARSON

BOSTON i AP
— Andrei
Sakharov arrived on his first
journey outside the Soviet Union.
declaring himself a free man and
speaking out for a supporter jailed
over a protest on behalf of the
Nobel laureate nearly eight years
ago.
The human rights activist told
reporters at Logan International
kirport on Sunday night that dissi-

Sakharov is expected to visit
Mrs. Bonner's son, Alexei Semyonov, Semyonov's wife, Liza
Alekseyeva, and their 4-year-old
daughter, Alexandra, in the nearby town of Westwood. It will be his
first meeting with his
granddaughter.
He is also scheduled to undergo
a heart examination and may
receive a pacemaker at
MaSsachusetts General Hospital.
Mrs. Bonner had cardiac bypass
surgery at the hospital in January
1986.

"Yeah, Sylvia . .. my set too ... and in the middle of
'Laverne and Shirley.'"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

WHO
BENEFITS
FROM'THE
KENTUCKY
LOTTERY:
Our Schools.
Our Senior Citizens.
Our Vietnam Veterans.

1 Capuchin
monkey
4 Father
6 Near East
valleys
11 National
hymn
13 Gets up
15 TV's
Magnum, le
16 Hermit
18 Again. prefix
19 Myself
21 Single item
22 Mix
24 Diminish
26 Attracted
28 Fall behind
29 Wideawake
31 God of love
33 French article
34 Metal
fastener
36 Promptly
38 Down prefix
40 Strike

2

3

00000 13130
000 00000 MOO
00=100 0001000
GIOD mom
0000 00 MOOD
000 MOM 0000
110 130130000 ri
0000 0000 000
00000 M0 MOO
DOOM 000
Do0D00 000000
000 00000 000
ULIR U0000 M00

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Weaken
Beast
That thing
Limas
country
5 Repeal
6 Restaurant

4

5

workers
7 Skill
8 Expires
9 Exists
10 Continued
story
12 That man
14 Kind of cloth

6

11

7

9

8

14

16

is

17UUU
19

20
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25

29
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•

26
30
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27
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32
1UU

35
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36
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38
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45

41
47

46

50

51

55

56
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52

57
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'A
YE
S_
AMENDMENT I 1
Be sure to find Amendment #1 on the ballot and vote yes

54
59

63

eA

se

67

ir-

114.

4

•

60

17 Mud
20 Paradise
23 Thallium
symbol
24 Note of scale
25 Periods of
time
27 Pull the —
over
someone's
eyes
30 Baked clay
32 Dirt
35 Beats
severely
colioq
37 Midday
38 Hinder
39 Click beetle
41 Article of
furniture
43 Loops
44 Tin symbol
46 Early morn
48 Wants
51 Bridge
53 Flatbottomed
boat
57 Free of
58 As far as
60 Poem
62 Hebrew letter
64 Greek letter

UU

Ina

NOBODY FITS
YOU LIKE
GOODYEAR.
We Have The Tire To Fit
Your Car, The Way You
Drive, Where You Drive
Your Budget

0
0

MHITP:19 41.1.
RIM
Pm's s0I113
P165 ROR13
P1015 ROR13
P1R5,75R14
PISS/75R14
P206,75R it
P2015/75R15
P215/75R15
P226/75R15
P2315/75R15

EVERYDAY
UM PRICE
$43.55
$44.56
$44.96
$50.96
153.96
$56.116
2611.95
991.96
9111.96

Disc Brake Service
$4900

141

You don't have to play to win.
Paid for by Lottery Yes Committee, Suite 800, 167 West Main, Lexington, KY, Bill Verst, Treasurer.

44

49

ss

82UUU

•U65

43

53

61

Goo

42

Tiempo Radial

VOTE

10

13

12UU
15

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 Detroit team
45 Guido:s high
note
47 Short jacket
49 Diving bird
50 Scottish caps
52 Tints
54 Negative
55 Latin
conjunction
56 Student
monitor
59 Therefore
61 Mend
63 Destined
65 Tears
66 Winters ID
67 Employ

721 So
12th St
753_0595

New front disc pads,. repack wheel berings, resurface front rotors Conventional rear wheel drive vehicles Prices
vary for front wheel drive Hydraulic
service will be recommended if need for
safe operation
I-hafted *armlet" for 12 morithot or
12.11911 miles. whichever come§ first

*1102-iia
1 -;-1111
may ,iwy Goodycarn own credit card or Amrri.
Irstprosa • Discover Card • ataater Card • VISA
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gressive
malfunction
of
portion
—17A
DR. GOTT
the brain and upper spinal tract.
The diseases are characterized by
untreatable loss of nerve function,
leading to difficulty with coordination
and walking, blindness, problems
PETER
with feeling and sensation and, in
GOTT, M D
some cases mental deterioration
Your nephew has a grim prognosis.
I'm afraid, and will require increasing hejM order to carry out every- •
day activities He certainly should be
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
under the care of a neurologist, who
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm 46 and have can advise you about future problems
had melanoma metastases I still and what resources you will require
want a child but my doctor feels it's to administer home care
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm female, agu
too dangerous I menstruate every
65, 5 feet 2 inches tall and hay,
three months. What do you think^
DEAR READER Yours is a diffi- weighed 120 pounds since I was 20
cult question to answer because I am I've eaten a low-tat diet for 15 years
not familiar with your medical What a shock to discover my choles
terol was 320. HDL 54, triglycerides
history.
Phase 2: Victims become selfPhase 3: Behavior becomes
Phase 4. Victims are totally
174. My doctor has started me on
Melanoma
highly
is
a
malignant
absorbed and are insensitive to
totally unpredictable in this
dependent on others for basic skin cancer. Yours has apparently medicine What's going on^
feelings of others while avoiding
phase Memory of the distant
DEAR READER Evidently, you
needs of daily living because
metastasized (spread beyond the origsituations that could end in
past is unusually clear while
they cannot find their way
inal lesion). This situation is treatable have inherited genes that predispose
failure They find making
facts about present-day things
— and may be curable — with mod- you to a high serum cnolesterol -Your
around even a familiar
decisions and plans very difficult
techniques. However, treatment, doctor was correct in giving you drug
ern
such as date t.me and place are
environment Virtually no
such
as chemotherapy. may affect treatment, in addition to the dietary
and are much slower to
forgotten, During this phase
memory remains and the victim
fertility.
your
It may also be danger- restrictions.
understand and speak It is a
directions must be constantly
appears apathetic
Since you apparently are unable to
ous
for
an
unborn
child, should you bedifficult stage because the
repeated, and the victim often
metabolize excess cholesterol and triCommunication is not possible come pregnant.
victims can still do many things
misidentifies people
because they cannot
Further, although women in their glycerides from your bloodstream
for themselves, yet, they may
40s can conceive and bear normal and these fats build up to excessive
comprehend simple language
need supervision with projects
children, the older you get. the great- levels, you need medicine to block aband they talk in broken and
er the risk of fetal abnormalities
that require concentration
sorption of dietary cholesterol or to
repetitious phrases or do not
Therefore, I think that your age and interfere with the body's production
talk at all
medical condition may interfere with of fats Your cholesterol should be beyour wish to start a family. Check low 250 mg/di and your triglycerides
with a gynecologist about this. Per- below 150 rtigidl. Your HDL (high
haps you might consider adoption as a density lipoprotein) — the "good"
realistic alternative.
cholesterol — is average and will
DEAR DR. GOTT My wife and I probably rise with treatment.
are now caring for my nephew, who
High Cholesterol levels are not nechas been diagnosed with olivoponto- essarily correlated with being overcerebellar degeneration. We don't weight. In your case, the blood test
Force.
or embarrassment over inapknow quite what to expect
"
told the story and you appear to be reAlzheimer's Disease or the
Alzheimer's Disease is beDEAR READER; Olivopontocere- ceiving appropriate therapy.
propriate behavior by the vicsupport group, call Cindy
ing discovered with increas- tim. "Friends, families and
bellar degeneration is one of a rare
For more information, I am sendRagsdale
at
Murraygroup of neurological diseases, usual- ing you a free copy of my health reing frequency. Most victims
neighbors need to be informCalloway County Hospital, ly hereditary, that are
marked by pro- port "Understanding Cholesterol "
are over 65; however, the ed that this disease causes (502
) 753-5131, extension 148.
disease can strike those in
personality and behavioral
their 40's -and 50's.
changes," she continued.
Although it is not a new "They need family members,
disease, its cause and cure is neighbors, friends and church
still unknown. There is no efmembers to understand that
fective method of treatment they have a tremendous
and no specific medication
responsibility on them and
has been found to treat it
that they have special needs
successfully.
as they face partial grief of
Persons who are suspected
losing their loved one in
American Heart
of having severe memory prophases over many years."
Association
MURRAY
blems should have thorough
"Those trying to cope with
WE'RE FIGHTING Fa?
SCHOOL BOARD
physical, neurological and
this tragic disease can find
Pdirl for by the canchdate
YOUR LIFE
psychological examinations support in the Alzheimer's
to rule out the over 100 Disease Support group at
treatable diseases that often
Murray-Calloway County
display symptoms similar to
Hospital," according to Mrs.
Alzheimer's
Disease. Ragsdale,
the
group
Alzheimer's Disease is frecoordinator.
quently a diagnosis of
Alzheimer's
family
elimination.
members share their exThose involved in caring for
periences, provide each other
Alzheimer's victims find the
with emotional support and
disease to be emotionally
hear practical suggestions on
draining as the victim goes
how to care for the patient
*Graduate of Lynn Grove and Murray State University
through at least four stages of
while learning more about the
*Daughte
r of H.B. and Lillian Rhodes
the disease. No two persons
disease and how to restruc*Married
to Jack Ward - retired teacher
experience the same stages or
ture their lifestyle.
for the same amount of time.
.*Children
— Michael, attorney; Mitchell, owner of West
All interested persons meet
"Although all phases of the
for an educational meeting
Ky. Appliance and Michelle, student at M.S.U.
disease are hard to cope with, the second Tuesday of each
•Milly is semi-retired and formerly a teacher and
it is especially difficult to lose
month/ and the support group
Day Care operator
the person you once loved
meets the fourth Tuesday of
Paid for by the Candidate
emotionally while they are
each month in the hospital's
still physically present," Mrs.
private dining room. Over 150
Ragsdale said. "For your
different families have
parents or spouse not to
regularly attended the suprecognize you must hurt deepport group meetings and 500
ly."
informational packets have
Mental
and
physical
been distributed in the three
deterioration progresses at
years that the group has been
varying rates over time as the
in existence.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
victim journeys through the
A diagnosis of Alzheimer's
different phases.
Disease is not required for a
753-9383
Mrs. Ragsdale emphasized
person to attend these
the fact that it is normal for
meetings. If you would like
caregivers to experience guilt
more information about

The Four Phases /*Alzheimer's Disease
)r the
ent of
session

Phase 1: Initially, no one is suns
anything is wrong as the victim's
symptoms often go unnoticed or
the person and the family is able
to conceal confusion In this
phase, a victim loses train of
thought, reacts slowly, gets
angry easily, seeks and prefers
the familiar and shuns the
unfamiliar

A

A

A

A

Answers sought for Alzheimer's cure
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November is National
Alzheimer's Disease Month.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group is observing
their third anniversary in conjunction with the proclamation of National Alzheimer's
Disease Awareness.
Periods of brief memory
loss are common occurrences,
for the young as well as the
old. Most people become
forgetful with age, according
to authorities at the SandersBrown Research Center on
Aging at the University of
Kentucky, one
of ten
Alzheimer's
Disease
Research. Centers in the nation funded by the National
Institute on Aging.
A memory problem that interferes with the ability to
perform routine activities and
causes a decline in intellectual function ( dementia ) is
not normal and will be found
in about 15 percent of the
population Over ft5 years of
age.
For those diagnosed as
Alzheimer's victims, it
becomes a nightmare which
can last from 2 to 20 years. It
can be a devastating experience for victims, their
loved ones and especially for
those who provide daily care.
"Dementia in the form of
Alzheimer's Disease is a progressive,
irreversible
neurological disorder (brain
deterioration ) that affects an
estimated
one
million
American adults including
60,000 Kentuckians," noted
Cindy Ragsdale, licensed
social worker at MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
a member of Kentucky's
Alzheimer's Disease Task

Support
research.

V

RE-ELECT

JOHN
WEATHERLY

Elect Milly Ward
Calloway County School Board
#2 On Ballot District 5

Captain D's.

Peoples Bank Teller 24
Is Working This Holiday.

MONDAY TUESDAY
SPECIAL

Even though the offices of Peoples Bank
are closed:

ELECTION DAY
Tuesday, November 8, 1988
Our Teller 24 locations will be open
around-the-clock to handle your
regular banking transactions.

MEMBER FMC

••••••••••

1

p.m.-g p.m.

Style
FISH DINNER
Cosutry

2-Piece ALL YOU
Fish Dinner CAN EAT!

49

TELLER 24 LOCATIONS:
N. 12TH AT CHESNUT
S. 12TH AT STORY
and CURR1S CENTER
AT MURRAY STATE

xr

11ednesday

Each Dinner Includes Two
Golden Brown Fish Fillets,
Natural Cut French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw And Two
Southern Style Hush Puppies.

99
Country Style Fresh Made
With Our Own Old Fashioned
Southern Style Corn Meal
Breading • Creamy Cole
Slaw • Your Choice White Or
Green Beans • Natural Cut
French Fries • Southern
Style Hush Puppies
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CLASSIFIEDS
Notice

2

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
tree information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local claim service"

BUR

DOT Ceramics
new hours. Classes
Tuesday and Thursday
10a.m. 2p.m and 6p.m.10p.m. 174 2708.
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.
GOING out of Business
Sale at Save Unlimited
lamp and shade factory
outlet! Brass, glass,
wooden, ceramic
lamps 25% off already
low prices! Hours
Wednesday- Friday
Ila.m.-3p.m.; Saturday
12p.m.-4p.m. Final day
is November 19th. 7532332. Located in Southside Shopping Center.

2

Notice

2

Notice

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

SANTA'S
HELPERS

New k Used
Furniture
Giftware
Bruin collectible

436-5355
Professional Chimney
Cleaner

D01113

Offering Fire Box Repair,
Damper Installation,
Custom HOOC1S and Bird
Screens

Hand Wrapped Flowers
Fall & Xmas
Decorations

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
753-9234

Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service
GRANNY'S Kountry
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec
11th, 1988 It will then
close for winter
Sweatshirts, pillows,
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths.
Hours: Friday
6p.m.-9p.m.; Saturday
10a.m.-6p.m.; Sunday
12p.m.-6p.m. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121.
J.J. & Company is
offering a tanning
special! 300 minutes in
our Wolff Tanning
System for only $22.50!
MURRAY Holiday Inn
Renovation Sale! Carpet, tables, credenzas,
nightstand, lamps. 7535986.
TANNING SPECIALf
New Concord Family
Hair Station. 360
minutes- $30. Free
European Tanning Accelerator. 436-2714.

ANYONE Can Apply.
Guaranteed Visa/MC,
US charge. Even with
bad credit
No one
refused. Call (213) 925
9906 ext. U 1323

SPECIAL
Anti-freeze
74)co
a gal.
while Supplies last

436-5496
436-2524

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major
Medical Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write it and one of our
companies writes more Individual
Guaranteed Renewable Health Insurance than any A + Best rated Company in America.
We represent 7 "A" Excellent and
"A +"Superior Best rated companies
to offer you the best possible rate and
be
Our local staff includes:
Sharon McConnell, Licensed Agent
Tracy McKinney, Licensed Agent
Jerry McConnell, General Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
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With Classified

753-1916

753-4199

Miirray Ledger & Times

2 .Notice

3. Card

of Thanks

In memory of Sammy
Farley who passed away
18 years ago, November
8th.
WE MISS YOU
Your life, was likes candle light: So pure, so
brief, but Oh, so bright:
With beams of love, you
filled each heart, and
made It hard for us to
part
We miss your yoke, your
sweet embrace, Your
precious smile, your
angel face.
Our hearts are sad, but
this we know: When God
called, you had to go:
God needed you in
heaven above, To teach
his angels how to love.
He freed your soul. now
It can rise, to lead the
angels to Paradise.
Sadly missed by Family

Tali UMW

Snuwou lar

50 LIJNAT
ARE YOU GUYS
ALL LOOKING
AT /'

FORGIVE TM 51ft..TH15 IS TI4E
FIRST TIME THEY'VE EVER SEEN
AWONE EAT POPCORN WITH A FORK

NANCY

GARFIELD
ANY 5PECIAL 5
TOPAQ, IRMA ?

I'LL CHEC'H

Help

Wanted

HEY,(SOODA! ANYTHING IN THE
TRAP 'THIS MORNINGJA-"'
CHECK
PLEASE

•financial e.d
hmedinbl•

01111111

1-1300-334-1203

TRUE

BUT IOU HAVE 1020
RI&HT6 AFTER
YOU SPEAK
YOUR MIND

•

el°

-J
7

fkur
0.•tr-OF

A.C.T TRAVEL SCHOOL
(Accredited efembew NEOSC)

15

Articles for

Sale

(p5

ALLIANCE

BEETLE, YOU'RE
I HAVE A RIGHT TO
GONNA STAY
SPEAK Ms/ MIND
RIGHT THERE
TILL YOU
IP •
5TOP
•
fr
MOUTHING
OFF
e
fitt
•

1.800427.7728

2 PROFESSIONAL hair
dryer chairs left. Price
greatly reduced for
quick sale! Need space!
JJ & Co. (formerly
Joyce's) 753-2511.
) SLIDE IN camper,
self contained, S700. 13
ton log splitter, $700
Call 753-7783 after 5p.m.
BASEBALL cards- 8g
tops and score sets, $18.
88 tops traded sets,
$8.50. 88 Donurus
rookies, $7.50. 753-0321.
COMMADORE 61 with
1541 disk drive, 2 joy
sticks and ap
proximately 20 games,
$250. Intend° with laser
9 Situation Wanted
gun, 5 games, $125
CHRISTIAN lady will 753 7178.
do housecleaning Re
FOR sale
Sharp
ferences available 492 copiers and fax
8899
machines Demo units
REFERENCE to house also available Call
clean Call during the 1-800 248 4319, Benton,
day. 753-7158.
Ky
WILL do private duty MAYTAG washer/
sitting in hospital. 6 dryer combo Over $800
years experience. 435- new for 1495. 25" Zenith
4306.
color console, $175
WILL keep children in 759 4100
my home in Hardin RESTAURANT
Monday Friday, 8a.m.- equipment for sale
2p.m , day or night 362 8020 or 362-4814.
Saturoay and Sunday
SACHS Dolmar chain
437-4678.
WILL mow, bag up and saws, Model 111 with 3.1
cubic inches, 18" bar,
remove leaves 759 4644
electronic ignition, ad
WILL rake leaves and
iustable automatic
clean out gutters 753,
chain oiling, ID2M anti
9491
vibration, 299.95.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
11. Instruction
Center, Industrial
Road. 759 9831.
INSTRUCTION
vteto
USED mowers for sale
cr,,* LEARN TO DRIVE
2 Gilson 11 HP with
TRACTOR -TRAILER
grass catchers, 11HP
•••• lleperwrK•
scars, 8HP wheel horse
rambed
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
, •DOT Granule°.
I •full co url-lireas
Center, Industrial
tonong
Road. Call 759 9831
•Riscomoof D.

wuc wow TRALEP
raalIONG CEWTERS
EAMON Tie
Cai lb/ Row

BEETLE BAILEY

10. Business Opportunity

16. Home Furnishings

MATURE individual FOR Sale or Trade
needed as secretary Proven production oil
transcriptionist for lo- properties in various
cal physicians office. states. Serious inquiries
Competative pay and only 762-2455.
benefits. Send resume 11.Instruct
ion
and references to
Hughe4 Medical Offices, 300 South 8th St.,
Suite 204, Murray.
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
TRAtIV
if: (1)you do not have
TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL
GED or your high
*SECRETARY
school diploma, (2) you
*SECJRECEPTIONIST
have been out of school
4XECuTIVE SECRETARY
9 months or more, (3)
star .oca.,
Iwneipon nrne
you are between ages 16
Learn noec1 processing aro
& 21. We are a EOE.
relatea secretara, sadis Home
Stvdy area Reseoeni &rung
This project is funded
iU'neacquanegs ,
9
,
0111
.
10 Bo,
by the Western Ky.
•FINANCIAL AO AVAILABLE
Private Industry
•J043eLACEMENT,ASSSTAE
Council- JTPA. Call
J .T.P.A. Out Of School
1-800-327-7728
753-9378 between 8:30THE HART SCHOOL
12:005 days a week.
A Ca+ 31 ACT
,AccrwiWKI hisatOw
NOW hiring for
revSti
Christmas: Earn up to
50% of what you sell in
Avon products. Call
753-0171.
POSITION available for
legal clerk. Consists of
-`:•,-_
handling contacts with
attorneys and clients.
Previous office experience required. ExTrain to be a
cellent benefits. Bring
•TRAVEL AGENT
resume to: 204 West
• TOUR GUIDE
Blythe St., Paris.
SECRETARY- Re• AIRLINE
ceptionist wanted fullRESERVATIONIST
time for Medical Office.
Start Locally, Full time/part
Duties to include intime. Train on live airline
surance and bookkeepcomputers. Home Study
ing. Typing skills reand Resident Training.
quired. Computer exNat'l. headquaters,
perience preferred, but
Pompano Bch., FL.
not required. Competi'FINANCIAL AID
tive benefits and salary.
AVAILABLE
Send resume with references to P.O. Box
•JOB PLACEMENT
1040-P, Murray.
ASSISTANCE

Accepting
Applications
For Nurses Aides
6
Help Wanted
All shifts. Flexible
AN OHIO OIL CO.
working hours and
offers high income, plus
cash bonuses, benefits
beginning salary at
to mature person in
$3.50 per hour. Full
Murray area. Regard(scholarships
are
less of experience, write
awarded annually to
P.L. Read, American
CMA school and LPN
Lubricants Co., Box 426,
Dayton, Ohio 4.5401
school for those
DRY cleaning presser. employees interested
Good hours, good
in a career in longwages. Apply in person:
term
care.
Boone's Laundry, 605
Main.
Apply at
FEDERAL, State and
W•st
View
Civil Service Jobs. Now
Nursing Home
hiring. Your area. $13,
550 to $59,480 immediate
1401 South 16th St.
openings. Call 1Murray, Ky.
(315)733-6062 Ext1F2558.
E0E kt •

PEANUTS
e

6

TRANSFEll your SAW
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Soeciafties 759-9246.
E clean your rings,
free
We discount
lewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502-247-6762.

16

Home Furnishings
3 PIECE living room
furniture, brown
leather vinyl sofa and
chair, 3 pecan tables
753-4801

DEADLINE

DAY OF PUB.

Fri. 3 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

LCL

BlONDIE

ANTIQUE AUCTION ••
FURNITURE,SMALLS,COLLECTIBLES

a

Thursday. NOV. 10. 1988. 10.00 AM.

•
•
•
•
•

Preview Beginning 800 A IA Auction Oar
\o0

South Fulton, Tennessee
Auction location son East Slats Lowe 100 yds ease ol tn• in
lews•ction 01 Stall Line

•
•
•

Hwy 451 in downtown ore*

LOTS OF ANTIQUE FURNITURE GLASSWARE
STONEWARE GRANITE SMALLS & COLLECTIBLES AND OUR USUAL LARGE INVENTORY OF
EXCELLENT OLD HANDMADE QUILTS NO TIME &
TOO MUCH TO USTI ALL DAY AUCTION DON T
MISS IT COLLECTORS & DE A RS WELCOME'

MIRE GOODWIN
,tale Service*.

479 2424

22

Musical

CAMBRIDGE spinet
piano, excellent condi
tion, 5500. 753 1901.
24

Miscellaneous

55 GALLON barrels for
sale. Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831.
'EASY Go gas golf carts.
Call after 5p.m
436-2116.
FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
FIREWOOD for Sale.
Tree removal. Free
estimate. 436-2758.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Red oak seasoned or
green. $25 dumped; $30
stacked. 436-5430.
GO carts, go carts, go
carts! 5 HP single and
double seats. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Road Call
759-9831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings. in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831
ORDER Now. Christmas trees, wholesale.
(502)247-7831.
'RIDE away with a free
gas hand-held blower
with the purchase of
any Toro riding mower
Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Center, Industrial Road. Call
759-9831.
SAWMILL lumber
seasoned yellow pine, 8'
long. lx4 40 cents each,
1x6 60 cents each, 1x8 80
cents each. 435-1494.
SEASONED firewood.
436-2744
SEASONED firewood
Pre-cut $20 a rick, you
pick up. 492 8254 after
5p.m.
THE Gold Nugget:
Gold- Diamonds- Black
Hills Gold. Discount
jewerlry every day. We
buy old gold. If we don't
have what you want, we
will get it. •Free ring
cleaning We sell for
less
Guaranteed.
Special orders availa
ble. Southside Court
Square, Mayfield, Ky.
247-6762.
WATER heaters, electric, 40 gallon, double
heating elements. 5
years, glass lined tank,
1119 99. Wallin Hard
ware, Downtown Paris,
Tn
WE service all brands
of kerosene heaters and
carry a full line of parts
Keith's Lawn & Trac
tor, Industrial Road,
759 9831
WOOD for sale oak and
hickory, $25 a rick
759 9313 after 5p.m

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
1977 TITAN 3 bedroom.
2 bath, double wide,
24x65, good condition,
$17,000. 436-2332 before
2.30p.m ; 436 2489
anytime
1982 MOBILE home,
14x70, very nice, central
heat and air, dis
hwasher and other fur
nishings, utility pole
included
Call after
.m 354 6705
VERY Nice 1985 14x70, 1
bedroom, all electric,
FR., kitchen, central
air Lot of extras! Must
see! Must sell! Call
anytime 753 7291
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
BEDRDOM mobile
home for rent Cali after
5p m 7539721
MOBILE home. 7 be
drooms, partly fur
noshed, nice quiet park
Call after Sp m 753 4632
or (205) 245 6291
NICE big mobile home
for rent central heat
and air, TV tower,
couples only. Hazel
492 8348.
TRAILER for rent Dill
Electric
29 Heating and Coo
ASHLEY stove,'BIM
16" wood, 5150 474-1379
after 4p m

•
•

tI.I

•
•.

30

32

Apts for

Rent

1 BEDRO^M apart
ment, low utilities, no
pets. 75-3-3919.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartments $180 per
month, water paid, no
pets. Available
November 1 Call 7535980.
GARAGE apartment
1/2 block from campus. 1 bedroom, ap
pliances furnished, no
pets, available
November 10, $1701
month. 753-5990.
/ BEDROOM apartment in Northwood,
$245 a month. 759-4406.
/ BEDROOM furnished
19. Farm Equipment
apartment available
SUNK feeder for cattle, November 1. 5250 per
rectangular, feeds from month. No pets, gas
2 sides, holds 250 heat, air. Call 753-5980.
/ BEDROOM duplex,
bushels, $250 435-4301
extra nice with ap
20. Sports Equipment
pliances. Couples only
REMINGTON Wing no pets, 1350. 753 4389 or
Master model 870, 12 753-5960.
DUPLEX 2 bedroom,
gauge magnum, pum
ped ribbed goose barrel, brick, 1 1/2 baths,
shoulder pad, new, deluxe appliances, exnever fired, $325. 753- tra nice, 5/00. 753-5344.
8130
tUNCAN Phyfe dining
table, 753-5711
MOVING Sale! 3 piece
contemporary living
room suite (couch and 2
chairs), good condition,
gold and floral boasters,
S150. 759-9731.
SUPER single water
bed with drawers. 7591529.
USED mint green antique satin drapes for 1
single, 1 double and 1
triple windows, 84 in ,
ches long. Green carpet
for 3 large rooms and
hall. 753-0172

Business Rentals

ArIvVokfgliAltLY 7000 square feet availa
ble November 1 800
South 4th St

MALE roommate to
share 2 bedroom apar
tment, furnished, 1610
Farmer Ave. Call 7594952 between 7p.m. and
10p.m.
MU R Cal apts Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
ONE bedroom apartment for rent, close to
downtown Murray 753
4109.
TAKING al5plications
for Section 8
Rent'
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

34

Houses for

Rent

2 BEDROOM brick
house References, $300
plus deposit. Available
November 15. Also 2
bedroom upstairs
apartment. 753-5711.
1 BEDROOM country
home. $193 per month
plus deposit. Call 7534566 after 5 30p.m.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath
home. $275 per' month
plus deposit. 753 3584
evenings.
BEDROOM house in
town, $350 a month. Call
753-9563 nights or MTG
753-4000 days, ask for
Earleene.
1 BEDROOM house in
nice neighborhood, $175
per month. 753-7272.
NICE 2,1/2 story home
ajoining Candlelight
subdivision 5 miles
north of Murray 75394,57

36. For Rent or Lane
11)(28 SHOP, furnished
for use as a stripping
shed. 759-4707
MOBILE home lot for
rent, east of Murray
Call after 5p.m.
753-9227.
RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 per week.
Call Movie World at
753-4663.

37. Livestock-Supplies
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-7630.
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer pups,
weeks old, $150
247-7978.
AKC puppies- Scottish
Terriers, White Highland Terriers, Australia
Terriers and Cocker
Spaniels. 489-2246.
NAPPY JACK TRI
VERMICIDE: re
cognized safe and ef
fective by U S Bureau of
Veterinary medicine
against hOok, round, &
tapeworms in dogs and
cats. SOUTHERN
STATES INDUSTRIAL
RD.
WESTIES Champion
line AKC, satisfaction
guarantee $300 $600.
759-4556.
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Produce

WINESAPS, York ap
pies, turnips, cider.
189-2467 for informa•
tion. Tucker Orchards,
Murray Landfill Rd.
43
Real Estate
1 BAY clean up shop 10
miles north on 121 on 1
acre with all hook-ups
for a trailer. 7510318.
BUILDING 5 apart•
ments with 25x40 store
front plus land for
approximately 50 apartment units. 1303
Chestnut St., adjoining
MSU. 615-262-0000.
BUILDING and lot, 504
Maple. 100'x50' brick
building near down
town, has showroom,
excellent for offices.
$30,000. If interested
write: I K T, P.O Box
760, Metropolis, IL
62960.
FOR Sale: Good rental
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from
campus. $42,000, call
753-1203.
FREE LOT Visit our
subdivision, then regi
ster for free lake view
lot Located near Ky
and Barkley lakes $4,
000.00 & Up Call Lake
Realty (502)362 4219

et
n<
Ot
rC
ar
ar
in

1
11

RESPIRATORY THERAPISTS
Full time and part time positions available,
2nd and 3rd shifts - 10 hours/4 day shifts offered with shift differential. Duties include
all aspects of Respiratory Care, venilator
management, PFT. ABG and intubations.
Salary comparable to area.
Excellent fringe benefits.
Must be certified or eligible for
certification.
Contact:
Jennie Stuart Medical Center
320 W. 18th Street
Hopidnaville, KY 42240
(502) 887-0416
Equal Opportunity Employer

'87
'87
'87
'87
'87
'86
'88

'84
'116
'84
'84
'It

DIESEL TRUCK
MECHANIC
'Two years experience in diesel
engine overhauling
'Experience in Thermal King repair
'Experience in Air Brake repair
Must be 21 years of age. This is a
full time position possibly week
nights and Saturday.
Send resume to P.O. Box 87
Paris, Tn. 38242
No later than Nov. 11, 1988
E 0.E .

'66

'86
'66
'15

'15

lig

'15
,s4
'14
.84
'14

harter Hospital of Paducah has immediate openngs for the following dynamic individuals
DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Masters in social work and ACSW certification
required 3 years clinical experience preferred
THERAPISTSI CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS
needed for outpatient counseling centers in
Paducah. Murray and Cape Girardeau Duties include individual and group therapy. testing and
evaluation P H D preferred with child and adolescent background
Charter Hospital of Paducah is a member of the
Charter Medical Corporation Family of quality
health care facilities

'64
14

'13
'13
'13
'12
'12
'11
'11
'11

We offer competitive salaries and excellent
benefits including Employee Stocks Ownership
Plan

'71

Send resume or call

'71

'71

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF,PADUCAH

'79

Attention: Personnel
P.O. Box 7809
Paducah, KY 42002-7608
(502) 444-0444

'77

'77

'91

'Os

'Al
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49.Used Cars

quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
I 800-251 HOME Ext
71IL for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LOT for sale sing!
family dwelling, re'
stricted, loins
Gatesborough; water,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.

Boats-Motors

52

)3 ACRES, small lake, 1986 EFUTCK LaSabre 1954 BASS boat, 17 9
timber, Kirksey

area

Limited, 2 door, loaded,

septic, well, lot goes to Green Acres, 1 1/2 7518248 or 753-2279.
1 owner, excellent consurvey line $16,500. miles south of Murray.
dition, interstate high
46. Homes for Sale
442-1770 or 442-3632.
milage, $6,700. 753-5421.
142. x153, city water,
l<OP-PERUD Realty cablevision and
BEDROOM home in 1986 REGAL Summersel
offers a complete range blacktop road. $5,500.00. country. 2 extra sleep- Limited, charcoal grey,
of Real Estate services Day 753-7668 or night ing rooms upstairs, light grey velour, multi
with a wide selection of 753-2394.
large living room and port V-6, loaded, moon
room. Central
gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000. Call 753-1203.
BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine
Crest Resort. Quiet and
private setting, for sale
or lease. Owner financing, low down payment
and low monthy
payments.
(502)442-5647.
HOUSE on large lot,
1706 W. Olive- 3 bedrooms, I 1/2 baths,
living room, kitchen,
den, utility, sun room,
central heat and air,
gas logs, outside storage building, paved
drive, convenient to
university, excellent
condition. Call after
5p.m. 753-2869.
LARGE brick house, 1
bedrooms with fulllength closets, living
room with fireplace,
dining room, den and
eat-in kitchen, 2 baths,
large basement with
fireplace, garage with
electronic door opener,
breaker system, much
storage space, large lot
with trees stubs and
flowers, Olive Blvd.,
Murray, 759-4167.
dining

long, fully equipped,
$3,500. 436-5598.

13 VENTURE, 9.9 mo
tor, trailer and more,
$4,950. (901)642-9078.

53 Services Offered
roof, 36,000 actual miles.
A I TREE Srvice and
Like new, reduced to $7,
stump

removal. Your
professional tree ser
vice. All types, remo
val, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
Zoned Commercial,
bucket truck and chipnear university.
per. Call 753-0906.
ALLEN'S Tree and
75311170
Landscaping Service.
Free estimates. Hauling mulch, manure,
ADY lot in Sherwood
gravel, dirt. 753-8619 or
Forest. All Services.
753,6951 after 5p.m.
44. Lots for Sale
759-9268.
753 2332 24 Hour
answering service.
Need An Extra Car APPLIANCE SERNICE mobile home lots 45 Farms for Sale
for sale in Scenic Acres 79 SURVEYED wooded
VICE. Kenmore,
For A Few Days?
near East Elementary acres near Kentucky
Westinghouse,
Rent
From Gene At
School. City water, Lake, good road frontWhirlpool. 28 years
cablevision and age, very reasonable
DOMAIN TAYLOR
experience. Parts and
blacktop road. $3,850.00. price, $24,000. Phone
service. Bobby Hopper,
CHEVROLET, INC.
Day 753-7668 or night Kopperud Realty 753
753-4872 or 436-5848.
502 753 2617
753-2394.
BRICK block & concrete
1222.
driveways, sidewalks,
patios, house foundations,
50 Used Trucks
chimneys. New and rep1976 GMC 3/4 ton 4x4,,
air. 27 years experience.
400 Cl. engine. 436-5365.
Free estimates. Large or
1978 DATSUN pick-up small jobs. Charles Barwith camper top. 753- nett 753-5476.
American Speedy Printing is the fastest
0180 or 753-2798.
growing commercial printing franchise in
,DUNAWAY'S Painting•
1982 JEEP Eagle, 4 iriterior, exterior, rethe world. Our success can be attributed to
wheel drive. 1977 sidential, commercial.
many factors. Foremost of these is our
Cadillac, 4 door. Both 1 753-6951, if no answer,
commitment to your success. We provide
owners, extra good. 753-2332. Ask for Mike.
436-2427.
the support services you need - after the
FENCE sales at Sears
1984 S-15 Jimmy 4x4, now. Call Sears 753-2310
saJe. Add to this, thorough training
V 6, aluminum wheels, for free estimate for
financing, state-of-the-art
MUST sell! T bedroom loaded. 753-4893 after your needs.
equipment, site selection,
house and lot 3/4 mile Wm.
FOR most any type
national advertising
from Kentucky Lake. 1987 GMC Jimmy Sierra driveway white rock
Full..basement could be Classic 4x4, blue and also, any type gravel,
business plan services,
converted into 2 be- silver two tone, dark blue dirt and sand call Roger
royalty rebate program
drooms. Make an offer. interior, fully loaded, 24, Hudson, 753-4545 or
and high demand
Financing available. 000 miles, extra sharp. 753-6763.
products and you
Call Dale Clark 753.1412 753-0509 or 759-154.3.
are on your way to success and
1988 MAZDA LX- shorf
9a.m.-5p.m.
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, wheel base, low miles,
independence. We are currently expanding
brick home with large 2 loaded, dark blUe,
in this area and are offering a limited
garage Energy chrome wheel, raised
car
number of printing franchises
efficient central gas letter tires. Call after
heat and air. Located in 5p.m. 492-8298.
CAI us today for more Information.
Martin Heights subIn TN call collect:(615) 399-0622
5 1
Campers
Tree Removal
division. Call 759-1503
Out of State: 800-422-3278
1976 26' COACHMAN
for an appointment.
Stump Removal
bunk house, good con
Aerial bucket truck
47 Motorcycles
dition, 53,800. 437 4827
Topping & Pruning
BORDERS Cycle and after 5p.m.
Insured &
ATV Center. Used 1983 TOYOTA
ATVs, parts, service, Sunraider motor home,
FREE Estimates
accessories and tires. 34,000 miles, 1 owner,
753-5484
200 North Main, Benton, full galley and bath,
roof air, engine air,
Ky. 502-527-1680.
FOR Sale or Take Over sleeps four. Good gas GENERAL repair
Carpentry, plumbing,
Payments, 1985 Honda milage, priced to sell
roofing, yard and tree
CRX. 762,6296 or 474 753-0822.
work, wood- $25 a rick.
2780.
52 Boats -Motors
Call 436-2642.

Choice Corner
Lot For Sale

Printing Franchise

300. 753,0509 or 759-154.3.
1987 PLYMOUTH Reliant, 4 door, charcoal
gray, PS, PB, A/C,
AM FM, 63,300 miles,
54,300. 759-1911, After
5p.m. 753-7810.
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext.
S•8155.

Sureway
Tree
Service

49.Used Cars
DSED outboard rT717)11
1964 FORD Falcon, all for sale, reasonably

Our
regi
view

Ky
$4,
ake

45. Farms for Sale

KENTUCKY Lake lot, BEAUTIFUL building
12x60 mobile

if-7F
urray
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SALE
PRICE

18 Mercury Topaz

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'10,487 60 me. L, 201"Ime.'

118"I m o
'7987

48 mo.

'87 Dix* Omni

'6987

48 me. # 135"Ime.'

178"Irrio.'

'87 Ford Ranier XLT P U

'8487 48 me. # 189"Irno.'

'87 Ford &wrists, Van

'8987 48 no.

200"Imo,'

87 Toyota Corolla LI

'8987 48 no. # 200"Inie

86 Toyota LWI P.U.

'7987 48 no.

81 Dodge P.U.

173"Imo.'

'10,487 12 no. # 257"Ime.'

86 CD's, C10 P.U.

'9887 42 no. # 243"Ime

86 Dodge Lancer

'6487 42 me. 160'ime

'86 Chevy Silvered. LW.L
'86 Audi 5000 Turbe

'9887 42 no.

243"Imo.'

94,887 42 no.

368"irso.'

81 Nissen 4X4 P.U.

'8487 12 no, 4 209"Ime.'

84 Cluysler Laleron

'6987

42 no. # 172"trne

'86 Toyota P.0

'6487

42 no. 4 160-imo'

'44 Chevy Celebnty

'6487 12 no. # 165"irso

'84 Corolla

'6987 12 roc 4 172"Ime.'

'86 Toyota Wells LE

'6487 12 no. # 160"Ime

86 Masan 200 51

'8487 12 me.

114 Toyota 414 P U

209"Imo.'

'7987 42 mo 4 197"Ime.'
'15,417 48 no. 4 345"Irso.'

'MK Toyota Supra
85 5-10 Selzer

'8187 42 no. # 215"Ime

85 Olds Cutlass Supreme
'IS VW Jetta

'7987 42 rm. 4 197"Inso.'
'6987 42 no.4 172"hee'

'65 kick Park Ara

'9887

'65 Cavalier

42 no. 4 243"Inso
'5487 42 no. 4 136"Irne

'IS Plymouth Reliant

'4487 42 no. 4 111"N/ie.'

'84 Toyota X-Coh I U

'4987 36 no. 4 136"hno.

'14 110 Illazor

'6487 36 no. 4 180"Pno.'

't4 Ford Talmo

'4487

'84 lode 626
'84 Corvette

36 no. 4 125"filio.'
'6487 36 me. 4 iSrime .
'6987 36 no. 4 194-Pno
'13,987 36 no.

3115",mo

114 'Moe

'1417 11 no. g 235"Imo

'83 Mama P.U. 414..

'4987 36 no. 0 136"Ime •

'83 hada Starlet

'2547 36 no.

'13 Buick Wears

'5587

'82 Chevy Van

'7687

'112 Pontiac Trans Am
'81 SIC Cadent Vail
'111 Old. Galata
'81 Chevy Caprice
'7501151 0ine1

36 mo.

167•Imo

24 no. 4 3511nmo
'6487 24 no. 4

'4587
... '3487
'2687

24 no. 0 195"Ime.'
24 no. 4 13rInle
24 no. 4 107"Isio'

'1287 12 me. 0 116'•/mo.'

'71 Ford 4s4 P.U.

'3187 24 no. 4 156'•hwo.'

'71 Toyota P U.

'3487 24 no. 0 13Pleno.'

'72 Plymerla Vinare
'71 74/rd
'77 Ivied Metre

1976 AMC Pacer, $350, age, Highway
69 A
good running condition. South, Paris,
Tn
753-0471.
(901)642-6569.

1977 PLYMOUTH,

'87 Ckevy Celebrity

'44 Oakes Convertible

Need blowed
.original, no rust, priced
southern car. $1,600. and not running out
board motors for parts
753-0115.
Parker's Marine Salv

187 12 no. it Trims'.
'91367 24 no. 4 107"bile.'
117

12 no. 4 76"iele.'

'77 SIC 1.11.

'3287

21 no. 4 121rfnio.'

16 Chevy $ILL 11.11.

'1487

12 no. if 110rInso'

Al vehislas aided al 11.2911 9.11.'MA 20% down payment or
egret Inas agely pass las & SWISS less aft approved road*.

owner, good condition,
S700. (502)345-2636.
1979 BUICK Regal, good
condition. Call after
430P.M. 492-8320.
1979 FORD Fairmont 4
door, power and air,
automatic, AM -FM
stereo, good tires, excellent condition, $950.
Call 489-2278 anytime.
1979 FORD Fiesta, 1
door, 4 speed, 40 MPG,
stereo/ cassette, new
exhaust and tires, dependable, $825. 753-9489.
T BIRD, 51,206
after 5p.m. 753-7323.
1980 CAPRI Classic,
sharp, engine rebuilt,
$2,600 Days 753-1953;
nights 753-0870.
1980 DELTA 88, tilt,
cruise, power windows.
436 2682
9 8 1 CHEVROLET
Malibu, new steel belted
radial tires, new
brakes, PB, PS, AM FM
radio. Call 753 5819 or
753-4455.

1981

MAZDA

753-2508

53. Services Offered

DUNCAN'S landscap- REDING
ing and lawn service complete
provided for the Murray
area. For free es
timates phone 753-3266.
LICENSED Electrician, Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring
and electrical and electric motor repairs. No
rewinding. Call
759-4751.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
Free estimates. 10%
discount for Senior
citizens, 474-8057.
•
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. For
mer County Attorney,
former District Judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
Murray, 753 3153,
Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving ,
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753-1537.

CUSTOM LIME
SPREADING
Agricultural
Lawn 81 Garden

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE

F;

iSalaseeries learlual insurance Converts • .1•14.1,110111 leutuai F,. insuiarK•
Caunpeny • %Monet..14. insurance Cornarany Ucese orb. Coanna..

General Store

and Carter's
mobile home

repairs service. Call

492-8806 for estimate.

rOR

Sale- 3 storage
sheds like houses,
complete electric in
every way. 2 TVs, color
1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
with complete hook-ups
for mobile homes. Rare
Doberman pinchers,
fond and rust color,
AKC registered. 2
mobile homes. You
have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492-8806.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEASONED oak
firewood. 753-5476.
SEWING machine rep
air. All makes and
models, home and in
dustry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.

TELEPHONE wiring
jacks installed- phones

moved- residence and
business experienced.
Call Bobby Wade 7532220.
WET BASEMENT. We
MOBILE Home make wet basements
Specialist- repair, dry. Work completely
leveling, underpinning, guaranteed. Call or
set-ups, tear -downs, write Morgan Conroofs, floors, plumbing, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
wiring, washing, 409A, Paducah, Ky.
hurricane straps. 759
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
4850.
WILL do plumbing inMOBILE home specia
stallation & repairs. All
list for all your mobile guaranteed. Free eshome repairs. 759,4850.
timates. Phone 492-8899
PAINT and body work or 753-1308.
for as low as $300. Glass
replaced, rust repaired,
15 years experience.
Call after 5p m
753-4530.

MORRIS LUTHER
759-9965

53

Services Offered

WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting, &
Call
yard work
753 4370
WILL do yard work
Reasonably priced Call
Bob at 753 8391

Services Offerer.)
landscaping
11/61r
.
Leveling driveways and

53

bushhogging
or 753-0659

55. Feed and Seeo

wn-r-777,077577gIT
$1 25 per bale
before 9p m

Cabinets

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
*
*
*

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see or showroom

o
409 SUNBUFIY - MURRAY - (FloOind Bunny Broad} tioi
******WWW lir
liriff**********

116.

Dan Taylor Chevrolet,
Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Inc.
of Paris, 7'n. Hwy. 79 W
announces the association of

PAUL
DAILEY
Give him a call
at 753-6227 or
in Paris at
1-800-325-3229

Paul 111.1e,

KGA Recycling
Hazel, Kentucky beside
Gallimore's Food Stand
Hours. Mon -Fri. 8 AM-5 30 PM
Sat. 8 AM - Noon
Other times by appointment
Top prices paid for aluminum cans,
junk batteries, old cars, etc.

492-8183
498-8785

Vote
YES on constitutional amendment #2
to limit the abuses of broad form deeds
Calloway Counttans for Amendment .2

,
- Dial-A-Service .„.
:.•..
•

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Police

911

911

GRAND OPENING

Hours: Monday- Saturday
8 am - 7 pm
Sunday 9 am - 6 pm
We also Carry food and gas'

753 8848

Custom Kitchen

announces its
on Hwy 732
Saturday November 12
Free Hot Dogs'

436-5430

SAVE THE HOMEPLACE

P.A. ROSE carpet and

upholstery cleaning
Quality results and
satisfaction. 759-4450.
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service.
Call 759-4850.
PROFESSIONAL
Painting Contractor
Brighten up your home.
GUTTERING by Sears. Call now to book your
Sears continuous gut top notch Quality Painters installed for your ter who has years
specifications. Call experience in 1-2-3 story
Sears 753-2310 for free homes and businesses,
estimate.
has all tools and
HAMILTON Cultured equipment. No job too
marble and tile. 6,43 Old large or too small.
Benton Rd. 753 9400
Phone now 753-5192.

For all youronsurance needs
UFE•HEALTH•HOME•CAR•BUSINESS
Dale Wehs
CUi The
National Hotel
t 00 N 6th St Suite B

53. Services Offered

•:4

,„,urray Home & Auto
n

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

ITaeite

=

RANDY THORNTON H ATIN
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Carrlicr dioalitt
for salmis and aarylc• in Murray

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

num

and Calloway County.
11102 Chicstnut.

753_8181

753-5131

GLC,

door, 5 speed, great gas
mileage. After 5p.m.
7537323.
1981 OLDS Regency 94
Brougham, brown with
cream top, fully loaded,
clean inside and out
474 2374.
1981 PLYMOUTA 2 door
Horizon, candy apple
red, automatic, new
tires, 43,650 actual
miles, $1,495 See at
Rufus Gulf, 16th &
Chestnut. 489 2278.
1982 JAGUAR XJ6, 4

door with sunroof, black
with tan leather inter
or, all equipment, 33,
000 miles 759 4469 or
753 6426, 9a m. 5p m
Monday Friday
1982 REGAL Somersef
. Limited, fully loaded,
AM/FM cassette, velour
interior, sharp 753 0509
or 759 1543.
1982 RX7 Mazda, air,
AM FM stereo, cruise,
$2,495. 1500 Canterbury
Dr 753 9710.
1987 TOYOTA Celtca
liftback GT, air, cruise,
AM FM stereo, 5 speed,
52,895 1500 Canterbury,
753 9710
1983 CHEVY Celebrity,
good condition 1 5278274
1983 PONTIAC 6006
STE, loaded, low mile
age 759 4645.
1985 CHEVY Celebrity,
lbw miles, like new,
56,500. 436 2332 before
2 30p m . 4 36 1189
anytime
IvIs 'FORD Tempo, 4
door, excellent condi
lion, $3,000 firm price
See at 802 North 20th or
rail 753 7964

Poison Control
753..7588
Enter the oak lead glass doors of this brand nev.

home in Martin Heights to find a place to hang
your heart Warm oak cabinets and a fireplace
to cozy up to and its sunken living room are just
a few of its quality features. Call Today

MTG BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

Murray-Made windows - smirrig-Fencing
Downspouts A Glitters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar screens
Call Us Today!

VOTE

MILLY WARD
Calloway County School Board
District #5

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

JIRRI 4IKINS A 4.16004 TES

753-4000
121 By-Pass

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841
Center Dr. off 641 N
IBehind old Boston Tea Party)
PA -F 8-5
•Sirnulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side mokling
•Luggage racks •Truck reds and tailgate uuards

753-8407

IIE WA; ia.

FS
CFNTFR
•, a Ai

Rent the tools you need.
753-8201
211 Main

Spouse Abuse Hotline
and Safehouse 24 Hour Hotline

759-4050
.

YOUR AD COULD
BE HERE
CALL 753-1916
HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main 8 Industrial Rd. 753-5606

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
a

My name is a e War. an 1 is is
my brother Kyle, I attend Southwest
Elementary School and we would
appreciate your vote for our
"GRANNY" MILLY WARD.
hod to, by Mitch °rut Shorto Word

call:

753-1916'

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

PAWL 111

1111.111.11AY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 11014

Celebrities gather
favorite recipes in
charity cookbook

Doug Miller (left) presents a check for $5,000 to Dr. Bob McGau
ghey, chairman of the Department of Journalism and Radio-Television at Murray State University, on
behalf
of the New York Times Foundation. The
grant is to underwrite professional travel for faculty and
students in the department. Miller is the publisher of
the Madisonville Messenger, one of the New York Times
newspapers.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Suzanne B. Ford
Mrs. Suzanne B. Ford, 57, of Rt.
Also surviving are three sisters,
2, Murray, died Saturday at 6:20
Mrs. Anzelia Bari, Loves Park,
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County.
Ill., Mrs. Rose Zanimuto,
She was a registered nurse
Rockford, Ill., and Sister Mary
working at Westview Nursing
Carmela 0.S.F., Philadelphia,
Home and was a member of St.
Pa.; four brothers, Angelo GaLeo's Catholic Church.
ziano, Raymond Gaziano and
Born Dec. 4, 1931, in Rockford, Joseph Gaziano, all of Rockfo
rd,
Ill., she was the daughter of the
and Sam Gaziano, Waukegan, Ell.
late Joseph Gaziano and Carmela
Services were today at 10 a.m.
Gaziano. She also was preceded in
at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr.
death by four brothers.
Stanley Tillman officiated.
Mrs. Ford is survived by her
Pallbearers were John Boltz,
husband, Milous H. (Bill) Ford, to
Ron Sallin, J.W. Jones, Albert
whom she was married Feb. 16, Bari, Frank Gaziano and
Mark
1966; two daughters, Miss Marcia Collier.
Ford, Murray. and Mrs. Michelle
Burial was in North Pleasant
Harris, Fort Stewart, Ga.; one Grove Cemetery with
argrandson, Matthew Harris, Fort rangements by Miller
Funeral
Stewart.
Home of Murray.

John W. Richerson
John W. Richerson, 78, Portage, grandchildren; two great
Ind., died Friday at 11:04 p.m. at a grandchildren.
hospital there.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
His wife, Mrs. Lela Humphreys p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Richerson, died Oct. 4, 1978. He Funeral Home of Hazel. The
Rev.
also was preceded in death by one Buren Richerson will officia
te.
son, Bobby Joe Richerson, and
Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist
two brothers, Ralph Richerson and soloist.
and Charles Richerson.
Burial will follow in South PleaBorn June 22, 1910, in Calloway sant Grove Cemetery.
County, he was the son of the late
Friends may call at the funeral
Luther A. Richerson and Connie home after 5 p.m. today
Rogers Richerson.
(Monday ).
Survivors are one daughter.
Mrs. Martha Knoblich, Portage;
two sons, Max Richerson, Por-UNDER
tage, and James Richerson, Springfield, Va.; three sisters, Mrs.
Martha Lee Underwood, Puryear,
[
Tenn., Mrs. Frances McKenzie,
Trousers, Skirts (Pleats Extra),
St. Paul, Minn., and Mrs. Estelle
Sweaters, Sportcoats
Parkhurst, Detroit, Mich.; two
brothers, L.A. Richerson and
$
Gerald Richerson, Murray; seven

Hugh Cooper
Hugh Cooper, 71, Hazel, died
Friday at his home in Hazel.
Calloway Coroner Ricky Edwards
said he died of natural causes
after he was found dead on
Sunday.
His wife, Mrs. Jane Hinson
Cooper, died April 18, 1975. He was
a member of Hazel Church of
Christ and of a Masonic Lodge.
Born Dec. 1, 1916, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Herman Cooper and Eunice Harmon Cooper.
Survivors include one daughter,
Gale Cooper, Mayfield; uncles
and aunts, Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Humphrey, Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Styers, Ledbetter, and Mrs. David
Harmon, Murray; several
cousins.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. Kenneth
Edwards will officiate.
Pallbearers will be David Provine, Charles Humphrey, Steve
Humphrey, Wildy Cooper, James
Harmon and Roy Harmon.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday )

LONDON (AP ) — The Queen
Mother's mayonnaise and Glenda
Jackson's baked bananas are
featured among nearly 150 recipes
compiled for a children's charity
cookbook.
The 125-page "Celebrity Choice
Cookbook" lists mostly simple,
quick recipes such as actor
Jeremy Iron's "Champ" — a mixture of green onions and mashed
potatoes that he says will "kindle
the coldest heart."
Comedian Spike Milligan
recommends "spaghetti dolce,"
which is made by pouring cream
and brandy over cooked pasta.
Others offered more elegant
cuisine, such as rock star Roger
Daltrey's trout in sweet pepper
puree.
Singer Boy George sent in his
dad's curry supreme and
heavyweight boxing world contender Frank Bruno added red
snapper Creole, "ideally accompanied by Perrier water."
About one-sixth of the proceeds
from the book will be given to the
British Broadcasting Corp.'s
Children In Need Appeal.

Overdue payments
sought to support
Kentucky children
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — The
Department for Social Insurance
has begun filing notices of overdue
child-support payments with
credit reporting agencies, and officials said Monday that the
results have been encouraging.
In less than four months, Ken.
tucky has collected more than
$200,000 to cover 256 late support
obligations, according to a release
from the Cabinet for Human
Resources on Monday.
The credit reporting agencies
are treating the delinquent support payments just as they would
any other unpaid bill. The result is
that some lenders are becoming
wary of the possibility of having
the state place a lien on financed
property
The balances are reported to
credit agencies for families
receiving Aid to Families with
Dependent Children or other
families who have asked for help
in collecting support payments

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
L'.8.Tobacco

Is% -Y.
15% •/
1
4
.10% -%
_MIA use
101/4B 10%A
44 +
45% •1
/
4
55% -3/s
82% -1%
Si% WIC
5544 .%

107% •2%

3111/4 + 1,
3044 -1
/
4
7.54
BETTY BOSTON

753.3366

PAT GOSSUN1

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Please Vote
for

Sally
Alexander
Murray City
School Board
YOUR VOTE MATTERS
November 8th
Paid tor by Mai Brandon: Troasuriu

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

6411 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

'Vet <0.06....

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Nursing Home
Insurance
Lowest Prices

All levels of care
1985 Monte Carlo SS, maroon
V-8, auto tilt, cruise, AM-FM

including custodial
care for up to 6 years.

radio

Call
Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

*9,500

Which one will you trust
with America's future?
George

Bush

Michael

oVice President of the
United States
*U.S. Envoy to China

*United Nations
Ambassador
*Has traveled to 73 foreign
nations to meet with heads
of state
*Director of the CIA
*Decorated bomber pilot
during WWII
*Started two Texas
businesses

TO THE CITIZENS OF THE
MURRAY INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT:

Dukakis
*Governor of Massachusetts
*Former State Legislator
*No Foreign Polic‘
Experienc,.
*Served in U S. Army after
Korean War
*Harvard trained lawyer

Which one stands with you on the issues?
11/1 k-%hIS
TAXES

*Will not raise taxes, period

*Won't rule out new taxes.

lot REAGAN TAX CUT

*Supported.

*('alls it a disgra4 e

BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT

*Supports.

*Opposes.

GRENADA INVASION

*Supported

•Refused to support

CAPITAL PI NISHMENT

*Supports.

*Opposes

DRUGS

*Headed Reagan

•1etoed mandator jail
sentences for ma}or drug
pushers.

‘dministration's
war on drugs

SPECIAL RIGHTS FOR
HOMOSEXt ALS

*Opposes.

*Supports special ct‘il rights
protection for homosexuals

ABORTION

'Opposes.

"Supports abortion an demand.

GUN CONTROL

•supports right to bear arms

*Opposed prix ate ownership of
all handguns and supported
confiscation of guns.

PRAYER IN SCHOOL

*Supports

PLEDGE OF

SCHOOLS

ALLEGIANCE IN

*Supports.

Opposes.
IPtoed hill that would require
'
the Pledge of thegiance in

public schools.

With these thoughts in mind, I ask for your support and vote on Nov. 8th in the election for Scho
ol
Board. I hope that my background as Distr
ict
Judge, County Attorney, involved citizen, attorney, businessman and parent will help
me
become a good board member.
Sincerely,
Sid Easley
Paid for by

the candidate

14B 14/
1
4A
30% -%

18 -%
31 unc
82% -%
50% -1
53% Ns
44% •%
443/4 (Inc

Wal-Mart
C.L.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY

.••••‘,

Hours 7-6 Mon -Fri., 8-6 Sal
.9-6 Sun

Like our community, these achievements and this
record cannot be taken for granted. A progress
ive
community and educational excellence are
inseparable.

lintart

UM'

Keep To ,.;re...1 GM F eeiLoc S,U Genoux GM P.

Shkts

Our school system, with its outstanding reputation, has played an essential role in the good quali
ty of life in our community and its progressive
attitude. It is a system that is large enough to offer
a complete curriculum but small enough to give
time and attention to the needs of each student.
It has deep roots in our community and continue
s
to provide a solid background for our students.
In
1988,81% of the graduating class began college
or
other post-secondary training. In the most rece
nt
objective test scores our system ranked 4th in the
state of Kentucky.

Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Wit

5144 .%
113% -%
SI% nor

Boars 1111.511-14.641

$250 • ach

We speak with pride when we describe our community as progressive and "a great place to raise
a family". I believe those descriptions are true,
but we cannot take them for granted. Progress is
won with hard work, perseverance and citizen
involvement and can be lost without it.

A.T.C.-asss A
AT&T

mow iso.

Suits, Plain Dresses

753-5242

Previous Close
Air Predlocts

Federnialsie Marlin S.Sento November 7,1566
Kentucky P117rballe Area Rog Market Report In
dudes 5 Baying Stations Receipts: Act 746. Est.
450 Harrows 1. Gala tally .26 lower. Sows steady
.50 higher.
1512
526.26-35.75
535.16-11.26
VS 1-2 00114. MIL
116.75-36.26
US 1141 maws S.
33675-35.75
Vs 3-4 3ls470
Sows
US 1.2 57151 *a.
323.56-24.50
523.06-24.56
US 1.3 350-4410
$22.54-24.00
US I-S 441041111 s.
$16.05- 25.00
US 14 SSD cal SP
US SS file4SO Ils.
22.30
$21

ls°..
Bel-Air Laundry &Cleaners

Be Air Center

Prices as of II a.m.
-16.71
Goodyear
2146.80
I.B.M.
411
/
4 -1
Ingersoll $and
/
4
al% 24/
1
4
Jerrie.

[missals' Average

Hog market

NEW MANAGEMENT

•

Stock Market

GEORGE BUSH FOR PRESID
ENT

Election Night Rally (Nov. 8) For All Supporters of Geor
ge Bush
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Boston Tea Party Restaurant, Holiday Inn
For further information, call:
Tommy Sanders, Eltalrman. Calloway
Countiana for Rush 753 3290
Wayne Reaitley, Chairman. Calloway County
Gun Owners for Rush 753 0080
Ed Thurmond, Chairman, Republican
Party of Calloway County 492 5.344
Anita Folsom, Vice (linkman. Republican
Party of Calloway County 753-078
9
Pa M 1,4 by rallowa y Countless for Bust

